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The main goal of synthetic biology is to harness the power of biological genetic expres-
sion in order to perform various tasks, which could often have impact on many aspects
of our lives ranging from health care, pharmaceutical, to renewable energy and envi-
ronments. These tasks are often carried out through synthetic genetic circuits composed
of genetic parts like promoters, RBS, terminators and inducible gene regulators. Nu-
merous studies have expanded the toolbox for synthetic circuitry and established the
guideline of circuitry assembly in the past decade. As the field advances, regulatory
sRNA is emerging as a powerful tool in synthetic biology. These regulatory sRNAs are
versatile and designable, more importantly, they oer a fast dynamic in genetic circuitry
due to the fast production rates and degradation rates of RNA molecules. However, little
work has been done to create a theoretical foundation for RNA circuit design. With the
ultimate goal of gaining full control of RNA circuitry dynamics, this work focuses on
building the theoretical foundation to understand and guide the design of RNA synthetic
circuitry.
A prerequisite to building such foundation is to create a modeling framework that
accurately describes the dynamics of RNA circuits. In the first part of this work, we
build an eective model composed of ordinary dierential equations to describe tran-
scriptional RNA genetic circuitry, and validate the model using a three level cascade
as a test case. We develop a sensitivity analysis based parameterization procedure that
requires only a handful of simple experiments that can be performed in parallel using
rapid cell-free transcription-translation (TX-TL) reactions. This part of the work es-
tablishes a fundamental method to predict circuit dynamics, which allow us to build
more complex systems. Next we expand the repertoire of synthetic gene networks built
from these regulators by constructing a transcriptional negative autoregulation (NAR)
network out of small RNAs (sRNAs). Using parameter sensitivity analysis, we design
a simple set of experiments that allow us to accurately predict NAR circuit dynamic in
TX-TL. We also transfer the successful network design into Escherichia coli and show
that our sRNA transcriptional network is functional in vivo. In the third part of this work,
we investigate into an interesting observation where the transfer functions of inducible
systems are altered by small transcriptional activating RNAs (STARs). We combine the-
ory, computational model and experimental results to uncover the underlying causes of
this phenomenon. Based on which, we establish the design principle of transfer function
manipulation and dynamic range amplification induced by STARs.
Together the work presented here establishes a theoretical foundation of RNA cir-
cuitry design. We anticipate that this foundation would support the development of new
mathematical and computational models that provide insights and guidance for RNA cir-
cuitry design —which ultimately contributes to the advancement of synthetic circuitry
engineering.
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from batch A (blue) (Figure 2.4) and batch B (red) (Figure A6). Histograms are
composed of 10,000 sets of parameters fit from the parameterization experiments
performed in each batch. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35
3.1 A simple model of the proposed sRNA transcriptional NAR construct uncovers po-
tential challenges and provides design guidelines for network construction. (A) The
transcriptional NAR network motif and proposed sRNA implementation. The pT181
attenuator regulates the transcription of N copies of its own repressor RNA (repressor,
R) and a reporter gene (G), each insulated from each other by self-cleaving ribozymes
(triangles). Once transcription is activated, initially RNA polymerase is allowed to
transcribe the repressor RNA-reporter gene construct. As concentration of repressor
RNA increases, it binds to the attenuator, which leads to intrinsic terminator forma-
tion and repression of transcription of the repressor RNA-reporter gene construct. (B)
A simplified two-component model that describes the synthesis and degradation of
the repressor (R) and reporter gene (G) provides insight for network construction.
The dynamic trajectories were simulated by this model with parameters adapted from
a previous study (Table B.1)[48]. The simulation suggests that a single copy of re-
pressor RNA (N = 1) would be insucient to significantly reduce network response
time, while tandem copies of repressor RNA (N = 2) would. . . . . . . . . . . . 53
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3.2 Optimization of RNA parts for network construction. (A) Average steady-state fluo-
rescence (FL/OD) of E. coli TG1 cells measuring repression of a construct consisting
of the pT181 attenuator controlling SFGFP expression. The pT181-SFGFP construct
was transformed with a control plasmid (-), or constructs that expressed variations of
the repressor RNA. Variations in the terminator included downstream of the repressor
tested the impact of the size of the terminator (T1 vs. T2), with L3S3P2134 (T2)
being smaller than TrrnB (T1). Variations in the size of the repressor RNA repressor
(two hairpins vs. one hairpin) tested the impact of including reduced regions of the
repressor RNA on repressive function17. Other variations tested the impact of us-
ing the sTRSV ribozyme (triangles) for separating RNA parts and including multiple
copies of the repressor. Error bars represent standard deviations over nine biological
replicates. (B) Orthogonality matrices illustrating that the single hairpin repressor
RNA followed by terminator L3S3P21 achieves adequate repression but compro-
mises orthogonality (left). Matrices were generated by measuring the fluorescence
of cells transformed with dierent combinations of the wild type (WT) or specificity
mutated (MUT) pT181 attenuator-SFGFP/repressor expression constructs in the re-
pressor configurations indicated by the schematic. Adding a ribozyme in between
the single hairpin repressor RNA and terminator L3S3P21 restores the orthogonality
(right). Each box in the matrices represents % repression of cells with a repressor
RNA expression plasmid compared to cells with the control plasmid. Repression is
presented by a color scale in which 100% is blue and 0% is white. Repression % was
calculated from the average over nine biological replicates. . . . . . . . . . . . . 57
3.3 Schematic (left) of the mechanistic steps of the sRNA transcriptional NAR network
captured by the governing equations (right). Molecular implementations that high-
light key rate constants and interactions are shown below each network schematic.
N refers to the number of tandem repressors included in each construct. The equa-
tions model the tandem copies (N = 2) of repressor R1 as a single new repressor,
R2. This eective model also used dierent degradation rate constants, dmN , for each
repressor species. Parameter and Species descriptions can be found in Table 1 and
2, respectively. The only dierence between the negative autoregulation (NAR) and
control (CTRL) constructs is the use of a mutated attenuator target region that dis-
rupts repression, modeled as a change in repression coecient KNC , describing a
weak non-cognate repression caused by crosstalk. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
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3.4 Sensitivity matrices for parameter identification experiments. Five parametrization
experiments were designed on the basis of sensitivity analysis to estimate all 16 un-
known parameters in our model (Supplementary Note Equations B.1.1-B.5.2). For
each experiment, schematics of the constructs used are shown above the SFGFP por-
tion of the calculated sensitivity matrix for that experiment, with DNA concentra-
tions indicated. Parameters are numbered according to Table 3.2. Red/blue indicates
high/low sensitivity, respectively. Note that time varying changes in parameter sensi-
tivity indicates time windows of the trajectories that are influenced by each parame-
ter. Experiments were designed in order from (A) to (E), with parameters identified
by previous experiments marked as gray rows. (A) 0.5 nM of reporter plasmid alone
is able to identify four parameters: m, kt,  and dm. (B) 0.5 nM of reporter and 4
nM of repressor plasmid is able to identify five parameters: K1, d1, rm1, R and Pt.
(C) 0.5 nM of reporter and 4 nM of plasmids containing repressor with two tandem
repressors (separated by a ribozyme) is able to identify three parameters: K2, rm2 and
d2. (D) 0.5 nM of reporter with a mutated PT181 attenuator and 4 nM of repressor
plasmid is able to identify one parameter KC1. (E) 12 nM of a plasmid with MG as
reporter identifies the last three parameters: rb,  and dMG . . . . . . . . . . . . 64
3.5 Model prediction and experimental characterization of the sRNA transcriptional NAR
constructs in TX-TL. (A) Schematics of the NAR and control constructs designed for
TX-TL using malachite green (MG) as a network reporter. (B) and (C) Compar-
ison of experimental trajectories of MG fluorescence in TX-TL experiments (solid
circles with error bars) with simulated model predictions (shaded regions) for single
repressor NAR (N = 1) and double repressor NAR (N = 2) networks, respectively.
Experimental error bars represent standard deviations of nine individual TX-TL reac-
tions. Model simulated trajectories were generated by performing 1000 simulations
with parameters randomly drawn from the set of 10,000 determined from the esti-
mation procedure (see Methods). Predicted and measured response times for all four
trajectories are shown in the upper left corner. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66
3.6 Demonstration and characterization of a functional sRNA transcriptional NAR net-
work in vivo. (A) Schematics of the NAR and control constructs designed for in
vivo testing using yem-GFP as a network reporter. (B) Time course of average flu-
orescence (FL/OD) collected from E. coli TG1 cells containing the double repressor
NAR (blue) or control (red) construct over a five-hour period. Shaded regions rep-
resent standard deviations collected at each time point for nine biological replicates.
Calculated response times (see Methods) indicate a functional NAR network that de-
creases the response time with respect to the control. (C) Flow cytometry histograms
of a single time point measurement after 5 hours, tested with the double repressor
NAR (blue) and control constructs (red) in vivo. Individual distributions are overlaid
on each other with dierent shades of blue and red. The ratio of relative variance (RV)
and coecient of variation (CV) was calculated for each distribution and averaged.
The averages of the ratio of (RVNAR=RVCTRL) and (CVNAR=CVCTRL) are shown in the
upper right corner with errors representing the standard deviation of these calculated
ratios. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68
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4.1 Understanding the transfer function shift caused by STARs. (A) The schematics of
the STAR hybrid operon. The inducible promoter regulates the expression of STARs;
STARs then regulates the expression of GFP. (B) Re-plot of an observation from
previous work[22]. Three variants of STAR hybrid inducible operon presented 3
dierent transfer functions. (C) Transfer functions simulated based on estimated key
STAR parameters. They largely resemble the observed transfer function from B.
(D)Key STAR parameters estimated based with STAR circuit dynamics in TX-TL,
see Appendix C1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85
4.2 STAR hybrid operon provides an tuning knob to manipulate the otherwise static trans-
fer function. (A) The transfer function of a Xylose operon on high copy ColE1 back-
bone, with a two fold dynamic range. (B) The entire transfer function moved to a
medium copy backbone P15A. The operon became non-inducible. (C) The STAR
hybrid operon leaves a constitutive promoter open for substitution (orange). Three
weaker Anderson promoters were titrated in the configuration, the transfer function
gradually moves down, reduces signal leak of the operon.(D) The dynamic ranges of
these four transfer functions stay relatively constant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89
4.3 STARs amplify dynamic range of inducible systems (A) Dynamic range amplifica-
tion was observed when configured with high strength constitutive promoter (orange
promoter in 4.2C). Dynamic range was amplified from 2 fold to 6 folds when re-
porter gene was expressed via a medium copy plasmid P15A (red),further amplified
to 10 folds when expressed via a high copy plasmid ColE1 (maroon). (B) Simula-
tion results from Appendix C note 4. Simulated dynamic range decreased When the
hybrid operon was modeled with constant degradation rate (hollow circles). Sim-
ulated dynamic range showed improvement with the same set of parameters when
modeled with constant RNase pool. (C) the schematics of STAR mediated dynamic
range amplification (D) Parameters of systems impact dynamic range amplification
eects. (E) Dynamic range amplification induced by STAR 4971. (F) Dynamic range
amplification induced by STAR 5809. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95
4.4 STAR sequesters impact transfer functions (A) Schematics of the hybird operon con-
figured with STAR sequester. (B) Simulated transfer function shift when hybrid
operon configured with STAR sequester. The on state have a larger signal deduction
than the o state due to RNA degradation slowdown (C) Experimentally collected
transfer functions. Comparing xylose operon (grey, 2 fold),xylose STAR hybrid (red
solid dots 10 fold) and hybrid operon configured with sequester (red hollow circles
14 fold). The experimental result agreed with simulation that the ON state signal
suered a larger deduction than the OFF state. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
4.5 Broad application and limitation of STAR as dynamic range amplifier. (A) STAR im-
proves a house-assembled Lac operon from 4 folds to 12 folds. (B) STAR improves
a theophylline inducible transcriptional riboswitch from 2.7 fold to 5 folds. (C) The
Xyl-STAR hybrid operon’s dynamic range amplification eect in TG1 was not ob-
served in MG1655. (D) STAR did not improve the dynamic range of xylose operon
in the Keio parent strain. Knocking out either MazF or RelA recover the amplification
e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A.1 Model components of the 3-level cascade. (A) Transcriptional repression governed
by sRNA repressors. Presence of R2 causes attenuator A1 upstream of R1 to fold into
a terminator structure thus halting transcription of R1. This complex event can be
described by a first order Hill function[64], characterized by a repression coecient,
K2,which has units of concentration. K2 defines the concentration of active R2 needed
to achieve significant repression of R1[1]. (B) Crosstalk between repressor R2 and
attenuator A1 can be described as an OR gate module with two signaling species[71].
Here pc is the percentage crosstalk due to R2 compared to the repression caused from
the cognate sRNA repressor R1. (C) Tandem attenuators can be modeled by mul-
tiplying Hill functions together[64].(D) The eect of autotermination from a single
attenuator is modeled by multiplying the transcription rate by a factor of (1   Pt),
where Pt is the probability of auto-termination . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119
A.2 Qualitative validation of model governing equations. (A) Cross-talk qualitative vali-
dation, generated by equations A.5-A.8. As cross-talk becomes stronger, the SFGFP
signal is more repressed. (B) Tandem attenuator and maturation delay validation,
generated by equations A.23-A.30. Both trajectories resulted from L1+L2, one with
a single attenuator on L1, and one with two tandem attenuators on L1. When two
attenuators are in tandem, the repression eect caused by the same repressor RNA
concentration is stronger. These curves also show the characteristic bending of the
trajectories at later times due to the maturation delay we factor into the model, which
matches experimental characterization (Figure A.4). (C) Auto-termination valida-
tion, generated by equations A.13-A.16. Compared with no auto-termination (left
two bars), 20% auto termination (right two bars) causes end point signals at 100mins
to drop for both levels (L1 and L1+L2) as expected. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 120
A.3 Model inspired findings on pre-incubation of TX-TL reactions. (A) Best fit of the
model generated L1 trajectory with equations A17-A22 (red line) and experimentally
collected SFGFP trajectories (blue dash) from TX-TL reactions containing 0.5nM L1
with no pre-incubation. (B) GFP production rates derived from part A. Red line cor-
responds to the red model trajectory and blue dashes correspond to blue experimental
trajectories. Parts A and B together show that there is a 20 minute delay in SFGPF
fluorescence signal after the start of the reaction, which our model is not capable of
capturing. (C) Best fit of the model generated L1 trajectory with equations A17-A22
(red line) and experimentally collected SFGFP trajectories (blue dash) from TX-TL
reactions containing 0.5nM L1 with a 20 minute pre-incubation of the extract and
buer at 37C before adding DNA at time 0. (D) GFP production rates derived from
part C. Red line corresponds to the red model trajectory and blue dashes correspond
to blue experimental trajectories. Parts C and D together show that a 20 minute pre-
incubating of the TX-TL extract/buer at 37C eliminates the delay at the beginning
of the reaction. Using experimental pre-incubation, our model is able to qualitatively
capture the observed SFGFP trajectories. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 121
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A.4 Model inspired findings on sRNAmaturation delay (A) Best fit of the model generated
L1+L2 trajectory with equations A17-A22 (red line) and experimentally collected
L1+L2 trajectories (blue dashes) with a 20 minute pre-incubation of the extract and
buer at 37C before adding DNA at time 0. (B) GFP production rates derived from
part A. Red line corresponds to the red model trajectory and blue dashes correspond
to blue experimental trajectories. Parts A and part B together show that there is a drop
in SFGFP production rate after the first 20 minutes in the single repression construct,
which equations A17-A22 cannot capture. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122
A.5 Estimation of K1s for cascade swap prediction. (A) The two-level parameterization
experiment (black dash lines) was performed to estimate a single parameter K1s to
predict trajectories for a swapped cascade circuit (Figure 2.5E,F). The mean simulated
trajectory (red line) is shown within 95% confidence intervals (blue region) using the
newly estimated K1s values (B) Comparison of the estimated repression coecients
between single antisense copies of R1 (Red) and R2 (Blue) (K1s and K2s, respectively).
K2s is lower than K1s indicating that R2 shows slightly stronger repression as has been
observed previously[110, 108]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122
A.6 Parameter estimation validation on TX-TL batch B. Comparison of experimental tra-
jectories of SFGFP fluorescence in TX-TL experiments using batch B of extract
(black dash lines) with simulated model predictions. Model simulated trajectories
were generated by performing 1,000 simulations with parameters drawn from the set
of 10,000 determined from the estimation procedure (see Methods). Experimental
and model trajectories were normalized by the maximum observed experimental flu-
orescence (see Methods). The mean simulated trajectory (red line) is shown within
95% confidence intervals (blue region). The schematic of each experiment is shown
in the upper left corner of each plot corresponding to the experiments in Figure 2.3. . 123
A.7 Batch-to-batch dierence Parameterization experimental trajectories comparison be-
tween batch A (blue) and batch B (red). Shaded regions represent the average
plus/minus the standard deviation of experimental trajectories from Figure 2.4 (Batch
A) and Figure A.5 (Batch B). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124
B.1 (A) Natural repressor-RNA transcriptional repression in the pT181 attenuator. Tran-
scription of a downstream gene is undisrupted when the repressor RNA is absent.
When the repressor RNA is present, it interacts with the attenuator RNA to form
a transcriptional terminator hairpin. Therefore, the transcription of the downstream
gene is turned o. (B) Schematics of basic sRNA repression constructs testing both
cognate and non-cognate (orthogonal) regulation. (C) In vivo test of 5 new termina-
tors compared against TrrnB in the context of the sRNA repressor. Error bars rep-
resent standard deviations over nine biological replicates. L3S3P21 was chosen for
the rest of this work. (D) Invivo orthogonality test of double (tandem) repressors.
Adding a ribozyme (triangle) between the terminator and repressor construct restores
orthogonality. Error bars represent standard deviations over three biological replicates. 135
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B.2 Re-plots of previous findings on pT181 sRNA repression strength and degradation
rates. (A) Re-plot of in vivo attenuator repression characterization from Lucks et
al[64]. The repression eciency of pT181 repressor antisense (R) is reduced when
an attenuator sequence is placed upstream (att-R). Using two copies of repressors in
tandem (att-2R) increases the repression strength slightly. (B) Re-plot of degradation
parameter distributions for dierent repressor constructs determined from cell-free
TX-TL experiments in Hu et al[48]. The degradation rate of the bare pT181 repressor
sRNA (R, red) is faster than the degradation rate of the att-2R version (blue). . . . . 136
B.3 Characterization of malachite green and SFGFP expression constructs. (A) End point
fluorescent measurement at the end of a 2-hour TX-TL reaction with a constitutive
promoter driving malachite-green aptamer expression (MG) compared with a version
containing a repressor-ribozyme sequence in between the promoter and the MG ap-
tamer (R-MG). This result indicates some reduction inMG transcription caused by the
presence of the repressor-ribozyme sequence. The ribozyme is indicated by a triangle
in the schematic. Error bars represent standard deviations of 3 technical replicates.
(B) Two-hour TX-TL time course trajectories of constructs containing the wild type
pT181 attenuator followed by an SFGFP coding sequence (WT-att), compared with
a mutated version of the pT181 attenuator (Mut-att) followed by an SFGFP coding
sequence. The eective model simulates these two constructs with identical ODEs.
Therefore, the two trajectories are expected to overlay each other if the DNA quali-
ties of these two constructs are comparable. The result confirmed that this modeling
approach is valid. Error bars represent standard deviations of 9 technical replicates. . 144
B.4 Validation of model simulations of parameter estimation experiments. Comparison
of experimental trajectories of SFGFP (or MG) fluorescence in TX-TL experiments
(black dashed lines) with simulated model predictions. Model simulated trajectories
were generated by performing 1000 simulations with parameters drawn from the set
of 10,000 determined from the estimation procedure (see Methods). Experimental
and model trajectories were normalized by the maximum observed experimental flu-
orescence of the first experiment in (A). The mean simulated trajectory (red line) is
shown within 95% confidence intervals derived from the range of simulated trajec-
tories (blue region). The schematic of each experiment is shown in the upper left
corner of each plot corresponding to the experiments in Figure 3.4 and equations in
Supplementary Note B.1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 145
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B.5 To estimate the response time of dynamic trajectories generated by constructs in TX-
TL reactions, we used a least squares method to approximate when each trajectory
reaches steady state (see Methods). Since the raw data contains experimental noise
within individual trajectories, steady state approximation is a dicult task. To over-
come this, we fitted the data with our model and used the best fit trajectory to estimate
the response time. (A) We searched for the best trajectory for each individual experi-
mental replicate based on best R2 values. Sample fitting trajectories and experimental
data from each experiment are shown. (B) All fitted trajectories and experimental data
from the single repressor NAR vs. control constructs. (C) All fitted trajectories and
experimental data from the double repressor NAR vs. control constructs. Response
time of each experimental replicate (shown in Figure 3.5) was calculated indepen-
dently following the least squared method (See Methods). . . . . . . . . . . . . 146
B.6 Parts tested for the sRNA transcriptional NAR networks designed for in vivo exper-
iments. (A) Testing yem-GFP in the context of the sRNA repressor. Expression
was characterized from constructs containing a constitutive promoter followed by a
pT181 attenuator and either GFP or yem-GFP with a control plasmid (-), or a plasmid
encoding a cognate sRNA repressor (R,+). Results showed an improvement in re-
pression strength when yem-GFP was used. Error bars represent standard deviations
over nine biological replicates. (B) Using AHL to titrate expression of an attenuator
construct. The attenuator-yem-GFP construct was placed behind the AHL inducible
promoter pLux. Construct expression was measured after induction with a range of
AHL concentrations after 5 hours, and compared to a constitutively expressed con-
struct (J23119). The results confirmed a range of AHL induction levels of this repres-
sor expression construct. Later in vivo experiments were performed with 100nM of
AHL based on this result. Error bars represent standard deviations over nine biolog-
ical replicates. (C) Repression eciency of the single repressor construct used in the
single repressor NAR networks. The repression strength of a single repressor flanked
by ribozymes (triangle) versus the same construct with a mutant attenuator placed
upstream. The present of the mutant attenuator significantly reduces the repression
strength. Testing the repressor construct against a mutant attenuator target region (red
bars) showed that the repression ineciency was not due to crosstalk, but is rather
due to the attenuator causing reduced sRNA transcription (see Figure B.2A). Error
bars represent standard deviations over three technical replicates. . . . . . . . . . 147
B.7 Characterization of double repressor sRNA transcriptional NAR networks in vivo
with normalized data. (A) Schematics of the double repressor NAR and control con-
structs designed for in vivo testing using yem-GFP as a network reporter. (B) Nor-
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NAR (blue) or control (red) construct over a five-hour period. Each experimental
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B.8 Characterization of single repressor sRNA transcriptional NAR in vivo . (A) Schemat-
ics of the single repressor NAR and control constructs designed for in vivo testing
using yem-GFP as a network reporter. (B) Four replicate fluorescence (FL/OD) tra-
jectories collected from E. coli TG1 cells containing the single repressor NAR (blue)
or control (red) construct over a five-hour period. In this case, no clear speed up in
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C.1 Six parametrization experiments were designed on the basis of sensitivity analysis
to estimate all 22 unknown parameter values in our proposed model. Red and blue
indicated high and low sensitivity, respectively. The first construct level (A) con-
tains only a set concentration of the 4970 target DNA, representing the o level of
the 4970/4971 STAR/target pair. The second construct level (B) contains both the
4971 STAR DNA and the 4970 target DNA at set concentrations, representing the on
level. Likewise, construct levels 3 (C) and 4 (D) contain the 5808 target DNA and the
5808/5809 STAR/target DNAs, respectively. Construct levels 5 (E) and 6 (F) contain
the 5816 target DNA only and the 5816/5817 STAR/target DNAs, respectively. . . . 157
C.2 Comparison of experimental trajectories of SFGFP fluorescence in TX-TL experi-
ments (black dashed lines) with simulated model predictions. Model simulated tra-
jectories were generated by performing 100 simulations with parameters drawn from
the set of 10,000 determined from the parameter estimation procedure. Experimental
and model trajectories were normalized by the maximum experimental fluorescence
of the first experiment (A). The mean simulated trajectory (red line) is shown within
95% confidence intervals (shaded blue region). Plots (A) and (B) 2 correspond to
4970 and 4971 pair. Plots (C) and (D) correspond to 5808 and 5809 pair. Plots (E)




1.1 The brief history of synthetic biology
Synthetic biology is an engineering discipline. Although still in its infancy, it holds
tremendous promise for applications in many aspects of technology [25]. The central
goal of synthetic biology is to engineer non-existing biological systems and reprogram
living cells to perform tasks or create chemicals. The potential ability of harness the
power of biology would entirely transfer the way we interact with medicine, environ-
ment and energy[3].
The root of synthetic biology can be traced back over half a century ago when Fan-
cois Jacob and Jacques Monod in 1961 published the first study on the Lac operon in
E.coli [73]. This study marked the discovery of synthetic biology’s first regulatory com-
ponent, which was extensively used decades later to form molecular regulatory systems.
In the decade of 1970-1980, genetic manipulation became widespread in microbiology
research because of the development of molecular cloning techniques. However in this
stage, genetic engineering was missing the necessary knowledge to create diverse and
in-depth biological systems we found in natural microorganisms. This missing piece
of the puzzle was eventually discovered in the 1990s, when automated DNA sequenc-
ing and improved computational tools enabled complete microbial genome sequencing.
This major development created the field of systems biology, which studies complex
cellular networks and discovers the functional modules of these networks [51]. The two
work that marked the birth of synthetic biology was the successful engineering of ge-
netic toggle switch [37] and repressilator [31]. They also envisioned that the dynamics
of simple genetic regulatory circuits can be described using simple mathematical mod-
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els. This inspired biologists to draw analogy from electrical circuit engineering when
creating synthetic biological networks, which are often refereed to as ”circuits” today.
In the following years nearly two decades,the growth of synthetic biology acceler-
ated by the breakthrough in next-generation sequencing and advance computing power.
During this time, numerous synthetic biological ”circuit components” were created,
modularized and integrated into cellular networks. First of all, Hsien’s discovery of
green fluorescent protein and his sequential work that expanded the library of fluores-
cent proteins [96] revolutionized biological assays. These fluorescent proteins play the
role of ”light bulbs” in synthetic circuits, provides a fast and reliable method for circuit
measurement and analysis. At the same time, regulatory systems as the heart of syn-
thetic circuits has also been one of the the main focuses of the field. From the traditional
small molecule sensing regulators like Lac operon and Tet operon, scientists have de-
veloped systems that senses light [62], temperature [94], heavy metal toxins [115] and
more. Many aspects of genetic expression has also been engineered. Genetic parts are
engineered to regulate transcription, translation and post-translation [87]. These parts
have been wired into complete sets of logic gates [112], multiple input logic cascades
[74], event-counting circuits[34], edge-detector circuits[107], just to name a few.
Synthetic biology today has grown to a new stage where scientists are moving from
engineering stand-alone circuits to complex and sophisticated cellular networks. Like
all engineering disciplines in the history, it’s growth is hindered by the lack of, yet would
be greatly benefited by, profound development of theoretical guidance.
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1.2 RNA synthetic biology
There are numerous approaches to reprogram gene expression in living cells. As of
today, protein mediated genetic circuits are the most studied and utilized in synthetic bi-
ology [13]. However, as next-generation sequencing technology has bloomed to uncover
the mystery of RNA molecules, RNA synthetic biology has become a highly-discussed
topic[53].There are several advantages of RNA regulators. First of all, RNA mediated
gene regulation is simpler —it skips the translation step in the signal transduction pro-
cess, saving cellular energy resources [53, 52], and thus alleviating the heavy burden
synthetic circuits force on living cells. Most importantly, RNA mediated gene regula-
tory circuitry has the potential to be modeled very well due to its simplicity. Secondly,
RNA gene regulators are very versatile. They are responsible for various cellular func-
tions, including splicing and editing RNA, modifying rRNA, catalyzing biochemical
reactions and regulating gene expression at both transcriptional and translational levels.
These RNA mediated regulations are achieved by the interactions of RNA molecules
with not only other RNAs, but also DNA, proteins and small molecules [53].This ver-
satility oers more control points in gene regulation. Finally, RNA molecules degrade
much faster than protein molecules. Fast degradation is a key characteristic for dynamic
control of circuitry[102]. For instance, in a signal transduction cascade, RNA molecules
can be briefly induced to pass a time-dependent signal pulse to the next level in a cas-
cade; on the other hand, a protein mediated signal would remain in the on-state until
all signaling proteins are slowly degraded. These advantageous characteristics of RNA
regulators make them the ideal candidate parts for sophisticated genetic circuitry. One
of the types of transcriptional control RNA molecules known as sRNA has been studied
extensively. For example, antisense sRNA controls gene expression through transcrip-
tional attenuation. As shown in Figure 1.1, when antisense RNA is present, it interacts
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with its sense RNA target (an attenuator) to control transcription. For transcriptional
repressors, this interaction causes the attenuator to form a terminator structure that ter-
minates the transcription of the downstream coding region (Figure 1.1A) [110]. On the
other hand, a small transcription activating RNA (STAR) binds to its sense target RNA
to relieve the terminator structure and activate the transcription of downstream gene
(Figure 1.1B)[20]. In the past few years, the Lucks Lab has created large libraries of or-
thogonal sRNA repressor and STAR variants derived from natural systems[20, 110, 68].







































Figure 1.1: Mechanism of antisense sRNAmediated transcriptional regulation. (A) A schematic
of the sRNA repressor mechanism. In the absence of antisense sRNA repres-
sor, the anti-terminator sequence prevents the terminator formation and allows
downstream transcription (ON). When present, the antisense sequesters the anti-
terminator sequence and allows terminator formation, preventing downstream tran-
scription (OFF). (B) Schematic of the STAR mechanism. In the absence of a STAR
antisense, an intrinsic terminator is formed in the sense target RNA, preventing tran-
scription elongation (OFF). In the presence of the STAR antisense, the 5’ intrinsic
terminator stem is sequestered by the STAR antisense, allowing downstream tran-
scription by RNA polymerase (RNAP). Figure from Chappell et al.[20]
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1.3 Mathematical framework of biological networks
Biological systems are astoundingly complex. To describe a biological network with
all the detailed molecule interactions, a model would be very large and computationally
expensive. To address this problem, Alon used simplified qualitative models to describe
protein transcription. He showed that a handful of simple equations is sucient to cap-
ture some essence of a complex biological system networks[1]. For instance, as shown
in figure 1.3, the protein mediated transcription repression event consisting multiple
biochemical reaction steps can be described with one simple Hill function containing
ordinary dierential equation (ODE).
dY
dt
= (1   X
n
Kn + Xn
)   dYY (1.1)
In this ODE in Figure 1.2, for example,  is the maximum expression level of the pro-
moter, and K is the repression coecient with units of concentration, which defines
the concentration of active X needed to significantly repress the expression of Y . The
Hill coecient n governs the steepness of the input function, and dY is the degrada-
tion/dilution rate of protein Y . Our eective model is inspired by this philosophy of
simplicity but applied to sRNA mediated regulation networks. The idea is that because
an eective model would only contain a handful of unknown parameters, it would be
possible to estimate most or even all of them. To build an eective model, a lot of
the molecule integrations are coarse-grained and many parameters are unknown. Mod-
els with many unknown parameters, renormalized interactions and murky topologies
are called sloppy[14]. In many cases, important predictions largely depend only on
a few sti combinations of parameters, followed by a sequence of geometrically less
important sloppy ones, whose exact values do not need to be known to quantitatively
understand system behavior[65]. In 2001, Bailey proposed this controversial idea that
we do not need to know every unknown parameter in a model to predict a biological
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system[5]. Sethna later proposed the concept of sloppy modeling and proved Baileys
theory by applying sloppy models in two biochemical regulation systems in cells as test
problems. Also, he showed that sensitivity analysis with the Fisher Information Ma-
trix (FIM), which finds the most identifiable parameters within a given set of observed
experimental data based on parameter sensitivities, would identify the sti parameter
combinations for model prediction[65].
Figure 1.2: A schematic of a transcription event described by one simple Hill function. A repres-
sor, X, is a transcription factor protein that decreases the rate of mRNA transcription
when it binds to the promoter. The signal, S x, increases the probability that X is in
its active form X. X binds a specific site in the promoter of gene Y to decrease tran-
scription and production of Y protein. One ODE is adequate to describe the entire
event. Adapted from Alon, Uri, (2006) —An Introduction to systems biology[1].
1.4 The advantages of cell-free systems
Due to the complexities of living organisms, researchers have developed an E.coli
based cell-free Transcription-Translation (TX-TL) system to perform basic biologi-
cal processes. Cell-free reactions often consist of three components: cell extract or
purified gene expression machinery, a buer/energy mix optimized for gene expres-
sion, and DNA that encodes the genetic network. These systems do not require selec-
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tion markers, so there are no limitations on plasmid origin of replication or antibiotic
compatibility[106]. Also, since there is no cell membrane, DNA plasmids can be in-
troduced to the system at any time during the reaction. These advantages allow us to
rapidly prototype RNA circuitries. Takahashi et al. used this TX-TL system to charac-
terize RNA circuitry and demonstrate its fast dynamics[108]. With the simplified model
based on Alons work[1], they were able to quantitatively estimate the response time of
an RNA signal transduction cascade to be five minutes per step of the cascade[108].
Takahashis work was the launching point of the first part of this work, which is to quan-
titatively model the same cascade in TX-TL systems and identify all unknown parame-
ters. Fortunately, it is trivial to obtain experimental data for model training because of
the advantages of TX-TL systems.
Figure 1.3: Schematic describing the process of arraying synthetic gene networks on paper using
printed arrays. Figure from Pardee et al [84].
TX-TL is also a particularly ideal environment for model development. A coarse-
grained eective model is built on numerous assumptions. For instance, in Equation
1.1, we assume the rate of transcription and the rate of degradation are constant and the
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transcriptional factor is abundant. These assumptions often ignore resource reallocation,
stress response ,noise propagation and more complex events in the circuit environment.
Therefore might not be sucient to capture the exact dynamic of a synthetic circuit.
TX-TL, on the other hand, is a much simpler single-cell-like environment where these
assumptions could hold. Models based on TX-TL experiments provide more accurate
information on the synthetic circuit and oers more insights to develop a reliable design
principle for RNA circuitry. TX-TL also has a powerful diagnostic application potential.
Recently, a new method of embedding cell-free synthetic gene networks onto paper and
other materials was developed by the Collins Lab[84]. This work showed that cell-free
systems can be freeze dried, then preserved and stored in room temperature on paper.
The embedded material can then be activated by simply adding water. This drastically
reduces the cost of storage and transportation of cell-free systems. As a sensing tool,
they showed that it could be set up in a way to produce a color pigment output that is
visible to naked eyes in response to a certain inducer (Figure 1.3)[84]. Therefore, the
sensor could be implemented in a low-tech environment and operated by people without
special training. This method opened up a great number of possible applications for
synthetic biology.
1.5 Building theoretical foundation for RNA synthetic biology
1.5.1 Chapter 2: Building the first predictive model for RNA cir-
cuitry
Fast dynamic is one of the major advantages of regulatory sRNA. It empowers synthetic
biology and adds sophistication into synthetic circuits. In order to fully utilize this ad-
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vantage, accurate prediction and full control of dynamic of RNA circuits were essential.
However, little work has been done to model RNA circuits. To clear this roadblock, the
first part of the thesis we set o to test whether we can build an eective model to de-
scribe the complex RNA regulation mechanism. We started building the eective model
for a 3 level repression sRNA cascade with the minimal numbers of ordinary dierential
equations (ODEs) base on qualitative experimental observations in TX-TL. In order to
obtain accurate predictions of these circuits, the unknown parameters need to be esti-
mated. We then used a sensitivity analysis based parameterization method to estimate
all involved parameters using dynamic performance of circuits that are composed of
parts of the cascade in TX-TL. This method yielded distributions of all 13 parameters.
We demonstrated the accuracy of these parameters by testing them with new construct
dynamic predictions. We found that these predictions all agreed with experimental data
quantitatively. Finally, we used the method to investigating the well documented but
little understood batch-to-batch dierence in TX-TL systems. We parameterized two
sets of parameters from two dierent batches and examined their dierences and simi-
larities. We found that the parameters that diered the most between two batches were
all energy resource related. This part of the thesis established a fundamental method of
modeling and obtaining parameters for sRNA regulated circuits.
1.5.2 Chapter 3: Apply the predictive model to design and engineer
complex RNA circuitry
Next we expand the repertoire of synthetic gene networks built from these regulators
by constructing a transcriptional negative autoregulation (NAR) network out of small
RNAs (sRNAs). NAR network motifs are core motifs of natural genetic networks, and
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are known for reducing network response time and steady state signal. Here we use cell-
free TX-TL reactions and a computational model to design and prototype sRNA NAR
constructs. In our in silico design phase, we find that due to the weak repression strength
and fast degradation rate of sRNA molecules, two pieces of sRNA need to be stacked
in tandem to achieve the functionality of a NAR circuit. In order to engineer this de-
sign successfully, we shortened the length of sRNA and terminator pieces significantly
while preserving the repressor’s functionality. Using parameter sensitivity analysis, we
design a simple set of experiments that allow us to accurately predict NAR dynamic
in TX-TL. Both of our predictive model and the TX-TL prototyping experiments con-
firm the necessity of a double repressor design. Finally, We transfer successful network
designs into Escherichia coli and show that our sRNA transcriptional NAR network re-
duces both network response time and steady-state gene expression, thus confirmed the
NAR network’s functionality. This work broadens our ability to construct increasingly
sophisticated RNA genetic networks with predictable function.
1.5.3 Chapter 4: Define the design principle for transfer function
manipulation with sRNA
Inducible promoter systems are at the heart of many applications in molecular biol-
ogy, allowing researchers to control gene expression by addition of small molecules.
While there is a range of potentially useful inducible promoter systems, their transfer
functions—the relationship between molecular input and molecular output—are static
and often require tuning via molecular engineering. In previous work, we showed that
Small Transcription Activating RNAs (STARs) can serve as an intermediate between
Lux operon and reporter gene GFP to form a function STAR-hybrid operon. Interest-
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ingly, we observed three distinct transfer functions with three dierent STARs. In this
part of the work, we started with a theoretical approach to understand what parameters
contribute to this transfer function shift. We then estimated these parameters with a
sensitivity analysis based parameterization method. These estimated parameters were
later used to generate simulated transfer functions that showed close resemblance with
our experimental result. With a theoretical approach, we found that this configuration of
STAR hybrid operons oers an tuning knob at the transcriptional level with a insulated,
interchangeable constitutive promoter. We used a Xyl operon to showcase this applica-
tion experimentally and demonstrated our theory in practice. Later we found that this
configuration also oers a dynamic rage (ON/OFF state) amplification across all three
pairs of STARs. We discovered that this phenomenon is caused by a slowdown in RNA
degradation at the on state due to saturation of RNA degradation machineries. Our sim-
ulation also oered a design guideline for this amplification eect to take place. Next,
we used STAR sequesters to further improve the dynamic range of a STAR hybrid Xyl
operon. Finally, we showed that this engineering approach has a broad application by
showing successful dynamic range amplification of a Lac STAR operon and a STAR
hybrid riboswitch. We ended with a discussion on limitation and cellular environment
context dependence by showing the dynamic range amplification performances in vari-
ous E.coli strains. We hope that this work will improve our understanding and the ability
to control biological systems.
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CHAPTER 2
GENERATING EFFECTIVE MODELS AND PARAMETERS FOR RNA
GENETIC CIRCUITS1
2.1 Abstract
RNA genetic circuitry is emerging as a powerful tool to control gene expression. How-
ever, little work has been done to create a theoretical foundation for RNA circuit design.
A prerequisite to this is a quantitative modeling framework that accurately describes
the dynamics of RNA circuits. In this work, we develop an ordinary dierential equa-
tion model of transcriptional RNA genetic circuitry, using an RNA cascade as a test
case. We show that parameter sensitivity analysis can be used to design a set of four
simple experiments that can be performed in parallel using rapid cell-free transcription-
translation (TX-TL) reactions to determine the thirteen parameters of the model. The
resulting model accurately recapitulates the dynamic behavior of the cascade, and can
be easily extended to predict the function of new cascade variants that utilize new ele-
ments with limited additional characterization experiments. Interestingly, we show that
inconsistencies between model predictions and experiments led to the model-guided dis-
covery of a previously unknown maturation step required for RNA regulator function.
We also determine circuit parameters in two dierent batches of TX-TL, and show that
batch-to-batch variation can be attributed to dierences in parameters that are directly
related to the concentrations of core gene expression machinery. We anticipate the RNA
circuit models developed here will inform the creation of computer aided genetic circuit
1THIS WORK WAS ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED IN ACS SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY
AND HAS BEEN REPRODUCED HERE WITH PERMISSION. HU, C. Y., VARNER,
J. D., & LUCKS, J. B. (2015). GENERATING EFFECTIVE MODELS AND PARAM-
ETERS FOR RNA GENETIC CIRCUITS. ACS SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY, 4(8), 914926.
HTTP://DOI.ORG/10.1021/ACSSYNBIO.5B00077
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design tools that can incorporate the growing number of RNA regulators, and that the
parameterization method will find use in determining functional parameters of a broad
array of natural and synthetic regulatory systems.
2.2 Introduction
A central goal in synthetic biology is to engineer biological systems to optimally per-
form natural and sometimes novel tasks. These tasks are varied, and are often related
to important challenges in sustainability and health. For example, there has been a
great deal of eort placed on harnessing the natural capabilities of cells to synthesize
complex molecules from renewable feedstocks, and to sense and respond to dynami-
cally changing environments. These capabilities are themselves implemented through
genetic circuits networks of interacting gene expression regulators that can dynam-
ically balance metabolic pathways [131] and integrate multiple signals to make be-
havioral decisions[61], among many other behaviors related to cell replication and
survival[114]. Thus a cells behavior is intimately connected to the structure of its genetic
circuits[131, 70], making the precise engineering of genetic regulators and networks a
central goal of synthetic biology [61, 87].
Over the past decade, synthetic biology has seen significant advances in the quantity
and sophistication of engineered genetic circuits[114, 76]. Recently, regulatory RNAs
have emerged as powerful components of the synthetic biology toolbox for construct-
ing genetic circuits that control the timing and amount of gene expression[131, 21].
These natural and synthetic RNAs are diverse, and can regulate transcription, transla-
tion and RNA degradation, especially in bacteria[61, 88]. There is also a growing body
of work on developing design principles for engineering the functional properties of reg-
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ulatory RNAs. This work makes use of a powerful suite of computational[114, 130] and
experimental[131, 63, 70] methods to discern the underlying RNA structures behind the
regulatory function[61, 19, 87], and is leading to new classes of highly-designable RNA
regulators[114, 40, 76].
Of particular interest are RNA mechanisms that regulate transcription. These reg-
ulators are special because they can be wired together into RNA-only genetic circuits
that propagate information as RNAs without the need to translate or degrade interme-
diate regulatory proteins[64]. Recently it has been shown that RNA transcriptional re-
pressors, also known as attenuators[12] can be configured into NOR logic gates and
transcriptional cascades[64]. They can also be used to construct more sophisticated
circuits, such as single-input modules[90] that sequentially activate the expression of
multiple target genes[108]. Advances in RNA engineering approaches have also greatly
expanded the types of circuits that can be built out of RNA mechanisms. For example,
the creation of small transcription activating RNAs, or STARs, allows the creation of
new types of RNA logic gates that implement AND and NIMPLY[20]. This, combined
with exciting new developments in using the RNA-protein hybrid Clustered Regula-
tory Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR) interference (CRISPRi) system
to construct transcriptional repressors[38], activators[9], and NOT and NOR logic gates
in cells[77], has started to draw attention to RNA-based genetic circuits as a platform
for precisely controlling gene expression.
A major gap in our RNA regulatory toolbox is the lack of a computational frame-
work that can be used to model and ultimately design RNA genetic circuitry. Such a
modeling framework is also necessary for incorporating RNA regulators and circuits
into a growing suite of computer-aided design (CAD) tools that allow users to use high-
level cellular behavioral specifications to design synthetic genetic circuits and select
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genetic regulatory parts that implement those behaviors[26, 18, 58]. While there has
been progress in modeling the impact of individual RNA regulators on tuning gene
expression[16, 8, 102], there has been little work in modeling how networks of transcrip-
tional RNA regulators impact the coordinated expression of multiple genes. In contrast,
for protein-based genetic circuits, systems of ordinary dierential equations (ODEs)
that model the basic processes of gene expression in a genetic network as coupled
chemical reactions[72] are commonly used to computationally study both natural[1]
and synthetic[82] genetic networks. However, it is generally not known if simple ODE-
based frameworks work for modeling RNA transcriptional circuits, and if they do, what
parameter values are needed for accurate prediction of circuit behavior (Figure 1.1A).
In this work, we develop an eective modeling framework that quantitatively
captures the dynamic outputs of RNA-only transcriptional circuits. To do this, we
leverage recent advances in using cell-free transcription-translation (TX-TL) reactions
as rapid genetic circuit prototyping environments for characterizing genetic circuit
dynamics[79, 19, 108] and for modeling gene expression processes[57]. We build this
model by studying a double-repression RNA-only transcriptional cascade[64, 108]. We
start by systematically constructing a system of ODEs that model the expression and
degradation of each RNA regulator in the cascade (Figure 2.1A), and find that RNAmat-
uration delay equations must be added in order to qualitatively capture cascade function.
Since many of the model parameters for RNA-only circuits are not available in the lit-
erature, we next adopt a systems biology approach to estimate all unknown parameters
in this model. Rather than perform a suite of biochemical experiments to measure each
parameter in turn, this approach uses sensitivity analysis on the mathematical structure
of the genetic network to design a minimal set of characterization experiments that can
be used to rapidly and quantitatively determine all parameters in a model[35] (Figure
2.1B). Specifically, we show that all thirteen parameters of our model can be estimated
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from only four TX-TL experiments that can be run in parallel in under two hours. We
then use our estimated parameters with the governing ODE framework to predict the
function of six new RNA transcriptional circuit variants and show that the simulated
predictions compare favorably with experimental measurements. Finally, we perform
model parameterization experiments using a dierent batch of TX-TL reagents, and
show that batch-to-batch variation can be attributed to dierences in parameters that are
directly related to the concentrations of core gene expression machinery. We end with
a discussion about how this method can be generalized to rapidly determine parameters



































U = { k1 , k 2 , d1 , d2 }
Figure 2.1: Schematic of the model development and parameterization process. (A) A
3-level, DNA-encoded RNA transcriptional cascade (colored circles) is com-
posed of two orthogonal sRNA repressor/attenuator pairs. The RNAs are
configured in a double repression cascade, with the final output being the
transcription of a target gene that encodes a translated protein. The complex
mechanism of RNA transcriptional repression can be described by coarse-
grained ordinary dierential equations (ODEs) with a handful of unknown
parameters (red). (B) Parameterization experiments can be designed based
on a parameter sensitivity analysis of the model equations. This analysis
identifies which parameters can be estimated from a particular experimental
design. These experiments can then be performed to estimate the indicated
parameters. This process can then be iterated until all parameters are es-
timated, resulting in distributions of parameters that accurately model the
desired genetic circuitry.
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2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 Model Derivation
Our first goal was to develop a modeling framework that could qualitatively capture
the dynamical behavior of RNA-only circuits. One mathematical framework that has
found wide use in modeling genetic circuits is systems of ordinary dierential equations
that treat the basic processes of gene expression in a genetic circuit as coupled chem-
ical reactions[1]. While these models can vary in detail, in essence they consider the
concentration of a given molecular species in time to be a function of its synthesis and
degradation rates[1] (Figure 2.1A). These rates in turn can be functions of the concen-
trations of other regulators in the circuit, eectively coupling the equations according to
the circuits network topology.
Our goal was to construct the simplest possible model (i.e. fewest number of equa-
tions and parameters) that could capture the function of RNA transcriptional repressors
and cascades. To do this, we focused on modeling a two-repressor transcriptional cas-
cade that had been previously characterized[64, 108]. This cascade was constructed
from two orthogonal RNA repressors called transcriptional attenuators (Figure 2.2A).
Transcriptional attenuators act as genetic switches by blocking or allowing transcription
through conditional formation of an RNA intrinsic terminator hairpin[81]. In the ab-
sence of an antisense sRNA, sequences in the attenuator prevent terminator formation,
which allow transcription of a downstream gene. When antisense sRNAs are present,
they bind to their attenuator targets, which allows terminator formation and switches
transcription to an OFF state.
The double-repression RNA transcriptional cascade consisted of three levels[64,
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108] (Figure 2.2A). The bottom level of the cascade (L1) consisted of a constitutive
promoter followed by attenuator-1 (A1), which controlled the transcription of a down-
stream super folder GFP (SFGFP)[86] coding sequence. A1 was itself switched to an
OFF state by interactions with repressor sRNA 1 (R1), which was present in two tandem
copies on the second level (L2) of the cascade[64, 108]. The complete L2 also contained
a constitutive promoter followed by attenuator-2 (A2), both upstream of the R1 copies.
Following previous work, self-cleaving ribozymes were included before each R1 copy
to ensure proper function[64]. This configuration allowed the transcription of R1 to be
controlled by repressor sRNA 2 (R2), which was expressed from a constitutive promoter
on level 3 (L3) of the cascade.
Characterization of the cascade in TX-TL reactions revealed the patterns of fluores-
cence expected from combining dierent levels of the cascade in the reactions (Figure
2.2B). TX-TL reactions consist of three components: cell extract, energy solution/buer
and input circuit DNA. To characterize the performance of RNA genetic circuits, plas-
mid DNA encoding dierent combinations of cascade levels were mixed with extract
and buer following previously published protocols[106] (see Methods). These were
then monitored on a plate reader to measure SFGFP fluorescence over time to charac-
terize overall circuit expression. As expected, when only L1 DNA was present, we ob-
served a rapid increase in SFGFP fluorescence, which was decreased when both L1 and
L2 DNA were present (Figure 2.2B). The addition of L3 DNA in the reaction showed an
increase over the L1+L2 condition indicating that the double repression of the cascade
was functioning properly as had been observed previously[108]. As a starting point for
our model, we considered the expression of each RNA in the system to be governed
by one mass balance ODE that accounts for its synthesis and degradation rates. For
simplicity, we considered these rates to be described by single constants. To model
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Figure 2.2: Governing Equations for a 3-level sRNA transcriptional cascade (A) Schematic of
the cascade. Level 1 (L1) plasmid expresses attenuator 1 (A1) controlling SFGFP
transcription; Level 2 (L2) expresses attenuator 2 (A2) controlling the transcription
of tandem copies of sRNA repressor 1 (R1); Level 3 (L3) expresses sRNA repres-
sor 2 (R1). Concentrations of DNA templates used in TX-TL reactions for part B
are listed beside the levels. (B) Representative fluorescence signal time trajectories
in TX-TL reactions containing three dierent combinations of DNA templates from
the transcriptional cascade in part A. L1 alone leads to a high rate of SFGFP produc-
tion (blue line); L1+L2 results in results in a reduced SFGFP production rate (red
line) due to R1 repressing A1; L1+L2+L3 (purple line) results in a higher SFGFP
production rate than just L1+L2 due to the double negative inversion of the full cas-
cade. (C) Schematic (left) of the mechanistic steps of the cascade in part A that are
captured by the governing equations (right). The equations model the tandem copies
of R1 on L2 as one repressor.
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ous experimental work in characterizing sRNA/attenuator transfer functions[64]. This
allowed us to construct a set of four equations with eight parameters that captured the
flow of information in the RNA transcriptional cascade (Appendix A Equations A.1-
A.4, Figure A.1.1). Note that we incorporated the tandem copies of R1 present in L2 of
the cascade through the parameters of the model rather than extra mechanistic steps.
Using this simple model, we simulated time dependent trajectories of the cascade
(Figure A.2). These results showed that there were several qualitative disagreements
between the model and the previously reported experimental data for this cascade. In
particular, several mechanistic details of RNA transcriptional attenuators were not in-
cluded in these equations. The most important of these is cross-talk, or the ability for
non-designed interactions to cause repression between dierent levels of the cascade due
to the imperfect orthogonality of the repressors used in the system[64]. We incorporated
cross-talk into the model by using a constrained fussy logic formulation, treating the bot-
tom level of the cascade as an OR gate module with two signaling species accounting
for the contributions of cognate and cross-talk interactions[71](Figure A.1B,Equations
A.5-A.8).
Another feature of the RNA transcriptional attenuators not captured is their ability
to be placed in tandem next to each other so that the combined attenuator can respond
to multiple antisense sRNAs. Previous work had found that attenuators in tandem mul-
tiplied their eects and increased their sensitivity to antisense RNA[64]. In fact this
feature was exploited in order to create a time-delay in a singe-input module that could
sequentially activate the expression of two dierent genes[108]. To incorporate tandem
attenuators in our model, we raised the repressive Hill functions to the power of tandem
attenuator number on that level (Figure A.1C, A.2B, A.2 Equations A.9-A.12). Previous
work also showed that some aspect of the attenuation mechanism causes repression of
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the downstream gene even in the absence of any antisense sRNA[64], which was also
incorporated into our model (Figure A.1D, A.2C, Equations A.13-A.16).




2 1 Maximal transcriptional rate of level of R2 (determined
from m )
Conc./sec
1 2 Maximal transcriptional rate of level of R1 (determined
from m )
Conc./sec
m 3 Maximal transcriptional rate of M Conc./sec
K2 4 Repression coecient of R2 on the production of R1 Conc.
K1 5 Repression coecient of R1 on the production of M Conc.
kE 6 Translational elongation rate of SFGFP 1/sec
d2 7 Degradation rate of the repressor R2 1/sec
d1 8 Degradation rate of the repressor R1 1/sec
dm 9 Degradation rate of M 1/sec
 10 Maturation rate of SFGFP protein 1/sec
kI 11 Translational initiation rate of SFGFP 1/sec
rm2 12 Maturation rate of R2 1/sec
rm1 13 Maturation rate of R1 1/sec
pc 14 Relative crosstalk level 1 experiences from level 3 N/A
Pt 15 Probability of that an attenuator auto terminates itself N/A
N1 16 Number of tandem attenuator in level 1 N/A
N2 17 Number of tandem attenuator in level 2 N/A
We next began comparing our model to measured fluorescence trajectories from TX-
TL reactions (Figure A.3). Since we used a fluorescent reporter protein as a final output
of the cascade, we added additional equations to model the translation and maturation of
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Table 2.2: Model Species
Model species Definition Unit
R
0
2 Immature repressor R2 Conc.
R2 Mature repressor R2 Conc.
R
0
2 Immature repressor R1 Conc.
R1 Mature repressor R1 Conc.
M mRNA of SFGFP protein Conc.
Mi Translationally Initialized mRNA of SFGFP protein Conc.
G Immature SFGFP protein Conc.
Gm Observable SFGFP protein Conc.
the fluorescent reporter protein ( Equations A.17-A.22). Specifically, we modeled trans-
lation as a 2-step process consisting of initiation and elongation, and ignored SFGFP
degradation which is appropriate for TX-TL reactions[106]. During this model formu-
lation process, we noticed that there was a delay between when DNA was introduced in
the TX-TL reactions, and the time it took to observe fluorescence that was longer than
the expected delay due to SFGFP maturation. Specifically, we were not able to observe
a fluorescence signal until 20 minutes after the reaction was initiated. As we tried to
qualitatively fit the model to the experimental trajectories, we found that this delay was
too large to be described by any known mechanism of this system (Figure A.3A, A.3B).
Thus we hypothesized that the observed delay was specific to the TX-TL system, which
could be due to the time needed for activation of extract core machinery after mixing
with buer. To test this, we pre-incubated extract and buer together at 37C for 20
minutes before adding DNA and performing the circuit characterization. We found that
when extract and buer were pre-incubated, this delay was removed, allowing greater
qualitative agreement with our model (Figure A.3C, A.3D).
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While we were able to obtain a qualitative match between our model and experimen-
tal trajectories, we noticed that when L1 and L2 were both present in TX-TL reactions,
we observed a decrease in SFGFP production rate after 30 minutes. This manifested
as a downward bending of the L1+L2 fluorescence trajectories that we could not qual-
itatively capture (Figure A.4). We hypothesized this was due to the fact that the sRNA
R1 repressor encoded in the L2 plasmid did not function immediately once synthesized,
which was an underlying assumption of the model up to this point. To incorporate
this into our model, we added additional sRNA maturation steps into the governing
equations (Equations A.23-A.30, Figure 2.2C). As shown in Figure A.2B, after we in-
troduced sRNA maturation delay terms into the governing equations, we were able to
qualitatively capture the bending of the L1+L2 trajectories.
Since the same promoter was used on all constructs, 1 and 2 were determined by
multiplying m by an appropriate factor based on DNA template concentrations. The
final governing equation set thus consisted of eight ODEs and thirteen unknown param-
eters (Figure 2.2C,Tables 2.1 and 2.2), which qualitatively captured the behavior of the
three-level RNA transcriptional cascade.
2.3.2 Parameter Estimation Through Sensitivity Analysis-Based
Experimental Design
Our next goal was to determine parameters that would give quantitative agreement be-
tween our model and measurements of the final output fluorescence of the RNA tran-
scriptional cascade. Parameter estimation is a highly non-trivial problem, as param-
eters are complex functions themselves of many detailed biochemical reactions. For
example, transcription rate is commonly modeled as a single parameter with units
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of nucleotides/sec, when in reality it encompasses many separate processes includ-
ing polymerase-promoter recognition, open-complex formation, escape probability and
non-uniform elongation rates[92]. The most common method for determining parame-
ters is to find them in the literature, and optionally consider parameter ranges centered
on literature values[16]. While useful, this approach has limitations, including the fact
that literature parameters are often not measured in an experimental/cellular/construct
context relevant to the functioning of the model circuit, parameter measurement may not
be consistent with the approximations made by the modeling framework, and it may be
impossible to find certain parameters especially in cases when a synthetic regulator does
not exist in nature[20]. An alternative approach is to perform a series of specific experi-
ments designed to isolate the measurement of each parameter. While eective[83], this
approach is dicult to scale as the size of the genetic networks grow.
Potentially more powerful are methods that can take into account the structure of the
genetic circuit to design a minimal set of experiments that can be used to rapidly and
quantitatively determine all parameters in a model. Such methods have been developed
in the context of systems biology, which focuses on understanding a biological systems
structure and dynamics. Because natural biological networks are usually massive and
full of unknown species and parameters, systems biologists have developed numerous
methods to locate the most important components of a genetic network and identify the
most sensitive parameters[61]. Here we adapted a technique based on parameter sensi-
tivity analysis and used it to design experiments that would provide enough information
to identify all unknown parameters in our RNA circuitry model (Figure 2.1).
The basis of this technique is to use sensitivity analysis to guide the design of ex-
periments that can use the full time trajectory information of a genetic circuits output
to determine multiple parameters at the same time (Figure 2.1). For a particular ex-
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periment modeled by a system of ODEs, sensitivity analysis is based on the sensitivity
matrix, which describes how the time varying molecular concentrations of the genetic
circuit in the experiment change in response to a change in the parameters of the model
(see Methods)[42]. Since our experiments measure SFGFP expression, we focused our
analysis on how sensitive predicted trajectories of SFGFP expression were to changes
in the thirteen unknown parameters. Parameters with large magnitudes in the sensitiv-
ity matrix (highly sensitive) can then be determined by fitting them to make the model
match the experimental data. By proposing dierent experiments, this procedure can be
iterated until a panel of experiments is designed that together can be used to estimate
all parameters of the model (Figure 2.1). We note that this procedure is particularly
amenable to being used with TX-TL reactions since circuit DNA template concentra-
tions can be easily varied to rapidly design a set of parameterization experiments.
To perform this procedure, we used an initial set of parameter guesses taken from the
literature or manual fitting to calculate the sensitivity matrix from a proposed experimen-
tal design. Our goal was to determine a reduced set of TX-TL experiments that could be
used to find all thirteen parameters of our RNA transcriptional cascade model. In order
to strike a balance between TX-TL energy resource usage and potential bleaching eects
of the fluorescence measurement, we targeted experiments that could be performed at
29C for 100 minutes with fluorescence collection every 5 minutes. We first performed
the sensitivity analysis on an experiment consisting of just the bottom level (L1) of the
cascade (Figure 2.3A). The calculated sensitivity matrix for the subset of equations that
model L1 revealed that the SFGFP fluorescence trajectory in this experiment is most
sensitive to the parameters m (promoter strength), kE (translational elongation rate), dm
(mRNA degradation rate),  (SFGFP maturation rate), and kI (translational initiation
rate) (Figure 2.3A). This recapitulates the relationship that steady-state SFGFP concen-
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Figure 2.3: Sensitivity matrices for parameter identification experiments. Four parameterization
experiments were designed based on sensitivity analysis to estimate all thirteen un-
known parameters in our model (Figure 2.2). For each experiment, the constructs
used are shown above the SFGFP portion of the calculated sensitivity matrix for
that experiment. Parameters are numbered according to Table 2.1. Red/blue indi-
cates high/low sensitivity, respectively. Note that time varying changes in parameter
sensitivity indicates portions of the trajectories that are influenced by each parame-
ter. Experiments were designed in order from (A) to (D), with parameters identified
by previous experiments marked as grey rows. Since the same promoter was used
on all constructs, 1 and 2, determined by multiplying m by an appropriate factor
based on DNA template concentrations, are absent from the sensitivity analysis. (A)
0.5nM of L1 plasmid alone is able to identify five parameters: 1, kE , dm,  and kI .
(B) 0.5nM of L1 and 4nM of L2 is able to identify four parameters: K1, d1, rm1 and
Pt. (C) 0.5nM of L2 (Table A.2) and 4nM of L3 is able to identify three parameters:
K2, d2, rm2 (D) 0.5nM of L1, 4nM of L2, and 14nM of L3 is able to identify the last
parameter, pc. The sensitivity color scale was changed in D to aid in visualization.
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by the degradation rates of mRNA and SFGFP.
We next proposed an experiment that added a single layer of repression (Figure
2.3B). Since m, kE, dm,  and kI were already identified in the previous experiment,
their rows in the SSMwere all set to 0 so that the algorithm skipped identified parameters
from its previous rounds and searched for the next most identifiable parameters. This
second experiment was additionally able to identify 4 more parameters (K1, d1, rm1, Pt
) (Figure 2.3B). Successive iterations allowed us to find two additional experiments that
allowed all thirteen parameters to be identified with a total of four TX-TL experiments
(Figure 2.3C,D).
We next sought to use this designed set of experiments to estimate the parameters
in our model. We first performed replicate TX-TL experiments with each of the plas-
mid combinations we designed, and collected the fluorescence time trajectories of the
reactions. Using this experimental data, we then estimated parameters using an itera-
tive fitting procedure that used each experiment in turn to find its designated parameters
(see Methods). Rather than focus on a single set of optimal parameters, we considered
variations of parameter values that can capture the natural variation in experimental
conditions. To do this, we initially input sets of parameters, drawn from uniform distri-
butions centered around an initial best guess, into the fitting procedure and optimized the
values of each parameter within each input set (see Methods). This resulted in 10,000
sets of the thirteen estimated parameters, which allowed us to calculate mean predicted
trajectories with 95% confidence intervals (Figure 2.4).
As mentioned before, there were two R1 repressors encoded in L2 and one R2 repres-
sor in L3 of the cascade, though they were both treated as single repressors in the model.
Because the model was not given explicit information about the dierence between these
configurations, this gave us the opportunity to examine the estimated parameters to test
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the adaptability of our parameter estimation procedure to this type of model discovery
(Table A.4). Several estimated parameters showed that indeed this was the case. In par-
ticular, the repression coecient of R1 (K1, mean 240.9) was significantly greater than
the repression coecient of R2 (K2, mean 132.0), indicating a weaker repression made
by the double repressor configuration. This was actually consistent with previous in
vivo characterization experiments, which showed that the L2 configuration containing
an attenuator followed by tandem ribozyme-antisense coding regions was less ecient
at repression than a single bare antisense[64]. In addition, the degradation rate of R1
(d1, mean 0:83x10 3s 1) was also noticeably smaller than the degradation rate of R2
(d2, 2:08x10 3 s 1), showing that it is slower to degrade two repressors than it is to de-
grade one. Finally, the maturation rate of R1 (rm1, mean 3:21x10 5s 1) was smaller than
the maturation rate of R2 (rm2, 1:55x10 4s 1), indicating additional processing steps are
needed for the tandem repressor configuration. This makes intuitive sense given that
ribozymes were included between the tandem R1 units, which must fold and cleave
before R1 can properly function[64].
To validate our method, we compared measured trajectories of SFGFP fluorescence
for each experiment to simulated trajectories using 1,000 sets of randomly drawn pa-
rameters from the 10,000 parameter set distributions (Figure 2.4). This allowed us to
compare the experiments to the mean simulated trajectory and 95% confidence inter-
vals, which captured the range of trajectories predicted by our parameter distributions.
As shown in Figure 2.4, each mean simulated trajectory accurately described the exper-
imental observations, with almost every measured experimental trajectory lying within
the simulation 95% confidence intervals.
These results validated our hypothesis that sRNA genetic circuits could be accurately
modeled using simplified sets of ODEs with appropriate parameters. It also showed that
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our eective ODE model was able to quantitatively capture the complex biochemical
conversions that take place within our model RNA circuit. Finally, it proved that our ap-
proach of estimating unknown parameters, using a minimal set of experiments designed
from sensitivity analysis, was ecient, and produced accurate results. Conveniently
these four TX-TL experiments could all be performed at the same time, allowing the
simultaneous determination of all parameters in our model in a matter of hours. This
approach is also highly generalizable to other ODE systems, and could be used to pa-

















































































































































Figure 2.4: Validation of model simulations of parameter estimation experiments. Comparison
of experimental trajectories of SFGFP fluorescence in TX-TL experiments (black
dash lines) with simulated model predictions. Model simulated trajectories were
generated by performing 1,000 simulations with parameters drawn from the set of
10,000 determined from the estimation procedure (see Methods). Experimental and
model trajectories were normalized by the maximum observed experimental fluo-
rescence (see Methods). The mean simulated trajectory (red line) is shown within
95% confidence intervals (blue region). The schematic of each experiment is shown
in the upper left corner of each plot corresponding to the experiments in Figure 2.3.
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2.3.3 Model Prediction
Our ultimate goal of building a quantitative model was to accurately predict the behavior
of a newly designed experiment. To do this, we designed six new experiments that varied
the basic elements of the 3-level cascade, and compared model-simulated trajectories to
experimental SFGFP fluorescence time course trajectories of these experiments (Figure
2.5).
We first aimed to test the ability of the estimated parameters to capture changes in
DNA template concentration of the cascade. Two experiments were designed that varied
the concentration ratio of a single repressive connection of the cascade (Figure 2.5A),
and the amount of antisense sRNA expressed from L3 in the full cascade (Figure 2.5B).
Model predictions were made by running simulations using our estimated parameter sets
with the parameters 1 and 2 multiplied by factors that took into account the change
in DNA concentrations in the new experiments. In both new experiments, the average
model predictions accurately matched the observed experimental trajectories, with all
experimental trajectories falling within the 95% confidence intervals of the simulated
trajectories (Figure 2.5A, B). In the single repression case of increasing L2 DNA, more
repression was modeled and observed compared to the trajectories from the training
experiment as expected (Figure 2.5A vs. Figure 2.4B). In the full cascade example, there
were two sets of experimental trajectories observed, with the model showing predictions
that captured the average behavior of these sets (Figure 2.5B).
Next we tested the ability to make predictions on RNA transcriptional cascades that
included regulatory parts not involved in the training of any parameters. In particular,
we designed an experiment to include a tandem attenuator in front of the L1 SFGFP
reporter. Since the tandem attenuator is more sensitive to antisense RNA concentration,
we expected both a single repressive connection and the full cascade to show an overall
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lower SFGFP signal throughout the trajectory[108]. This was indeed observed (Figure
2.5C vs. Figure 2.4B and Figure 2.5D vs. Figure 2.4D). Furthermore, we found that
the model predictions for these new circuit variants were in strong agreement with the
experiments, with the average predictions accurately capturing the observed trajectories,
for which all but one fell within the 95% confidence intervals of the simulated trajecto-
ries (Figure 2.5C,D). It is important to note that the tandem attenuator regulatory part
was not included at all in the parameterization experiments. Rather it was modeled by
squaring the repressive function of the single-attenuator (Figures 2.2C, A.1C, A.2B).
This shows how our model is easily extensible, and that accurate predictions can be
made from a limited set of parameterization experiments when modular parts are used
to construct synthetic circuits.
Finally we tested the ability of our model to predict rewiring of the cascade elements.
We designed two experiments that swapped the order of the R1/A1 and R2/A2 repressive
sRNA/target attenuator pairs in both a single repressive connection and the full cas-
cade (Figure 2.5E,F). This was a challenging prediction since the genetic contexts of
R1 and R2 changed in the swapped configuration between tandem ribozyme-antisense
constructs and single antisense expression. As we observed in the parameterization ex-
periments, this context change causes large changes in the repression parameters for
these antisense sRNAs (Table A.4). Therefore, we needed a way to easily estimate these
new parameters using our previous information and as few as possible new parameteri-
zation experiments. To do this, we made several assumptions: (i) if the repression ratio
of single copies of the two repressors, K1s and K2s, is f ( f = K1s=K2s), then the repres-
sion ratio of tandem copies of the two repressors, K1d and K2d, is also f ( f = K1d=K2d);
(ii) the crosstalk strength of the swapped construct is the same as the crosstalk strength
of the parameterization construct; and (iii) two dierent single repressors would have
similar degradation and maturation rates, so that in the swap construct these two sets
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of maturation and degradations rates are unchanged. These assumptions allowed us to
re-use almost all parameters except K1s and K2d. Since K2s and K1d were already esti-
mated in the parameterization procedure, we used one additional simple experiment to
estimate K1s (Figure A.5). This allowed us to calculate f , which could then be used
to calculate K2d by our assumptions. Finally K1s and K2d were used to make the pre-
diction of our new design with the rest of the previously determined parameters. Com-
parisons between the average simulated trajectories were again in strong agreement with
the observed SFGFP fluorescence trajectories for these experiments, with all trajectories
falling within the 95% confidence intervals of the experiments (Figure 2.5E,F).
Overall we found that our model and its estimated parameters are capable of per-
forming quantitative predictions of new sRNA circuits. This demonstrated its potential
for aiding in the design of circuits for synthetic biology. In addition, we showed that
our model is extensible, and can incorporate new genetic parts with limited additional
characterization experiments.
2.3.4 Understanding TX-TL Batch Variation Using Model Param-
eterization
Given the simplicity and convenience of the four parameterization experiments, we
wanted to investigate if these experiments could be used as a way to study batch-to-
batch variation in TX-TL extract performance. In previous work, we observed dier-
ences between sRNA circuitry characterization time courses when dierent batches of
TX-TL were used[108]. This was hypothesized to be due to dierent concentrations of
molecular machinery in the extract that could impact the overall transcription, transla-

















































































































































































































Figure 2.5: Comparison of experimental trajectories of SFGFP fluorescence in TX-TL exper-
iments (black dash lines) with simulated model predictions. Model simulated tra-
jectories were generated by performing 1,000 simulations with parameters drawn
from the set of 10,000 determined from the estimation procedure (see Methods).
Experimental and model trajectories were normalized by the maximum observed
experimental fluorescence (see Methods). The mean simulated trajectory (red line)
is shown within 95% confidence intervals (blue region). The schematic of each ex-
periment is shown in the upper left corner of each plot. (A) Two level concentration
prediction that varies the L2 plasmid concentration from Figure 2.3B. (B) Three
level concentration prediction that varies the L3 plasmid concentration from Figure
2.3D. (C) Two level tandem attenuator prediction. The experiment contains 0.5nM
of a modified L1 plasmid expressing 2 tandem copies of A1 in front of SFGFP (L1T,
Table A.2), and 4nM of the L2 plasmid. (D) Three level tandem attenuator predic-
tion containing the same constructs as in (C) with an additional 14nM of L3 plasmid.
(E) Two level swap prediction. The experiment contains 0.5 nM of a modified L1
plasmid that expresses A2 in front of SFGFP (PL1, Table A.2), and 8nM of a new
L2 plasmid expressing A1 followed by R2 (PL2, Table A.2). (E) Three level swap
prediction containing the same constructs as in (D) with an additional 14nM of a
new L3 plasmid that expresses R1 (PL3, Table A.2).
mation procedure establishes quantitative values for each of these key rates, we thought
that comparing estimated parameters from two dierent batches of TX-TL would more
precisely reveal the specific dierences between the batches.
To test this idea, we performed the same parameter estimation procedure with a sep-
arate TX-TL batch. This yielded the same estimates of all thirteen parameters in our
model, which were shown to accurately model the new experimental SFGFP circuit
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characterization trajectories (Figure A.6). Although these two batches showed compa-
rable quality, we noticed that batch A had slightly lower GFP fluorescence trajectories
compared to batch B in three out of four parameterization experiments (Figure A.7).
To analyze this batch-to-batch dierence, we compared the distributions of the thirteen
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Figure 2.6: Parameter distributions from two independent TX-TL batches. Estimated parame-
ters from batch A (blue) (Figure 2.4) and batch B (red) (Figure A6). Histograms are
composed of 10,000 sets of parameters fit from the parameterization experiments
performed in each batch.
Interestingly, we found that several parameters showed large dierences between
the two batches. These included the transcription rate m, RNA degradation rates (d2,
d1, dm) and SFGFP maturation rate . Specifically, batch A had lower values for all of
these parameters, suggesting that batch B had faster transcription, RNA degradation and
GFP maturation. This could be explained by key dierences in molecular machinery
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concentrations between these two batches that are known sources of variability in ex-
tract preparation[106]. Furthermore, these results demonstrated that our rapid parameter
estimation procedure can be used to generate hypotheses about specific dierences be-
tween TX-TL extract preparations, which could become increasingly important given
the emerging new applications for these systems as molecular diagnostic platforms[84].
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2.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have developed an eective quantitative model for sRNA transcrip-
tional circuits and demonstrated its accuracy using a 3-level sRNA repression cascade as
a test case. Our results showed that we were able to capture key features of this mecha-
nistically sophisticated circuitry using only 8 ODEs with thirteen unknown parameters.
To determine these parameters, we used sensitivity analysis to design four simple ex-
periments that can be performed in parallel using cell-free TX-TL extracts to estimate
all thirteen parameters. Finally we used our model along with estimated parameters to
predict the time course dynamic trajectories for new network designs that used parts
that were not included in parameterization experiments. We also showed that our model
was easily extensible to include new parts with a limited number of additional charac-
terization experiments. In all cases, our models were able to accurately reproduce the
experimental results.
Interestingly, the process of constructing, parameterizing and validating our model
of sRNA transcriptional circuitry revealed several new features of TX-TL systems and
the sRNA regulators used. In particular, we found that there was a need to introduce a
TX-TL pre-incubation step in order for computational analysis to match observed exper-
imental trajectories. This is presumably due to certain processes that need to occur for
the extract system to become active. In addition, we also discovered that the sRNAs used
in our circuitry do not appear to be immediately active once synthesized, and we had to
include equations that captured a maturation process to accurately model experimental
SFGFP trajectories.
Several aspects of this work are significant. First, this represents the first validated
computational model of synthetic RNA transcriptional genetic circuitry. Combined with
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other models that capture the eects of sRNA translational regulation[50], this work
helps lay the foundation for CAD tools that can incorporate RNA regulators into syn-
thetic circuitry design[26]. We anticipate this to be more important as researchers in-
creasingly turn to RNA-mediated gene regulatory systems for controlling gene expres-
sion in biological systems.
Second, the sensitivity analysis-based parameterization procedure is completely
general, and could find wide use for establishing parameters for many synthetic regula-
tors and circuits. In particular, the same exact procedure could be used to find parameters
for the wide array of synthetic regulators now at our disposal[76], including the excit-
ing CRISPRi-based regulatory mechanisms. While we used the speed and experimental
convenience of TX-TL reactions to perform our circuit parameterization experiments,
this method should be extensible to models that capture the behavior of networks in
vivo. In addition, this methodology could become even more powerful when coupled to
dierent methods for implementing parameterization experiment design. For example,
while we considered experimental design in terms of including dierent concentrations
of DNA templates in the TX-TL reactions, one could easily imagine applying opto-
genetic control of component activity to design complex experiments that could allow
even more ecient parameter estimation[83]. In these systems, dierent patterns of
input light could be used to drive the system in specific ways designed to obtain the
maximum number of parameters in the minimum amount of time.
Finally, we showed that our overall modeling and parameterization procedure oers
a new approach for studying the underlying causes of batch-to-batch variation in TX-
TL systems. In particular we found that dierent batches of TX-TL led to dierent
distributions for key parameters that are directly related to the concentrations of core
transcription/translation machinery in the batches (Figure 2.6). Understanding the basis
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of TX-TL variation will become increasingly important as these systems find wide use
for a variety of applications including as metabolic production systems[44], for rapid




2.5.1 Sensitivity Analysis to Design Parameterization Experiments
Our model for RNA circuitry consists of a set of ordinary dierential equations that
describe the time varying rate of change in the concentrations of the molecular species
that participate in the circuitry, xi(t) (Figure 2.2). These equations are parameterized by
a set of parameters, p j, that we want to estimate by fitting model predictions to a small
set of experiments. These experiments were designed through an iterative process of
sensitivity analysis on the set of model equations (Figure 2.2).
An individual experiment was considered to be a TX-TL reaction containing a subset
of the DNA constructs encoding the full three-level sRNA transcriptional cascade at
defined concentrations. Each such experiment produces a measureable trajectory of
SFGFP fluorescence as a function of time, and can be modeled by the subset of equations
that describe the gene expression processes from the included DNA. For example, if the
TX-TL reaction contains only L1, then only the last four equations in Figure 2.2 need
to be used with R1=R2=0. After a specific experiment (subset of DNA) was proposed,
the next step was to assess which parameters were identifiable from this experiment,
which is closely linked with parametric sensitivity analysis. Here we used the procedure
proposed by McAuley and coworkers[127] to first calculate and analyze the sensitivity
coecient matrix for the proposed experiment as follows.
For each experiment, the sensitivity coecient matrix zi j(t), is a time-varying matrix
that encapsulates how sensitive the concentration of the molecular species xi is to a
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Here P denotes the number of parameters and N denotes the number of molecular

















which are subject to the initial condition zi j = 0. Since our only observable in the
TX-TL experiment is SFGFP, we focused specifically on zS FGFP; j(t) to determine which
parameters were identifiable in the experiment.
To begin the experimental design process, we first determined a set of parameters
that closely matched experiments by hand-fitting the parameters against SFGFP trajec-
tories measured from TX-TL reactions containing subsets of the cascade DNA elements,
using initial guesses based on the literature findings[116, 129, 126, 86]. We next pro-
posed the simplest experimental design (a fixed concentration of the bottom level L1)
to the sensitivity analysis procedure. Using the hand-fit parameters, zS FGFP; j(tk) was
calculated by solving the equations shown in Figure 2.2 using Matlab over a set of dis-
crete time steps, tk, and then scaled by multiplying by p j=xS FGFP(tk). Identifiability was
then performed according to McAuley[127].This was done by finding the column of
this matrix that had the biggest magnitude (indicating the most sensitive parameter),
calculating a residual matrix which removed this column and controlled for correlations
between parameters, and iterating this procedure on the resulting residual matrix until
a threshold was reached on the largest remaining column magnitude. In this way a set
of parameters was determined that maximally influenced the modeled trajectory of the
proposed experiment (Figure 2.3A).
After performing this procedure on the simplest experiment (L1), we proposed a fur-
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ther experiment and performed the same analysis, except that parameters already iden-
tified by previous experiments were marked as determined by setting their columns in
the sensitivity matrix to 0. Rounds of experimental design and sensitivity analysis were
performed until all 15 parameters were able to be identified by four TX-TL experiments
(Figure 2.3).
2.5.2 Parameter Estimation
Parameters were estimated from each designed experiment by fitting the identifiable
parameters of that experiment to measured SFGFP expression time trajectories. The
parameter estimation problem is given by:
min(Gexperimental;meantk  Gsimulatedtk )2
WhereGexperimental;meantk denotes the average value of the experimentally observed SFGFP
expression at a certain time tk. The vector P contains all of the identifiable parameters
in the experiment being analyzed. Gsimulatedtk (P) denotes the model simulated SFGFP
expression at time tk. For a specific experiment, optimal P vectors were found using
theMatlab function fmincon. Certain parameters were constrained to lie within specific
values. For example, the repression concentrations K1 and K2 were constrained to be
close in magnitude to each other based on the known similarity in repression of the
two sRNA transcription repressor variants[64]. A complete list of constraints used is in
Table A.3.
Sets of identifiable parameters were estimated from the corresponding experimen-
tal trajectories in turn. We first used the estimation procedure to optimize the initial
guesses used in the identifiability analysis above. To do this, we constructed uniform
distributions (100 points) around each parameter value (15%), generating 100 sets of
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parameters. Each set of parameters served as a dierent starting point for finding op-
timal parameter estimates. Each estimate set was found by sequentially applying the
fitting procedure above to each of the designed experiments, only fitting the identifiable
parameters for that experiment. Fit parameters from one experiment were then used to
update and replace the initial guesses before moving on to the next experiment until
each of the 13 parameters was fit from the four experiments. This was repeated for each
initial set of parameters to produce 100 sets of estimated parameters. We then chose the
set that produced the closest simulated trajectory compared to the experimental data and
used this as the guessed parameter set for the next iteration. We repeated this process
10 times. The final optimal parameter set was used in the same procedure to generate
10,000 sets of estimated parameters, which were then subject to the analysis outlined in
the main text.







where Gsimulatedtk and G
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t0 are the SFGFP expression level at any time tk and initial
time t0,respectively,G
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max is the maximum experimental data point of the entire tra-
jectories and Gexperimentt0 is the experimental data point at t=0. G
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where Gexperimenttk is the experimental expression of SFGFP at any time tk. In order to
make all trajectories comparable, all experimental and modeled trajectories were scaled
by the experimentally observed SFGFP fluorescence value of the first parameterization
experiment at 100 minutes (Figure 2.4A).
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2.5.3 Plasmid construction and purification
A table of all the plasmids used in this study can be found in Supporting Table A.2,
with key sequences found in Supporting Table A.1. The pT181 attenuator and repres-
sor plasmids, pT181 mutant attenuator and antisense plasmids, and the no-antisense
control plasmid were constructs pAPA1272, pAPA1256, pAPA1273, pAPA1257, and
pAPA1260, respectively, from Lucks et al.[64]. The second level of the cascade
(JBL069) was modified from construct pAPA1347 from Lucks et al.[64]. The dou-
ble attenuator and modified level 2 constructs for prediction were created using Golden
Gate assembly[32]. Plasmids were purified using a Qiagen QIAfilter Plasmid Midi Kit
(Catalog number: 12243) followed by isopropanol precipitation and eluted with double
distilled water.
2.5.4 TX-TL extract and buer preparation
Extract preparation:
Cell extract and reaction buer was prepared according to Shin and Noireaux[98] and
Sun et al.[106]. In brief, E.coli BL21 Rosetta cells were grown to an OD600 of 1.5, pel-
leted via centrifugation, and washed with a buer at pH 7.7 containingMg-glutamate, K-
glutamate, Tris and DTT. Lysis was performed via bead-beating, followed by centrifu-
gation to remove beads and cell debris. The resulting supernatant was incubated at 37C
for 80 minutes and then centrifuged, to remove endogenous nucleic acids. The super-
natant was dialyzed against a buer at pH 8.2, containing Mg-glutamate, K-glutamate,
Tris and DTT. The extract was then centrifuged, and the supernatant flash-frozen in liq-
uid nitrogen and stored at -80C. The cell extract for Batch A had a protein concentration
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of 30 mg/mL, and its expression was optimized via the addition of 1 mM Mg and 40
mM K. For Batch B: 30 mg/mL protein,1 mM Mg, and 80 mM K.
Buer preparation:
The reaction buer was prepared according to Sun et al.[106], and consists of an energy
solution (HEPES pH 8 700 mM, ATP 21 mM, GTP 21 mM, CTP 12.6 mM, UTP 12.6
mM, tRNA 2.8 mg/ml, CoA 3.64 mM, NAD 4.62 mM, cAMP 10.5 mM, Folinic Acid
0.95 mM, Spermidine 14 mM, and 3-PGA 420 mM) and amino acids (leucine, 5 mM, all
other amino acids, 6 mM). Extract and buer were aliquoted in separate tubes (volume
appropriate for seven reactions) and stored at -80C.
2.5.5 TX-TL Experiment
TX-TL buer and extract tubes were thawed on ice for approximately 20 min. Separate
reaction tubes were prepared with combinations of DNA representing a given circuit
condition. Appropriate volumes of DNA, buer, and extract were calculated using a
custom spreadsheet developed by Sun et al.[106]. Buer and extract were mixed to-
gether and incubated for another 20 min at 37C. DNA for the specific experiment was
then added into each tube according to the previously published protocol[106]. Ten L
of each TX-TL reaction mixture was transferred to a 384-well plate (Nunc 142761), cov-
ered with a plate seal (Nunc 232701), and placed on a Biotek SynergyH1m plate reader.
We note that special care was needed when pipetting to avoid air bubbles, which can
interfere with fluorescence measurements. Temperature was controlled at 29C. SFGFP
fluorescence was measured (485 nm excitation, 520 emission) every five min for 100
min. Each reaction was run with a minimum of triplicate repeats, and repeated three
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times independently (minimum of nine total replicates). A ten L sample of each TX-TL
buer and extract mixture was run together with each independent reaction as blank. All
data points were then processed with blank values subtracted.
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CHAPTER 3
ENGINEERING A FUNCTIONAL SMALL RNA NEGATIVE
AUTOREGULATION NETWORKWITH MODEL-GUIDED DESIGN 1
3.1 Abstract
RNA regulators are powerful components of the synthetic biology toolbox. Here, we
expand the repertoire of synthetic gene networks built from these regulators by con-
structing a transcriptional negative autoregulation (NAR) network out of small RNAs
(sRNAs). NAR network motifs are core motifs of natural genetic networks, and are
known for reducing network response time and steady state signal noise. Here we use
cell-free transcription-translation (TX-TL) reactions and a computational model to de-
sign and prototype sRNA NAR constructs. Using parameter sensitivity analysis, we
design a simple set of experiments that allow us to accurately predict NAR function
in TX-TL. We transfer successful network designs into Escherichia coli and show that
our sRNA transcriptional network reduces both network response time and noise in
steady-state gene expression. This work broadens our ability to construct increasingly
sophisticated RNA genetic networks with predictable function.
3.2 Introduction
A major goal of synthetic biology is to design and construct synthetic gene networks
that can be used to reprogram the behavior of living cells to accomplish specialized
1THIS WORK WAS ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED IN ACS SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY AND HAS
BEEN REPRODUCED HERE WITH PERMISSION. HU, C. Y., TAKAHASHI, M. K., ZHANG, Y., &
LUCKS, J. B. (2018). ENGINEERING A FUNCTIONAL SMALL RNA NEGATIVE AUTOREGULA-
TION NETWORKWITHMODEL-GUIDED DESIGN. ACS SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY, 7(6), 15071518.
HTTP://DOI.ORG/10.1021/ACSSYNBIO.7B00440
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functions. RNA regulators have emerged as powerful tools in the synthetic biology tool-
box of gene expression control that can be used to achieve this goal[20]. Specifically,
synthetic biologists have engineered a diverse array of RNA regulators that can be used
to control many of the core processes of gene expression including transcription[64, 20,
89, 22], translation[54, 40, 85] and mRNA degradation[17, 16, 33, 121]. In addition
to being able to tune the expression of individual genes, these engineered RNA regula-
tors have also been connected together to create synthetic gene networks in the form of
logic gates [64, 20, 40, 119, 22], cascades[64, 78, 60, 108, 119, 22, 124], single input
modules[108, 22] feed forward loops[22], and hybrid feedback controllers[121]. While
these synthetic network motifs showcase some of the advantages of RNA regulators,
they represent the beginning of larger eorts to create a greater diversity of RNA net-
work function that is necessary to engineer higher order cellular behavior. Much of the
design of new synthetic genetic networks has been guided by the understanding and re-
purposing of natural genetic networks that control a large range of cellular functions in-
cluding cellular maintenance, development, and the response to environmental perturba-
tions. These natural genetic networks are composed of repeating occurrences of simple
patterns called network motifs[1]. Examples of network motifs include autoregulation
where regulators can regulate their own synthesis, feedback loops where regulators can
regulate upstream portions of a network, and feed-forward loops where regulators can
regulate downstream portions of a network, among others[1]. Each of these network
motifs has a distinct information processing function, and larger networks are made by
composing motifs in dierent ways to achieve higher order information processing. In
essence, these network motifs form a basis set of elements from which larger networks
can be built, making the construction and characterization of synthetic versions a pow-
erful target for synthetic biology[1].
The simplest motif in transcription networks is negative autoregulation (NAR)[1],
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a motif in which transcription factors negatively regulate their own transcription[93].
One of the key functions of NAR networks in nature is to speed the response time of a
transcription network[91]. NAR networks are also widely believed to have noise reduc-
tion properties[7, 66, 75, 97, 99]. At the same time, NAR networks are a key element
of genetic oscillator modules[80] as well as biological feedback controllers[29]. Thus
NAR networks represent a rich target to construct using RNA genetic circuitry, which
may have particular advantages due to the fast dynamics observed for RNA mediated
networks[109].
In this work, we engineer the first sRNA transcriptional NAR network using the
transcriptional attenuator from the Staphylococcus aureus plasmid pT181[81]. To do
this, we leverage recent advances in using cell-free transcription-translation (TX-TL)
reactions[108] and a computational modeling framework[48] to rapidly prototype and
characterize NAR constructs that are then transferred to living cells. We first simulate
RNA-based NAR networks qualitatively with a simplified model to anticipate challenges
of building an RNA-based NAR network. Following the models suggestion that in-
creased copies of the RNA repressor would be needed for observable NAR function, we
construct and optimize new RNA parts to construct the NAR network. We then develop
a quantitative model of the network by representing the biological processes as a sys-
tem of ordinary dierential equations (ODEs), and use a sensitivity analysis approach
to design experiments to fit the parameters of the model. Next, we estimate all unknown
parameters of the NAR network and predict its dynamic trajectories in TX-TL reactions
quantitatively. Comparison of the model with experimental data shows that the model
captures the experimental results within a 95% confidence interval. Moreover, we show
that the NAR network speeds up the response time for both modeled and experimental
dynamic trajectories. Finally, we move the TX-TL-prototyped NAR network into E.
coli, where we show that our NAR network also significantly reduces network response
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time as well as steady state signal in vivo.
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3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Using simplified computational models to guide NAR network
design
To build an RNA-based NAR network, we sought to use the pT181 transcriptional
attenuator[81] which we have previously used to build RNA-only transcriptional
networks[64, 109, 20]. The pT181 attenuator is an RNA sequence in the 5
0
untrans-
lated region of a gene that regulates transcription elongation through the formation of
an intrinsic terminator hairpin (Figure 3.1A). In its native or ON state, intramolecular
interactions with an anti-terminator sequence prevents terminator formation and allows
transcription elongation. In its OFF state, interactions with a repressor sRNA, which is
complementary to the upstream region of the attenuator, sequesters the anti-terminator
sequence, allowing the terminator hairpin to form and prevent transcription elongation
of the downstream gene (Figure B.1A)[81, 12]. Thus, the combination of repressor
sRNA and attenuator act as an RNA-based transcriptional repressor.
To build an NAR network, we first proposed a construct in which the pT181 attenu-
ator regulates the transcription of its own repressor sRNA, followed by a reporter gene
(Figure 3.1A). At the start, the attenuator would allow transcription of both the repres-
sor sRNA and reporter gene until the concentration of repressor sRNA builds up and
binds to the attenuator. Interaction of the repressor sRNA with the attenuator would
lead to terminator formation and reduce further transcription of repressor sRNA and the
reporter gene.
We first sought to determine the feasibility of this pT181 attenuator based NAR
network design. To do this, we developed a simple mathematical model as an empirical
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guide for building this network. The model used parameters from previous work where
we simulated a transcriptional cascade in TX-TL using the pT181 attenuator[48]. Since
the RNA-based NAR would uniquely operate at the RNA level, we sought a reporter
that would allow us to directly measure and model RNA levels within the system. We
therefore proposed an NAR construct that used the malachite green (MG)-binding RNA
aptamer as a reporter[39]. Once folded properly, the RNA aptamer can bind the small
molecule chromophore malachite green (MG), which results in a fluorescence output.
The MG aptamer, therefore, allows experimental characterization of the RNA levels of
the network with a convenient fluorescence read out[39], and would allow us to directly
model time trajectories of our experimental observable.
Our initial qualitative model treated the basic gene expression processes of the NAR
network as coupled chemical reactions of two species: the repressor sRNA (R) and the
reporter malachite green RNA (Figure 3.1B). We considered the concentrations of these
two species in time to be functions of their synthesis and degradation rates. For sim-
plicity, we modeled the transcriptional repression with a first order Hill function based
on previous experimental work[64], in which K represents the concentration of active
repressor that is required to achieve significant repression of downstream gene transcrip-
tion (Figure 3.1B). Finally, to simulate the model, we used estimated parameter values
based on parameters we obtained in previous work in modeling RNA-based transcrip-
tional cascades in TX-TL reactions[48] (Table B.1).
One of the defining characteristics of an NAR network is that it speeds up a net-
works response time, defined as the time it takes for a dynamic process to reach half
of its steady state level[91]. We therefore used response time as an indicator of a func-
tional NAR network. The initial simulation of the NAR network showed an insignificant
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Figure 3.1: A simple model of the proposed sRNA transcriptional NAR construct uncovers po-
tential challenges and provides design guidelines for network construction. (A)
The transcriptional NAR network motif and proposed sRNA implementation. The
pT181 attenuator regulates the transcription of N copies of its own repressor RNA
(repressor, R) and a reporter gene (G), each insulated from each other by self-
cleaving ribozymes (triangles). Once transcription is activated, initially RNA poly-
merase is allowed to transcribe the repressor RNA-reporter gene construct. As con-
centration of repressor RNA increases, it binds to the attenuator, which leads to
intrinsic terminator formation and repression of transcription of the repressor RNA-
reporter gene construct. (B) A simplified two-component model that describes the
synthesis and degradation of the repressor (R) and reporter gene (G) provides in-
sight for network construction. The dynamic trajectories were simulated by this
model with parameters adapted from a previous study (Table B.1)[48]. The simula-
tion suggests that a single copy of repressor RNA (N = 1) would be insucient to
significantly reduce network response time, while tandem copies of repressor RNA
(N = 2) would.
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ure 3.1B). We hypothesized this was due to the fast degradation rate of repressor sRNA
and weak repression of the attenuator that prohibits sucient accumulation of repressor
sRNA to achieve significant repression. To solve this potential problem, we proposed
a new NAR design that increased the concentration of repressor sRNA by including
two copies of the RNA in tandem. This was motivated by previous work that showed
that two repressor sRNAs in tandem result in stronger repression [64, 108, 48] (Figure
B.2A), and longer sRNA transcripts (two repressors) degrade slower than a shorter (one
repressor) version [48] (Figure B.2B). Therefore, for convenience, in the simple model
we treated the two-copy configuration as a new repressor sRNA species that is twice as
repressive, but that also has a degradation rate which is half of that of a single repressor
RNA to account for its increase in size. The simulation of this construct suggested that
by using two tandem copies of repressor sRNA, the response time would decrease from
T1=2 = 5:15 minutes to T1=2 = 2:50 minutes, which would also result in an observable
decrease in fluorescent signal (Figure 3.1B).
Our qualitative model thus allowed us to capture the essence of an RNA-based NAR
network and predict qualitative response time changes for dierent network configura-
tions. Based on the guidance of this simplified model, we next sought to implement an
RNA-based NAR network with tandem copies of repressor sRNAs.
3.3.2 Optimization of RNA parts for NAR network construction
Overall, the proposed NAR architecture consists of four distinct RNA parts that must be
fused together in tandem on the same RNA molecule for proper function: an upstream
attenuator to control transcription, two copies of the repressor sRNA to provide the
negative feedback if synthesized, and the MG aptamer to provide a fluorescent read-out
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(Figure 3.4A). In addition, there are accessory transcriptional terminators on the ends of
constructs that are needed to define expression constructs. A functional NAR requires
each individual RNA part to fold into proper structures, which is increasingly dicult
with more RNA parts in tandem. To help alleviate potential problems with misfolding
and mis-function, we therefore sought to minimize the size of the parts involved in the
construct. Specifically, we sought to minimize the length of the repressor sRNA required
for function and the length of accessory terminators at the end of constructs to remove
unnecessary sequence.
Since the accessory terminators are the largest individual part in the proposed NAR
network, we first sought to replace the rrnB terminator (TrrnB) originally used in the
development of the pT181 attenuator synthetic construct[64] with a structurally smaller
terminator, and then to reduce the repressor sRNA to the minimal structure necessary
for function. The rrnB terminator consists of 368 nucleotides and is predicted to fold
into a complex structure that could be a source of unwanted RNA-RNA interactions in
our NAR network. In previous work, we have shown that the rrnB terminator did in fact
interfere with the function of a loop-linear chimeric attenuator[110]. Recently, Chen
et al.[24] characterized 582 natural and synthetic transcriptional terminators, which we
used as a source for possible terminator alternatives. We chose five terminators that
had compact predicted secondary structures and similar or better termination eciency
than that of the rrnB terminator. The terminators were first tested in a simple context to
ensure the repressive strength and orthogonality of the repressor RNA were not aected
by changing the terminator. To test this, we placed each terminator downstream of the
wild type pT181 repressor sRNA, which was constitutively expressed on a high copy
plasmid. Each repressor sRNA-terminator construct was tested for repression of the wild
type attenuator and its orthogonality to a mutant attenuator in vivo, which were placed
downstream of the same constitutive promoter and upstream of the super-folder green
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fluorescent protein (SFGFP) coding sequence[86] on a medium copy plasmid (Figure
S1). Attenuator and repressor sRNA pairs were transformed into E. coli TG1 cells,
and fluorescence (485 nm excitation, 520 nm emission) and optical density (OD) (600
nm) were measured for each culture (see Methods). Of the five terminators tested, the
repressor sRNA-L3S3P21 terminator construct had the best combination of repression
of the wild type attenuator and orthogonality to the mutant attenuator (Figure B.1) and
was therefore chosen for use in the NAR network.
Next, we tested minimizing the repressor sRNA construct. Early in vitro work with
the pT181 attenuator showed that the full-length wild type repressor RNA was not re-
quired for interaction with and repression of the attenuator[11]. We therefore tested a
truncated version of the repressor sRNA, which only contained the hairpin thought to
be involved in the initial kissing hairpin interaction with the attenuator. The single hair-
pin repressor RNA followed by the L3S3P21 terminator showed equivalent repression
(90%) of the attenuator when compared to the full-length repressor RNA (Figure 3.2A).
In the final NAR construct, it is essential that the individual repressor sRNA copies
are free to fold into functional conformations and repress the attenuator. It was previ-
ously shown that using the hammerhead ribozyme from small tobacco ring spot virus
(sTRSV)[59] to separate tandem copies of repressor RNA on the same transcript im-
proved function of the repressor RNA constructs[64]. Since only the full-length re-
pressor RNA had been tested with the sTRSV ribozyme, we sought to confirm that
the sTRSV ribozyme could be used to separate copies of the single hairpin repressor
RNA without aecting function. We tested constructs with the sTRSV ribozyme both
upstream and downstream of the single hairpin repressor sRNA as well as a tandem dou-












































Figure 3.2: Optimization of RNA parts for network construction. (A) Average steady-state flu-
orescence (FL/OD) of E. coli TG1 cells measuring repression of a construct con-
sisting of the pT181 attenuator controlling SFGFP expression. The pT181-SFGFP
construct was transformed with a control plasmid (-), or constructs that expressed
variations of the repressor RNA. Variations in the terminator included downstream
of the repressor tested the impact of the size of the terminator (T1 vs. T2), with
L3S3P2134 (T2) being smaller than TrrnB (T1). Variations in the size of the re-
pressor RNA repressor (two hairpins vs. one hairpin) tested the impact of including
reduced regions of the repressor RNA on repressive function17. Other variations
tested the impact of using the sTRSV ribozyme (triangles) for separating RNA parts
and including multiple copies of the repressor. Error bars represent standard devia-
tions over nine biological replicates. (B) Orthogonality matrices illustrating that the
single hairpin repressor RNA followed by terminator L3S3P21 achieves adequate
repression but compromises orthogonality (left). Matrices were generated by mea-
suring the fluorescence of cells transformed with dierent combinations of the wild
type (WT) or specificity mutated (MUT) pT181 attenuator-SFGFP/repressor expres-
sion constructs in the repressor configurations indicated by the schematic. Adding
a ribozyme in between the single hairpin repressor RNA and terminator L3S3P21
restores the orthogonality (right). Each box in the matrices represents % repression
of cells with a repressor RNA expression plasmid compared to cells with the con-
trol plasmid. Repression is presented by a color scale in which 100% is blue and
0% is white. Repression % was calculated from the average over nine biological
replicates.
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with the single hairpin repressor sRNA function (Figure 3.2A).
Interestingly, while the sTRSV-single hairpin repressor sRNA-L3S3P21 termina-
tor construct showed equivalent repression of the attenuator compared to the construct
without the ribozyme, the ribozyme construct was no longer orthogonal to a mutant
pT181 attenuator (Figure 3.2B). However, we observed that adding a second ribozyme
downstream of the single hairpin repressor sRNA and before the terminator recovered
orthogonality (Figure 3.2B). Overall, these optimizations allowed us to remove 387 nu-
cleotides (36% of the total length) from the NAR design. We thus continued constructing
and analyzing the sRNA transcriptional NAR with these minimized parts.
3.3.3 A quantitative model accurately predicts NAR network func-
tion in TX-TL
Our next goal was to build a more accurate model that could provide quantitative pre-
dictions of the NAR network function in TX-TL reactions. To do this, we expanded the
set of ODE equations that modeled repressor R and reporter MG in Figure 1 to include
the maturation steps for both R and MG (Figure 3.3). Specifically, our previous work
showed that time trajectories of TX-TL reactions could only be accurately modeled for
the pT181 system if the maturation of the repressor sRNA was included[48]. This was
explicitly included in the model by considering a maturation step whereby the initially
transcribed immature species (R) folds into its functional structure (R). Similarly, ini-
tially transcribed MG molecules (MG) would need a further step to bind the dye before
becoming fully matured and observable (MG). Both of these maturation processes were
modeled by introducing additional species and specific rates of maturation (Figure 3.3).
For the MG aptamer, we modeled both folding and dye binding with one term, rb, to
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Table 3.1: NAR model parameters
Parameter Description Unit
K1 Repression coecient of single repressor. Concentration
(Conc.)
K2 Repression coecient of double repressor. Conc.
K1C Repression coecient of single mismatched repres-
sor due to crosstalk.
Conc.
K2C Repression coecient of double mismatched repres-
sor due to crosstalk.
Conc.
d1 Degradation rate of single repressor. 1/sec
rm1 Maturation rate of single repressor. 1/sec
rm2 Maturation rate of double repressor. 1/sec
rb Maturation and binding rate of malachite green
(MG) aptamer.
1/sec
 Transcription rate of pre-cleaved MG RNA. Conc./sec
dMG Degradation rate of MG RNA. 1/sec
d2 Degradation rate of double repressor. 1/sec
Pt Probability of transcriptional disruption. Unitless
Table 3.2: NAR model species
Model Species Definition Unit
R1 Immature single sRNA repressor. Conc.
R1 Mature single sRNA repressor. Conc.
R2 Immature tandem sRNA repressor. Conc.
R2 Mature tandem repressor. Conc.
MG Unfolded/unbound MG aptamer. Conc.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic (left) of the mechanistic steps of the sRNA transcriptional NAR network
captured by the governing equations (right). Molecular implementations that high-
light key rate constants and interactions are shown below each network schematic.
N refers to the number of tandem repressors included in each construct. The equa-
tions model the tandem copies (N = 2) of repressor R1 as a single new repressor,
R2. This eective model also used dierent degradation rate constants, dmN , for
each repressor species. Parameter and Species descriptions can be found in Table 1
and 2, respectively. The only dierence between the negative autoregulation (NAR)
and control (CTRL) constructs is the use of a mutated attenuator target region that
disrupts repression, modeled as a change in repression coecient KNC , describing a
weak non-cognate repression caused by crosstalk.
describe the maturation of this RNA reporter. Overall the inclusion of these maturation
steps created two additional species to be modeled which expanded the number of ODEs
to four.
In addition, we introduced terms in the model to account for both autotermination
and cross-talk within the network. Previous work suggested that the presence of an
upstream attenuator region reduces the amount of downstream transcription through
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an autotermination mechanism that causes RNA polymerase to drop o even in the
absence of repressor sRNA[11, 64]. This autotermination was modeled by including a
single parameter that models the autotermination probability, Pt, based on our previous
model[48]. In this work, we also found that transcription of repressor sRNA prior to
the MG reporter also leads to a similar amount of reduction in MG fluorescence (Figure
B.3A). This indicated that in general the transcription of upstream RNA species reduces
the amount of downstream RNA that can be transcribed, likely due to general eects
of the imperfect processivity of the RNA polymerase enzyme. Since both an upstream
attenuator or repressor had similar autotermination eects, to incorporate this in our
model we used the same parameter Pt to denote the probability of transcription being
disrupted as polymerase transcribes one of the units of our NAR construct, which could
be an attenuator or sRNA-ribozyme construct (Figure 3.3). Therefore, the probability of
a particular sequence region being transcribed without disruption is modeled as (1 Pt)n
where n is the number of upstream construct units (Figure 3.3).
We next incorporated the eect of cross-talk in our model. Experimentally, we
sought to characterize the dynamics of the sRNA NAR network by comparing it to a
control construct where only the negative feedback connection was broken with all other
components unchanged. This can be achieved by mutating the attenuator sequence to
an orthogonal sequence that does not respond to the repressor sRNA[64] (Figure B.1).
While in principle this is a good control, the mutant pT181 attenuator is not completely
orthogonal to the wild type repressor sRNA[64] (Figure 3.2B). We therefore had to ac-
count for cross-talk in order to accurately model the comparison between the full sRNA
NAR network and the control network. Cross-talk repression for the control network
was also modeled as a first order Hill function with a relatively large repression constant
Kc.
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Once our model was proposed, the next step was to determine all 12 unknown pa-
rameters (Table 3.2, Figure 3.3) that would provide a quantitative estimation of the time-
dependent fluorescence trajectories generated by the NAR network in TX-TL. In pre-
vious work, we adapted a parameter sensitivity analysis method to guide the design of
a series of TX-TL experiments to determine each unknown parameter[48]. For a given
experiment modeled by a subset of model ODEs, sensitivity analysis determines which
parameters cause the largest changes to the predicted behavior of the ODEs, i.e., which
set of parameters the ODEs are most sensitive to. The most sensitive parameters can
be found by computing the sensitivity matrix, which describes how the time-varying
molecular concentrations of the genetic network in the experiment change in response
to a change in the parameters of the model (see Methods). The most sensitive param-
eters for each experiment are then ideal candidates to extract by fitting the parameters
to the experimental data[48]. Since multiple parameters can be estimated from a single
experiment, it is therefore possible to estimate all relevant parameters from a reduced
set of experiments that are each sensitive to dierent subsets of parameters.
We thus set out to perform sensitivity analysis on our NAR network. However, be-
cause of the feedback element in the NAR, the network is non-linear, which can result in
coupled parameter sets[35], meaning that parameter values can be restrained by the val-
ues of others within the model. To avoid solving for coupled parameters, we proposed a
set of experiments consisting of key components of the NAR network arranged in con-
figurations that removed network non-linearity (Figure 3.4). Many of the constructs had
already been characterized in previous work with SFGFP as the reporter instead of the
MG aptamer[110, 48]. We therefore chose to continue to use SFGFP as the reporter for
most of the initial parameterization experiments with one extra experiment to estimate
key parameters related to the MG aptamer reporter construct. The use of SFGFP in these
experiments however, resulted in four additional parameters to solve for to account for
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protein translation, maturation and mRNA degradation (Figure 3.4, Table B.2). To per-
form the sensitivity analysis, we used an initial set of 16 parameter guesses taken from
our previous work to calculate the sensitivity matrix from our proposed experimental
design. We followed the guidelines from our previous study[48] and designed TX-TL
experiments that could be performed at 29C for 100 min with fluorescence monitored
every 5 min. The sensitivity analysis on the proposed linear components from our NAR
network suggested that we could identify all 16 parameters with five TX-TL experiments
(Figure 3.4, Supplementary Notes B.1 and B.2).
We next sought to estimate the parameters in our model by performing the set of
experiments designed through the sensitivity analysis. We performed replicate TX-TL
experiments with each of the designed plasmid combinations and collected dynamic
fluorescence trajectories of the reactions (Figure B.4). Using this experimental data, we
then estimated parameters using an iterative fitting procedure that used each experiment
in turn to find its designated parameters (see Methods). To capture the natural variation
in experimental conditions, we initially input sets of parameters, drawn from uniform
distributions centered around an initial best guess, into the fitting procedure. Each initial
set was used as a starting point for the model, and was then optimized through the fitting
procedure to give final parameter values (see Methods). This resulted in 10,000 sets
of the 16 estimated parameters. To validate our method, we compared measured fluo-
rescence trajectories for each experiment to simulated trajectories using 1,000 sets of
parameters randomly sampled from the fitted parameter set distributions. This allowed
us to compare the experiments to the mean simulated trajectory and 95% confidence
intervals, which captured the range of trajectories predicted by our parameter distribu-
tions. As shown in Figure B.4, each mean simulated trajectory accurately described
the experimental observation, with almost every measured experimental trajectory lying



























Figure 3.4: Sensitivity matrices for parameter identification experiments. Five parametrization
experiments were designed on the basis of sensitivity analysis to estimate all 16 un-
known parameters in our model (Supplementary Note Equations B.1.1-B.5.2). For
each experiment, schematics of the constructs used are shown above the SFGFP
portion of the calculated sensitivity matrix for that experiment, with DNA concen-
trations indicated. Parameters are numbered according to Table 3.2. Red/blue indi-
cates high/low sensitivity, respectively. Note that time varying changes in parameter
sensitivity indicates time windows of the trajectories that are influenced by each
parameter. Experiments were designed in order from (A) to (E), with parameters
identified by previous experiments marked as gray rows. (A) 0.5 nM of reporter
plasmid alone is able to identify four parameters: m, kt,  and dm. (B) 0.5 nM of
reporter and 4 nM of repressor plasmid is able to identify five parameters: K1, d1,
rm1, R and Pt. (C) 0.5 nM of reporter and 4 nM of plasmids containing repressor
with two tandem repressors (separated by a ribozyme) is able to identify three pa-
rameters: K2, rm2 and d2. (D) 0.5 nM of reporter with a mutated PT181 attenuator
and 4 nM of repressor plasmid is able to identify one parameter KC1. (E) 12 nM of
a plasmid with MG as reporter identifies the last three parameters: rb,  and dMG
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Our goal of building a quantitative model was to accurately predict the behavior
of the sRNA transcriptional NAR network. To assess the quality of the model pre-
diction, we simulated dynamic trajectories of two-hour TX-TL experiments for no-
autoregulation control, and NAR networks containing either single or tandem double
repressor RNA configurations (Figure 3.5A). To test our model predictions, we next
performed TX-TL experiments with the same constructs to obtain experimental fluo-
rescence trajectories. For all four constructs, experimental results agree with the 95%
confidence interval of our simulations (Figure 3.5B-C). We next sought to compute the
response times of the experimental trajectories. To do this, we first found the simu-
lated trajectory that had the most accurate fit to each replicate of the experimental data,
and used these trajectories to estimate each response time (see Methods, Figure B.5).
As suggested by the original qualitative model, the sRNA NAR network with a single
sRNA did not demonstrate significant speedup of response time compared to its control
network. In contrast, the sRNA network with tandem copies of repressor sRNA exhib-
ited a clear separation of fluorescence trajectories compared to its control network, with
a significant speedup of response time by four minutes with a p-value of 0.001 calcu-
lated using unpaired t-test[69] between the distributions of response times measured in
each case.
Overall these results demonstrated that the sRNA transcriptional NAR network func-
tioned in cell-free systems and extended the application of our eective modeling and























































Figure 3.5: Model prediction and experimental characterization of the sRNA transcriptional
NAR constructs in TX-TL. (A) Schematics of the NAR and control constructs de-
signed for TX-TL using malachite green (MG) as a network reporter. (B) and (C)
Comparison of experimental trajectories of MG fluorescence in TX-TL experiments
(solid circles with error bars) with simulated model predictions (shaded regions) for
single repressor NAR (N = 1) and double repressor NAR (N = 2) networks, re-
spectively. Experimental error bars represent standard deviations of nine individual
TX-TL reactions. Model simulated trajectories were generated by performing 1000
simulations with parameters randomly drawn from the set of 10,000 determined
from the estimation procedure (see Methods). Predicted and measured response
times for all four trajectories are shown in the upper left corner.
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3.3.4 The sRNA transcriptional NAR network functions in E. coli
We next sought to adapt the NAR network for use in cells. Since the MG aptamer is dif-
ficult to express in cells[39], to accomplish this, we first replaced the MG reporter with
a fast-degrading protein reporter, yem-GFP (Figure B.6)[104]. Initially, we tested the
yem-GFP reporter in a simple context where the expression of yem-GFP was controlled
by the pT181 attenuator in E. coli cells in the presence or absence of repressor sRNA.
We found that the no-repressor GFP expression was lower than that of SFGFP, but the re-
pression with repressor sRNA was nearly 100% (Figure B.6A). Next, in order to be able
to assess cellular network dynamics from a defined starting time point, we replaced the
constitutive promoter used above with the N-acyl homoserine lactone (AHL) inducible
promoter Plux[15]. We compared the expression of the attenuator-yem-GFP construct
under the control of the constitutive promoter and the Plux promoter with varying con-
centrations of AHL and found that 100 nM of AHL resulted in maximum expression
from the promoter (Figure B.6B).
Using these two modifications, we built NAR constructs analogous to those in Figure
6A and tested them in E. coli cultures while monitoring fluorescence every 20 minutes
(Figure 3.6, B.7, B.8). As the model and TX-TL results suggested, the NAR construct
with a single copy of repressor RNA did not show a significant dierence in response
time compared to its control construct in vivo (Figure B.8) due to inecient repression
strength of the single repressor when placed downstream of an attenuator element (Fig-
ure B.6C). However, experiments comparing the double repressor NAR network to the
control showed that the yem-GFP trajectories began to reach steady state for the NAR
network after approximately two hours while the control trajectories were still increas-
ing. To calculate a response time for each construct, we performed regression analysis















































Figure 3.6: Demonstration and characterization of a functional sRNA transcriptional NAR net-
work in vivo. (A) Schematics of the NAR and control constructs designed for in
vivo testing using yem-GFP as a network reporter. (B) Time course of average fluo-
rescence (FL/OD) collected from E. coli TG1 cells containing the double repressor
NAR (blue) or control (red) construct over a five-hour period. Shaded regions rep-
resent standard deviations collected at each time point for nine biological replicates.
Calculated response times (see Methods) indicate a functional NAR network that
decreases the response time with respect to the control. (C) Flow cytometry his-
tograms of a single time point measurement after 5 hours, tested with the double
repressor NAR (blue) and control constructs (red) in vivo. Individual distributions
are overlaid on each other with dierent shades of blue and red. The ratio of relative
variance (RV) and coecient of variation (CV) was calculated for each distribution
and averaged. The averages of the ratio of (RVNAR=RVCTRL) and (CVNAR=CVCTRL)
are shown in the upper right corner with errors representing the standard deviation
of these calculated ratios.
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then used the steady state level to find the time point at which each trajectory reached
half of its steady state fluorescence value (see Methods). The response time (T1=2) for
the double repressor NAR network was 806 min, while the control showed a 975 min
response time. This confirmed that the RNA-only NAR network functioned properly in
E. coli.
3.3.5 Noise reduction properties of sRNA transcriptional NAR net-
works
In addition to reducing the steady state level and response time, NAR networks are
also predicted to aect network noise properties. While the noise properties of protein-
mediated NAR networks are well studied [99, 6, 27, 7, 97], little is known about the
noise properties of sRNA transcriptional NAR networks. Our construction of the sRNA
NAR network above thus gave us a unique vantage point to begin to study these proper-
ties.
The definition of network noise varies between studies, with most studies mea-
suring noise with coecient of variation (CV) of gene expression [7, 97, 6, 27], and
others focusing on relative variance (RV), or Fano factor [118, 113]. While protein-
mediated NAR networks have been demonstrated with a range of behaviors that either
increase[45, 101] or decrease [7, 97] noise, under optimal conditions protein-mediated
transcriptional NAR networks can reduce the CV. In particular, Singh et al. [100] pre-
dicted that to reduce noise measured by CV within a protein-mediated NAR network,
there are dierent optimal windows of feedback strength needed for dierent orders of
Hill function cooperativity in the regulatory interaction of the network. Specifically, they
find that the CV of NAR network expression can decrease compared to the unregulated
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networks only when the Hill coecient of the repressive feedback is greater than one.
Since our sRNA repression mechanism is believed to have a Hill coecient of one[64],
there is no indication that the sRNA transcriptional NAR network would reduce intrin-
sic noise measured in CV. Interestingly, sRNA mediated translational NAR networks
are predicted to aect noise properties very dierently[67, 118], and are generally not
expected to reduce CV but may reduce RV.
To analyze the noise properties of our sRNA transcriptional NAR network, we per-
formed a flow cytometry analysis of the double repressor NAR network and its control
construct in E. coli for a specific time point at 5 hours after AHL induction (see Meth-
ods). We then calculated RV and CV from flow cytometry distributions to characterize
network variation. All replicates showed a clear reduction in RV and an increase in CV
(Figure 3.6C). These results align with previous studies on protein-mediated transcrip-
tional NAR and sRNA mediated translational NAR networks. However, more careful
noise studies are needed, such as experimental setups that allow the extraction of the in-
trinsic and extrinsic components of the total noise [30], before more precise conclusions
can be drawn.
3.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, we demonstrated the utility of using eective models in combination with
TX-TL experiments to systematically and rapidly prototype RNA network designs. Us-
ing this design and prototyping method, we were able to create the first functional sRNA
mediated transcriptional NAR network that functions both in TX-TL and in vivo. We
started the design process using a set of over-simplified ODEs to predict potential prob-
lems of initial NAR designs and to propose a design that used a double sRNA repressor
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would be necessary to observe a reduction in response time that is characteristic of NAR
networks. Using this model-guided design, we also significantly shortened the length
of the construct that implemented this design, while preserving the proper functioning
of all of the components. Similar to a recent investigation[124], we showed that the
truncated version of the sRNA repressor is adequate for achieving the same repression
strength of the full-length repressor. However, when a more compact transcriptional
terminator is used, this truncated sRNA repressor RNA requires an extra piece of ri-
bozyme between the repressor and the terminator to preserve orthogonality. This result
oers an engineering guideline to concatenate multiple RNA components together for
more complex sRNA networks.
Once our model had identified the overall NAR design, we then adapted our previ-
ously developed sensitivity analysis based parameterization method to construct and pa-
rameterize a more detailed model of the network. Using this approach, we designed five
simple TX-TL experiments that we used to parameterize all unknown parameters. These
parameters were then used to quantitatively predict the dynamic trajectories of two ver-
sions of the sRNA transcriptional NAR network. The model prediction suggested that
the double repressor version would function according to the two key characteristics of
NAR networks: faster response time and reduced steady-state level. TX-TL character-
ization of the network revealed that the model predictions were both qualitatively and
quantitatively accurate. Finally, we modified the TX-TL-prototyped NAR constructs
for in vivo experiments and showed that the network also demonstrated faster response
time and lower noise in E. coli. Interestingly, the reduction in noise followed a similar
trend for our sRNA mediated transcriptional NAR network as that observed for protein-
mediated translational NARs and sRNA mediated translational NAR networks[118].
Several aspects of this work are significant. First, this work represents the first tran-
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scriptional sRNA negative auto-regulatory circuit that functions both in cell-free reac-
tions and in living cells. Second, in this work, we extended our parameterization pro-
cedure to a non-linear network. Because of the natural feedback component of NAR
networks, it is dicult to parameterize its parameters independently. By parameteriz-
ing components individually, we were able to incorporate the feedback non-linearity at
a later modeling step which we showed was able to recapitulate experimental results.
Finally, this work represents a streamlined and quantitative model guided design and
TX-TL based prototyping methodology for in-cell RNA network engineering. We found
that the parameters we obtained from TX-TL parameterization procedures are adequate
to predict the function of our sRNA transcriptional NAR network accurately and pro-
vide insights for TX-TL prototyping experiments that then inform the construction of
networks that function in cells. We anticipate this design-build-prototype-test network
building process will minimize cloning eort and speed up network development cycles
as the field moves towards more sophisticated synthetic network engineering.
3.5 Method
3.5.1 Plasmid construction and purification
A table of all the plasmids used in this study can be found in Supporting Information Ta-
ble S=B.5, with key sequences found in Table B.4. The pT181 attenuator and repressor
plasmids, pT181 mutant attenuator and repressor plasmids were constructs pAPA1272,
pAPA1256, pAPA1273, and pAPA1257 respectively, from Lucks et al.[64]. All NAR
and control constructs were created using Golden Gate[32] assembly and Gibson as-
sembly. The NAR constructs were created with pT181 attenuator and pT181 repressor,
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the control constructs were created with pT181 mutant attenuator and pT181 repressor.
Plasmids were purified using a Qiagen QIAfilter Plasmid Midi Kit (Catalog number:
12243) followed by isopropanol precipitation and eluted with double distilled water.
3.5.2 TX-TL experiments
TX-TL buer and extract was prepared according to Garamella et al[36]. TX-TL buer
and extract tubes were thawed on ice for approximately 20 min prior to performing ex-
periments. Separate reaction tubes were prepared with combinations of DNA represent-
ing a given network condition. Appropriate volumes of DNA, buer, and extract were
calculated using a custom spreadsheet developed by Sun et al[106]. Buer and extract
were mixed together and incubated for 20 min at 37C. DNA for the specific experiment
was then added into each tube according to the previously published protocol[109]. Ten
L of each TX-TL reaction mixture was transferred to a 384-well plate (Nunc 142761),
covered with a plate seal (Nunc 232701), and placed on a Biotek SynergyH1m plate
reader. Temperature was controlled at 29C. Superfolder GFP (SFGFP) (485 nm exci-
tation, 520 nm emission, 100 gain) or malachite green (MG) (610 nm excitation, 650
nm emission, 150 gain) fluorescence was measured every 5 min for 120 min. MG con-
structs were observed to immediately generate observable signal in between mixing and
loading the plate reader, making quantification of early time points dicult. Therefore,
the first measurements of all constructs with MG were assumed to be 0 and data col-
lection was timed to start 5 minutes after reactions were mixed. Each reaction was run
with a minimum of triplicate technical repeats, and repeated three times independently
(minimum of nine total replicates). A ten L sample of TX-TL buer, extract, and water
was run together with each independent experiment as blank. All data points were then
processed with blank values subtracted at each time point.
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3.5.3 Network/Model Simulations
All models were simulated by solving corresponding ODEs using Matlab function
ode15s over a set of discrete time steps using guessed or estimated parameters. All
initial conditions for species concentrations were zero.
3.5.4 Parameterization experiment design
All unknown parameters were estimated by fitting model simulations to a small set of
time course data generated from TX-TL experiments. Following previous work[48],
these experiments were designed through an iterative process of identifiability tests on
the set of model equations (Figure 3.4, Supplementary Note B.1). An individual ex-
periment was expected to produce a measurable trajectory of fluorescence as a function
of time. After a specific experiment was proposed, we determined which parameters
were identifiable from this experiment through sensitivity analysis (See Supplementary
Note B.2). The iterative experiment starts with the simplest experiment that has the
smallest number of network components and thus the smallest number of parameters
governing the fluorescence trajectory. Identifiable parameters from this experiment are
then estimated by fitting models to the experimental data as described below (Parameter
estimation). The next experiment that contains a greater number of components and
the analysis repeated, except that parameters already identified by previous experiments
were marked as determined and were not included in sensitivity analysis. Rounds of ex-
perimental design and sensitivity analysis were performed until all 16 parameters could
be identified by 5 TX-TL experiments (Figure 3.4).
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3.5.5 Parameter estimation
Parameters were estimated from each designed experiment by fitting the identifiable
parameters of that experiment to measured SFGFP expression time trajectories. The
parameter estimation problem is given by:
min(Gexperimental;meantk  Gsimulatedtk )2
WhereGexperimental;meantk denotes the average value of the experimentally observed SFGFP
expression at a certain time tk. The vector P contains all of the identifiable parameters
in the experiment being analyzed. Gsimulatedtk (P) denotes the model simulated SFGFP
expression at time tk.
To optimize the initial guesses, we first started with a set of initial guess based on
pervious work (Table B.1)[48]. We then constructed uniform distributions (100 points)
around each parameters value (15%), generating 100 sets of parameters, which led to
100 simulated dynamic trajectories for each of the 5 estimation experiments designed
by sensitivity analysis procedure. We picked the set of parameters that generated the
best fit to the 5 sets of experimental data collectively, and used it as a starting point
for the next round. We repeated this procedure 10 times to achieve the best guess. We
then started the estimation process with the best-guessed parameter set and constructed
uniform distributions (10000 points) around each parameter value (15%). Each set of
parameters served as a dierent starting point for finding optimal parameter estimates.
Each optimal set was found by sequentially applying the fitting procedure to each of the
designed parameters using the Matlab function fmincon, only fitting the identifiable
parameters for that experiment. Fit parameters from one experiment were then used to
update and replace the initial guesses before moving on to the next experiment until
each of the 16 unknown parameters were fit from the 5 experiments. The result of this
procedure produces 10000 sets of estimated parameters, which were then subject to the
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analysis described in the main text.
3.5.6 Strains, Growth Media and in vivo Gene Expression Experi-
ments
All experiments were performed in E. coli strain TG1. Plasmids with dierent network
constructs were transformed into TG1 competent cells, plated on LB + Agar plates con-
taining 100 g/ml carbenicillin, and incubated overnight at 37C. At least three colonies
of each experimental condition were inoculated into 300L of LB containing carbeni-
cillin in a 2mL 96-well block (Costar 3960), and grown for 12 hours overnight at 37C
at 1000 rpm in a Labnet Vortemp 56 bench top shaker. Four microliters of the overnight
culture were added to 196 l of M9 supplemented M9 media (1X M9 minimal salts, 1
mM thiamine hydrochloride, 0.4% glycerol, 0.2% casamino acids, 2 mM MgSO4, 0.1
mM CaCl2) containing carbenicillin and grown for 4 hours at 37C at 1000 rpm.
For time course measurements, the sub-culture was then diluted to 0.015 OD with
M9 + carbenicillin and 100nM N-Acyl homoserine lactone (AHLs) to a total volume of
1mL and grown at 37C at 1000 rpm. During the 5-hour time course, 50L of culture
was removed from of the main culture every 20 minutes for measurements. Fluores-
cence (485 nm excitation, 520 nm emission) and optical density (OD, 600 nm) were
measured on a Biotek SynergyH1m plate reader. For steady state expression measure-
ment, the sub-culture was then diluted to 0.015 OD with M9 + carbenicillin and 100nM
N-Acyl homoserine lactones (AHLs) to a total volume of 200l and grown at 37C at
1000 rpm for 5 hours. Fluorescence (485 nm excitation, 520 nm emission) and optical
density (OD, 600 nm) were then measured on a Biotek SynergyH1m plate reader.
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For flow cytometry measurement, the sub-culture was then diluted to 0.015 OD with
M9 + carbenicillin and 100nMN-Acyl homoserine lactones (AHLs) to a total volume of
3ml and grown in culture tubes for 5 hours at 37C at 220rpm. A total of 50,000 events
were collected on a BD AccuriTM C6 plus Flow Cytometer during measurement.
All experiments contained three replicates from at least three dierent transformed
colonies, and were repeated independently three times for a minimum of nine total repli-
cates.
3.5.7 Response-time Calculation
To estimate the response time T1=2 of a network, we estimated the time for individual
dynamic trajectories to reach steady state based on the rate production of fluorescence
signal. We first scaled all data points by the maximum experimentally observed fluores-




: Fexprtk is the experimentally observed fluorescence/OD value (malachite green for in
vitro networks and yem-GFP for in vivo networks) at any time during the experiment.
For in vitro data sets, where the variability in fluorescence values could complicate data
analysis, we created a pool of 100 simulated trajectories for each experimental trajectory
from 1,000 sets of randomly sampled parameters. We then compared the R2 values for
each of the 100 simulated trajectories and the experimental trajectory, and selected the
simulated trajectory that gave the max R2 value for response time analysis (Figure 3.5,
B.5).
To calculate trajectory response times, we first used least squares to estimate the rate
of SFGFP signal production at each time point in order to find the steady-state value of
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each trajectory, which was defined as the trajectory value when the rate of production
drops below a threshold value. Beginning with the first normalized data point (k = 1) in
the data set, we took a total of five data points (n = 5) and calculated the least squares



















The objective of least squares is to find slope (m) that minimizes the sum of squared
errors (r2) of the dierences between the observedSFGFP production and those pre-
dicted by a linear model. The m found became the slope at time point tk = 1, and we
stepped into the next set of five data points with k = 2; 3; , etc., creating an array of
slopes to describe the fluorescence trajectory.
When the absolute value of the calculated slope is below a set threshold of 0.005,
the trajectory is defined to be at steady state and its fluorescence level at steady state is
recorded. For trajectories that did not reach steady state at the end of the experiment,
we forecasted its trajectories beyond the experimental time duration and predicted the
time of steady state, assuming the SFGFP signal production rate declines at a constant
rate. Using the steady state signal values, we traced through the trajectory to identify
the response time when the network signal reached half of its steady state value. If the
exact value was in between two experimental data points, a linear interpolation between
the two experimental data points was used to estimate the response time.
Using the steady state signal values, we traced through the trajectory to identify the
response time when the network signal reached half of its steady state value. If the exact
value was in between two experimental data points, a linear interpolation between the
two experimental data points was used to estimate the response time.
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3.5.8 Signal Noise Analysis
Noise magnitude was considered with two measures: the coecient of variation (CV) of










Where (X) is the standard deviation of signal X and (X) is the average value of
signal X. Mathematically, CV of signal X can increase when the mean decreases while
RV does not decrease suciently[118].
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CHAPTER 4
UNCOVER THE DESIGN PRINCIPLE OF GENERIC TRANSFER FUNCTION
MANIPULATION UTILIZING SMALL RNA REGULATORS 1
4.1 Abstract
Inducible promoter systems are at the heart of many applications in molecular biology.
While there is a range of potentially useful inducible promoter systems, their transfer
functions—the relationship between molecular input and molecular output—are static
and often require tuning via molecular engineering. In previous work, we showed that
Small Transcription Activating RNAs (STARs) can be fused to Lux operon to form a
functional STAR hybrid operon; and these hybrid operons have dierent transfer func-
tions when built with dierent STARs. In this work, we combined theory, simulation
and experiments to uncover the factors that govern this transfer function shift. With
this interdisciplinary approach, we also discovered the universal dynamic range am-
plification phenomenon induced by STARs and uncovered the underlying mechanistic
causes of this phenomenon. We showed that this design is generic and extendable to
other inducible systems but it has limitations. We concluded with a design principle of
STAR-induced dynamic range amplification that would guide future designs of this ap-
plication. We envision that this work will contribute to our understanding to biological
systems and improve our ability to engineer synthetic circuitry.
1THIS WORK IS BEING PREPARED AS A MANUSCRIPT FOR REVIEW.
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Introduction
Transcriptional regulatory networks are essential elements of living cells. They are
tasked the responsibility of communicating between the cells and their environments.
Cells rely on these networks to sense many signals, including temperature, light, the
presence of other organisms, nutrient and harmful toxins. The ability to sense environ-
mental changes and response to these changes is crucial to the survival of cells. These
transcriptional regulators were developed by nature through millions of years of evo-
lution. Since the first discovery of transcriptional regulator the Lac operon by Jacob
and Monod[55], scientist have been studying and isolating transcriptional regulators
and repurposing them for other tasks. These studies eventually lead to the birth of
synthetic biology, which is a study with a major purpose of designing and engineer-
ing synthetic gene networks to reprogram living cells. Transcriptional regulators are
the fundamental building blocks of synthetic circuitry. Most of them are transcriptional
factor based like the classic Lac, lux and Tet operons; some of them are RNA based
like riboswitches[95] and antisense RNAs[64, 20], some of them are in the category of
two component systems[103] like the light sensor[83]. Regardless their specific mecha-
nism, they are inducible systems and their performances are all defined by their transfer
functions, which is an empirical measurement that describes how the output changes
as a function of the input[117]. Transfer functions are defined by the molecular inter-
actions among parts involved in the inducible system. Thus shifting transfer functions
often requires molecular engineering, which is a nontrivial task. Therefore, engineering
well-performing inducible systems has remained one of the major focuses in synthetic
biology.
Among all inducible systems, molecular interactions between small RNAs are rel-
atively more discernible and easier to engineer. Regulatory RNAs have emerged as
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powerful tools in synthetic biology in recent years. Antisense sRNA as a part of this
expanding tool box has been studied extensively. A growing body of work focuses on
uncovering the design principles of regulatory RNAs, making use of a powerful suite
of computational[114, 130] and experimental[63, 122, 105, 111] methods. These works
have improved our ability to engineer RNAs and made regulatory sRNA highly des-
ignable. As a result, we have expanded the tool box of antisense regulatory RNA
drastically[110, 124, 20, 22]. In recent studies, we created small transcriptional acti-
vator RNAs (STARs) by inverting the attenuation mechanism of the natural occurring
transcriptional repressor RNAs[20]. We showed that STARs can be fused with transcrip-
tional factor mediated activators lux to form a STAR hybrid inducible operon (Figure
1A). Interestingly, we observed drastic transfer function shift when we compared 3 dif-
ferent versions of hybrid operons that were built with 3 dierent STARs (Figure 1B).
This was an intriguing observation, but the mechanism behind this phenomenon has
remained unknown.
In this work, we adapted an interdisciplinary approach that combines theory, sim-
ulation and experiments to study this observation. From our previous computational
work on regulatory repressor RNAs, we learned that, first, they can be modeled with ef-
fective ordinary dierential equations (ODEs); second, the parameters can be estimated
easily with the sensitivity analysis based parameterization method[48]. Based on these
findings, we isolated and estimated the governing parameters that caused the transfer
function shift. As a result, these estimated parameters recreated transfer functions that
largely resemble our previous observation. Next, we combined theory, simulation and
experiments to show that this hybrid operon design oers an insulated, structural in-
dependent transcriptional tuning knob to tune down the signal leakage of an inducible
system. At the same time, we showed that when this tuning knob is tuned up, a dy-
namic range (ON state signal/ OFF state signal) amplification is robustly observed. We
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then uncovered the underlying causes of this amplification eect and showed that it is
universal with STARs variants. In addition, we showed that the STAR sequester would
also impact the transfer function and dynamic range of the system when combined with
the hybrid operon. Finally, we applied this design to other systems to show its gener-
icity and extendibility. We concluded this work with a discussion on the limitation of
this amplification eect, and established a design principle to guide future application
of STARs as a dynamic range amplifier.
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4.2 Results and Discussion
4.2.1 Understand the transfer functions of STAR hybrid activators
In our past work on STARs lead by Chappell et al [22], we showed that STARs can
serve as an intermediate activator between an inducible promoter and the reporter gene,
as shown in figure 1A. The inducible promoter, which is regulated by a transcriptional
factor (TF) protein, controls the transcription of STAR molecules. The reporter gene is
driven by a constitutive promoter followed by Target. The Target is a short RNA piece
that folds into a termination hairpin to prevent transcription of the reporter mRNA when
STAR is absent. When STAR is present, the interaction with target would open up the
termination hairpin, therefore, allows transcription of its downstream gene. In previous
work, we tested three versions of the same design with three dierent STAR/ Target
pairs fusing with the Lux operon. We found that these three hybrid operons have very
dierent transfer functions and dynamic ranges (Figure 4.1B)[22]. This observation was
surprising considering all STARs were designed with very similar mechanistic functions
and lengths. Transfer functions define the fundamental characteristics of inducible sys-
tems and determine their potential applications in synthetic biology. They are usually
dictated by the biomolecular interactions between molecules that are involved in the
induction mechanism. Therefore manipulating transfer functions is not a trivial task.
Intrigued by the observed transfer function shifts caused by STARs, we set o to gain a
fundamental understanding of this observation and discover the principle of manipulat-
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Figure 4.1: Understanding the transfer function shift caused by STARs. (A) The schematics
of the STAR hybrid operon. The inducible promoter regulates the expression of
STARs; STARs then regulates the expression of GFP. (B) Re-plot of an observation
from previous work[22]. Three variants of STAR hybrid inducible operon presented
3 dierent transfer functions. (C) Transfer functions simulated based on estimated
key STAR parameters. They largely resemble the observed transfer function from B.
(D)Key STAR parameters estimated based with STAR circuit dynamics in TX-TL,
see Appendix C1
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Table 4.1: Species involved in hybrid inducible system
Parameter Description
m Transcriptional rate of RNA driven by constitutive promoter
 Transcriptional rate of RNA driven by inducible promoter Px
x Concentration of inducer in system
Kx Activation coecient of inducer x
lx Leak coecient of inducible promoter ranges 0   1:0
dm Degradation rate of mRNA
kt Translational rate of GFP
dp Degradation rate of GFP
KS Activation coecient of STAR
lS Leak coecient of STAR ranges 0   1:0
















  dM  M (4.2)
dP
dt
= kt  M   dp  P (4.3)
All parameters and species are listed in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2:
Table 4.2: Species involved in hybrid inducible system
Species Description
S STAR
M mRNA of GFP
P Reporter protein












  dm  M = 0 (4.5)
dP
dt
= kt  M   dP  P = 0 (4.6)























When x! 1, assuming steady state
dS
dt








  dm  m = 0 (4.11)
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= kt  M   dP  P = 0 (4.12)
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In 4.9 and 4.15, the first group of terms ktmdPdm are all determined by the transcriptional
and translational characteristics of the reporter protein. The leak coecient from the
original inducible operon lx is defined by the molecular characteristics of the operon.
These parameters are not impacted by the presence of STARs. Therefore, the terms that
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describe the impact of STAR on the on and o state of gene expression and the transfer
function of the operon are , KS ,and lS . In which  = ds= describes the turnover rate of
STARs; KS and lS are the activation constant and leak constant of STARs, respectively.
As a result, we hypothesized that the changes in the response curves were causes by
some, or all of these parameters of STARs.
We have learned in our past work that dierent repressor sRNAs would have dier-
ent parameters associated with their own regulatory mechanistics [48, 46]. Therefore
we hypothesized that STARs would have similar properties. We adapted our sensitivity
based paramerization procedure for tree pairs of STARs that were used in the previous
study (See Appendix C)[48]. The estimated parameters agreed with our previous obser-
vation of these STAR pairs (Figure 4.1D)[20]. For instance, we know that STAR 4971
has the lowest o state leak in vivo but also the lowest on state signal. It has the lowest
leak coecient lS and the highest dissociation coecient Ks in the group. STAR 5817
showed the highest on state expression but also the highest leak, this observation also
aligns with the estimated high leak coecient lx and its low activating constant Ks.
Although these parameters were not estimated in living cells, we found in previous work
that it serves a prototyping tool for circuit performance in vivo. We then simulated Equa-
tion 4.1 to 4.3 with STAR parameters drawn from the estimation pool, in combination
with some parameters from literature (Appendix C Section 1). As a result, we found
that our simulation agreed with the observation that each hybrid operon has a distinct
transfer function (Figure 4.1C). Specially, the STAR hybrid 4971 yields a transfer func-
tion that has the lowest o state leak and lowest on state signal. STAR hybrid 5809 is
in the middle, where STAR hybrid 5817 has the highest on and o state values. This
simulated result largely resembles our experimental observation from our previous work
(Figure 4.1A). The intriguing observation of transfer function shifting caused by STARs
led us to the quest of understanding the mechanism behind it. We started with theoretical
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derivation to identify the parameters that dictate the the transfer function of the STAR
hybrid operons. Then we estimated these parameters of STAR for the first time using
our sensitivity based parameterization method. The resulting parameters not only align
with our knowledge of these three pairs of STARs, but also simulated transfer functions
for these 3 pairs of STAR hybrid operons that qualitatively agree with the observation
of transfer function shifting.































































Figure 4.2: STAR hybrid operon provides an tuning knob to manipulate the otherwise static
transfer function. (A) The transfer function of a Xylose operon on high copy ColE1
backbone, with a two fold dynamic range. (B) The entire transfer function moved to
a medium copy backbone P15A. The operon became non-inducible. (C) The STAR
hybrid operon leaves a constitutive promoter open for substitution (orange). Three
weaker Anderson promoters were titrated in the configuration, the transfer function
gradually moves down, reduces signal leak of the operon.(D) The dynamic ranges
of these four transfer functions stay relatively constant
As we gain a better theoretical understanding on the impact of STARs on the transfer
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functions, we began to explore the potential applications of STARs on transfer function
manipulation. We took the first step to identify the challenge of transfer function manip-
ulation. In order to understand what is dictating the dynamic range and transfer function
of a inducible system, we write simple equations to describe the gene expression event




=   ( x
Kx + x
+ lx)   dm  M (4.16)
dP
dt
= kt  M   dp  P (4.17)
Equation 4.16 and 4.17 represent the transcriptional and translational events in gene
expression. Here M denotes the concentration of mRNA, and P denotes for the concen-
tration of protein.  and kt denote the rate of transcription and translation, respectively.
dm and dp denote the degradation rate of mRNA and protein, respectively. Kx is the
activation strength and lx represents the leak, which ranges from 0 to 1. It defines the
amount of mRNA being expressed when the system is not being induced. We assume
here that there is no cooperative behavior of induction for simplicity.
If we assume steady state and rearrange the equations:
when x = 0,








 (1 + lx) (4.19)
Therefore, the signal gain of this induction is
fgain = Pon   Po f f = ktdpdm (4.20)









According to equation 4.20 above, signal gain of this transnational activator is governed
by transcription rate , translation rate kt, mRNA degradation rate dm and protein degra-
dation rate dp. However, none of these parameters would dictate the dynamic range of
this activator. The only parameter that impacts the dynamic range is lxconstant , the
leak, according to equation 4.21. The causes of leak dier from systems to systems. We
explore the determine factors of leak coecient lx on several common inducible systems
in supplemental information. (Appendix C section 3)
Inducible systems are often integrated into complex networks to aid the performance
of various tasks. Depending on the task and the context of the network, these inducible
systems often have to be tuned accordingly. Although it is ideal to increase the dynamic
range of the induction fDR, we learned from 4.21 that lx is the sole parameter that governs
dynamic range. The leak lx is a dicult parameter to tune (see Appendix C). Here we
focus on tuning the background signal Po f f and Pon. Equation 4.19 and equation 4.18
show that these two factors are governed by four other parameters: transcription rate ,
translation ratekt, mRNA degradation rate dm and protein degradation rate dp. In which
only  and dm dictate the transcriptional level.
To design experiments for parameter tuning, there are limitations. First of all, al-
though it is fairly straightforward to tune the signal up and down with RBS tuning, this
eect is only translational. This would limit the operon’s application to only directly
regulate protein expressions. If one were to tune the signal gain at a transcriptional
level, the task becomes challenging. For instance, transcription rate  is mostly tuned
through promoter strength. However inducible promoters usually have fixed transcrip-
tional strengths defined by its sequence. One other to to tune  is moving the promoter
to another plasmid backbone with a dierent copy number. However the number of suit-
able plasmid candidates are limited. It could also result in a non-functional inducible
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system due to over-tuning of promoter strength. To tune the other parameter dm, a sta-
bility hairpin could be added to the upstream of mRNA in order to decrease dm through
mRNA stabilization. However, there’s lack of biomolecular tools that destabilize mRNA
.
To test our theoretical understanding of tuning, we experimentally attempted to tune
 and dm using a xylose operon activator from iGEM registry. This xylose operon is
inducible by the sugar D-xylose. Originally it has about two fold activation on the back-
bone ColE1 (Figure 4.2A). As we moved the entire operon to a lower copy plasmid
P15A, the operon became barely inducible (Figure 4.2B). We also added a stabilization
hairpin to the mRNA to tune dm, this did amplify both the leak and the on level signal,
with the dynamic range staying relatively constant (Figure 4.1C).
Since we found that STARs can alter transfer functions (Figure 4.1), we set o to
understand what design criteria has to be met when fusing an operon with STARs in
order to maximize its functionality. Here we continue with mathematical derivation to
investigate the impact of STAR intermediate on the leaky signal at o state.
We know the leak of the original operon in equation 4.18 and the leak of the hybrid



























Leak is reduced when equation 4.23 is less than 1. To optimize the leak reduction,
we want to minimize this equation. Therefore, theoretically, these criteria of th design
would favor leak reduction. 1. Maximize : fast turn-over rate of RNA intermediate. 2.
Small lS : less leaky intermediate. 3. Large KS : relatively weak activation by interme-
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diate. 4. Small : Weak transcriptional rate of reporter mRNA.
However, this is just one of the two ends of the operons functionality, to ensure the basic
inducible function of this operon, we need to look at its signal gain. The absolute signal
gain fgain:





 1 + lx





This equation has a climax in the space of  and KS . We maximized fHyb; f old in the
direction of  and KS by taking partial derivatives with respect to these parameters and
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(1 + lx + KS)2
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= 0 (4.27)
Solving equation 4.26 and 4.27 we obtain:
  KS =
q
l2x + lx (4.28)
Therefore, to achieve the maximal signal gain, the choice of intermediate depends on
how leaky the original system is. At the same time, the activating coecient KS and the
turnover rate of the intermediate  should align with the leak lx based on equation 4.28.
Combine the findings from equation 4.23 and equation 4.28, we learned that although 
and KS would contribute to decreasing leak, they are also the key parameters that govern
the optimization of induction strength. Therefore, in order to reduce leakage of any in-
ducible operon, the ideal intermediate has low leak coecient ls and the construct should
use a weak promoter (low ) to transcribe the promoter gene. We know that lS of STAR
is usually very low and also defined by the STAR pair. However,  is a independent of
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the signal gain of this hybrid construct and it is very tunable. The promoter that sits up-
stream of target and GFP is constitutive and can be easily substituted to minimize leak.
This architecture has oers two advantages: first, it oers a tuning point of the system.
The constitutive promoter upstream of the target gene now controls the transcription the
reporter gene, and it can be easily swapped out for promoters with alternative strengths.
Secondly, it groups the transcription factor and the inducible promoter into a module
that’s isolated from the impact of downstream tuning. Theoretically, his intermediate
could be any transcriptional RNA activators.
To test our theory, we next took the same xylose operon (Figure 4.2A) and imple-
mented this design in E.coli. We built several versions of a Xyl-STAR hybrid operon
based on the design in Figure 4.1A, with dierent constitutive Anderson promoters of
various strengths driving the transcription of target and GFP. As shown in Figure 4.2C,
the TF module (The TF xylR and the xylose inducible promoter Pxyl) are kept intact
on the ColE1 backbone and controls the expression of STARs. The reporter gene GFP
was configured in a lower copy P15A backbone, and regulated by STAR’s counter part
Target. Each version of the construct has a version of constitutive Anderson promoter
(highlighted in orange). Based on equation 4.23, as the strength of this promoter goes
down is essentially reducing the parameter . As we performed an in vivo culture induc-
tion, we found the theoretical prediction to be accurate: As the promoter strength goes
down, the operon’s leak reduces while the dynamic range stayed relatively consistent.
4.2.3 STAR amplifies dynamic range
We tested variation of our designs to verify whether tuning down the constitutive pro-
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Figure 4.3: STARs amplify dynamic range of inducible systems (A) Dynamic range amplifica-
tion was observed when configured with high strength constitutive promoter (orange
promoter in 4.2C). Dynamic range was amplified from 2 fold to 6 folds when re-
porter gene was expressed via a medium copy plasmid P15A (red),further amplified
to 10 folds when expressed via a high copy plasmid ColE1 (maroon). (B) Simula-
tion results from Appendix C note 4. Simulated dynamic range decreased When the
hybrid operon was modeled with constant degradation rate (hollow circles). Sim-
ulated dynamic range showed improvement with the same set of parameters when
modeled with constant RNase pool. (C) the schematics of STAR mediated dynamic
range amplification (D) Parameters of systems impact dynamic range amplification
eects. (E) Dynamic range amplification induced by STAR 4971. (F) Dynamic
range amplification induced by STAR 5809.
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operon. We then titrated up the promoters to to see if it would do the opposite. However
we discovered something unexpected and very interesting. We found that when we used
the consensus promoter to drive GFP expression, the STAR hybrid xyl operon showed
a significant dynamic range improvement from the original xyl operon, from 2 folds
to about 6 folds (Figure 4.3A, red). When we increased the promoting strength even
more by moving the Target-GFP to the high copy plasmid ColE1, the dynamic range
was even more drastically improved to 14 folds. We then investigated which parameters
were governing this eect and the molecular mechanistic behind this observation with a
















To demonstrate the hybrid system can amplify dynamic range, we take the ratio of fhyb;DR




(KS lS + lS + lxlS + 1 + lx)(KS + lx)lx
(KS + 1 + lx)(lx + lSKS + lxlS )(l+1)
> 1 (4.31)
Through algebraic manipulation, we obtain:
 l2x   lx   lS (KS)2   lSKS   l2xlS   lxlS   2lxlSKS  0 (4.32)
Equation 4.32 suggests the dynamic range should theoretically never be improved when
fusing STARs to an inducible system under current assumptions. This mismatch be-
tween theory and experimental result suggested that one or more of the current assump-
tions that we built our model upon is incorrect. Under current assumption, all STAR
molecules degrade at the same rate dS at all time, which might not hold true if RNA
degrading machineries becomes limited. Because STARs are small RNA molecules,
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and can be rapidly transcribed, the quantity of STAR could saturate the free RNases and
cause a slow down in RNA degradation.





o f f =
dS ;o f f
S
(4.34)
Assuming the mRNA degradation rate is not impacted for simplicity, we substituted

















KSo f f + lx
KSon + lx + 1
(4.36)
In order for dynamic range to improve, equation 4.36 need to be > 1. Through algebraic
manipulation, we arrive at
KS (o f f   on) > 1 (4.37)
According to equation 4.37, in order for dynamic range to increase, STAR molecules
have to have a faster turn over rate at o state and a slower turn over rate  at on state.
Note that the turn of rate is  = ds=, which is the ratio of degradation rate and the
transcription rate of STAR molecules. Since  is defined as the maximum transcription
rate of the inducible promoter at on state, this parameter is not subjected to change
by definition. The only plausible scenario where equation 4.37 holds true is a RNA
degradation slow down due to RNA overproduction.
Next we simulated equation 4.1 to equation 4.3 with a constant RNase pool that
dictates the degradation rate (Appendix C4.3). The simulation suggested that, with the
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same set of parameters, if degradation is independent of the amount of free RNase, the
dynamic range (Appendix C4.2) of the operon goes down. On the other hand, if RNA
degradation is modeled to be governed by a constant pool of total RNase (Appendix C
4.2), we observe a significant dynamic range improvement (Figure 4.3B).
This mechanistic is easy to translate into intuition. As showed in figure 4.3C, if the
inducible promoter is leaky, some small amount of STARs are transcribed at the o state
when inducer is absent. These STARs are quickly degraded so that it does not reach the
Target’s activating threshold, therefore, the GFP gene is not transcribed therefore the
leaked signal is low. While at the on state with the presence of the inducer molecules,
STARs are being rapidly transcribed. As it reaches a certain threshold, the large quantity
of STAR molecules would saturate the free RNases and causes a slowdown in RNA
degradation. This slowdown does not only stabilize STAR, it also stabilizes the mRNA.
This RNA stabilization eect acauses the a signal amplification at on state.
If the over production of STAR molecules lead to dynamic range amplification, why
is this phenomena only observed when the Target-GFP is transcribed by high strength
promoter (Figure 4.2C)? What other criteria govern this amplification? To answer these
questions, we simulated the dynamic range amplification with ranges of key parameters
and presented them in heat maps (Figure 4.3D). The first heap map (upper left) was
plotted with the constitutive promoter strength m and STAR’s leak coecient lS . This
plot showed that as the dynamic range amplification decreases as m goes down, and as
the leak coecient of STAR lS goes up. This is because when the constitutive promoter
is weak, it defines a low ceiling for STAR activation. STARs are being overproduced and
stabilized at on state regardless the promoter strength of reporter GFP, but this amplified
signal cannot be transmitted to the reporter level if the signal is being capped by a weak
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promoter. At the same time, the second plot (upper right) showed the impact of the
RNase pool size and the strength of the inducible promoter , which defines the amount
of STARs produced at on state. Because the key of dynamic range amplification is
mainly caused by the saturation of RNA degradation machineries, it requires a strong 
and a relatively small RNase pool. This suggests that if an operon has weak promoting
strength, although STARs might still help tuning the signal gain of the promoter, it is
unlikely that the dynamic range would be amplified. The 3rd plot (lower left) indicates
that the property of the STAR intermediate is also crucial for amplification. Specifically,
the RNA turn over rate  and the activation coecient Ks. It showed that smaller ,
which translates into slow sRNA degradation rate, and larger Ks favor dynamic range
amplification. A relatively slow degradation can eectively cause slowdown in RNA
degradation at on state, and a larger Ks could threshold the leak better at o state. The
4th figure (lower right), also looked at the leak from the original operon lx. This suggests
that this method would result in a more significant improvement if the original operon
is leaky. If the original operon has high dynamic range, the improvement would likely
to be less apparent.
Based on our understanding of the dynamic range amplification eect, we hypothe-
sized that all three pairs of STARs woulwd amplify dynamic range of the xylose operon.
We created two more dierent versions of xylose-STAR hybrid operons and and tested
them for comparison. As shown in Figure 4.3E and 4.3F , both operons improved the
dynamic range of the original xylose operon. STAR 4971 drastically lowered the leak;
STAR 5809 decreased the leak and improved the on state. This showed that although
dier by transfer function, the improvement of dynamic range is universal across all 3
pairs of STAR.
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Figure 4.4: STAR sequesters impact transfer functions (A) Schematics of the hybird operon
configured with STAR sequester. (B) Simulated transfer function shift when hybrid
operon configured with STAR sequester. The on state have a larger signal deduction
than the o state due to RNA degradation slowdown (C) Experimentally collected
transfer functions. Comparing xylose operon (grey, 2 fold),xylose STAR hybrid (red
solid dots 10 fold) and hybrid operon configured with sequester (red hollow circles
14 fold). The experimental result agreed with simulation that the ON state signal
suered a larger deduction than the OFF state.
STARs were all designed to have a similar structures: a short piece of RNA that folds
into a linear region following an RNA stem. The linear region of the RNA is responsible
for looking for it’s Target component which has the complementary sequence. This
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region can also be targeted by the STAR sequester, which is a shorter piece of sRNA
that is the complementary of the STAR’s linear sequence. Once the sequester binds to
a STAR molecule, STAR is no longer able to bind to Target, therefore is deactivated.
Sequesters are known to impact transfer functions, mostly in lateral directions. Here we
utilized it to reduce leak and amplify dynamic range.
As we have shown in figure 2, if we use a weak promoter to drive the transcription
of GFP in the STAR-hybrid configuration, we can tune down the leak of the operon but
it does not oer any dynamic range amplification.; If we use a strong promoter to drive
GFP, the dynamic range of the system is improved but the leak would likely to increase
(Figure 4.3A). We designed the a new configuration that involves STAR sequesters to
tune down and leak as well as further improves the dynamic range amplification of the
STAR hybrid operon (Figure 4.4A). This configuration adds a STAR sequester (anti-
STAR) in addition to the same construct from figure 3A. The anti-STAR is constitu-
tively expressed. An intuitive prediction was the design was to engineer an equal signal
reduction at on and o level. Since the dynamic range of the system is defined as the
product of on state signal and the o state signal (on state/o state), this would result in
lower leak as well as amplification of dynamic range.
4.However, the sequesters also operate in the environment where RNA degradation
slows down at the on state. We simulated the transfer function of the configuration
with a constant RNase pool (Appendix C5). As a result, although the leak is indeed
reduced at the o state, the on state suers a larger reduction. This is also caused by
RNA degradation slowdown at on state. This eect does not only stabilizes STARs, it
also stabilizes the sequesters. The sequesters are more eective when the signal is high,
therefore causes an uneven signal reduction. This was also observed in experimental
results as shown in figure 4.4C. Although the signal reduction at on and o states are
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uneven, this design still lead to a further dynamic range improvement from 8 folds to 14
folds.
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Figure 4.5: Broad application and limitation of STAR as dynamic range amplifier. (A) STAR
improves a house-assembled Lac operon from 4 folds to 12 folds. (B) STAR im-
proves a theophylline inducible transcriptional riboswitch from 2.7 fold to 5 folds.
(C) The Xyl-STAR hybrid operon’s dynamic range amplification eect in TG1 was
not observed in MG1655. (D) STAR did not improve the dynamic range of xylose
operon in the Keio parent strain. Knocking out either MazF or RelA recover the
amplification eect.
There are many dierent versions of transcriptionally inducible activators, each with
distinct mechanistic properties. However they can all be simplified with a hill function of
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the inducer like we did in equation 4.16. We so far have built two versions of STAR hy-
brid operons with Lux operon and Xyl operon. Both of these operons are transcriptional
factor based and operate with a positive activation mechanism. The TF (XylR or LuxR)
binds to the inducer to form an activating complex, that sequentially activates transcrip-
tion leading by the inducible promoters (Pxyl or Plux). On the other hand, Lac operon
operates in a dierent fashion. the TF LacI represses the transcription lead by Plac,the
inducer binds to the repressor LacI and sequestrates it away to activate the transcription.
Although these two types of activators function dierently, they can be modeled with
identical hill functions (Appendix C3). As we stated previously, one advantage of the
STAR hybrid operon configuration is that the original operon is insulated and modular-
ized, therefore the application of STAR to the operon is circuit context independent and
extendable. Therefore should have a broad application to other inducible systems.
We tested this broad application potential with two dierent systems of distinct
mechanisms. First we house-assembled an un-optimized Lac operon for the purpose
of representing an under-performing repressor-sequestrating activator. Then we used it
to built a Lac STAR 5817 hybrid operon on ColE1 (Figure 4.5A). The resulting trans-
fer function improved the dynamic range from 4 folds to 12 folds. Finally, we built a
riboswitch STAR hybrid As shown in figure 4.5B. This riboswitch RS10 is inducible
by theophylline[120]. The RNA folds into a transcriptional terminator structure without
inducer to prevent transcription of its downstream gene. When theophylline is present,
theophylline binds into the RNA structure to opens up the termination hairpin, which ac-
tivates transcription. We placed STAR downstream of RS10 and insulated them with a
piece of ribozyme to prevent structure interference[46]. In this experiment we observed
a leak reduction as well as a dynamic range improvement from 2.7 fold to 5 fold.
We learned from the figure 4.3 that STARs can serve as a dynamic range amplifier
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if the overproduction of STAR at ON state causes an RNA degradation slowdown. This
suggests that the amplification eect wouldn’t be observed in all cellular environments.
For instance, if the total RNase pool becomes much more abundant, the on state might
not trigger the RNA degradation slowdown for amplification. We hypothesized that
dierent bacteria strains would have dierent cellular environments therefore the RNase
pool size might be dierent. We then repeated the same experiment in Figure 4.3A in
strain MG1655 to access the dynamic range of the hybrid operon in a new strain. As
a result, the dynamic range is much smaller in MG1655, however, it did not match the
behavior profile of a larger RNase pool. As shown in figure 4.5C, the OFF state signal
of the STAR hybrid operon in MG1655(green bars) is much higher than its OFF state
signal in TG1 (blues). This suggests that the degradation rate is slower in MG1655 at
OFF state. At the same time, the ON state signal in MG1655 is lower than it is in TG1.
This suggests a faster RNA degradation at ON state. This observation, therefore, cannot
be explained by the simple RNA degradation machinery pool size.
MG1655 strain is one of the most commonly used E.coliK12 isolate descendant[10],
whereas TG1 is a derivative of a K12 and B strain hybrid HB101[56]. Although they
share a large amount of genomic DNA, they have very distinct phenotypes. TG1 is
known to be fast growing, which makes the strain popular in synthetic biology laborato-
ries. However we still don’t have the full picture of each strain’s cellular environment.
We hypothesized that this uneven RNA degradation rate we observed was caused by
some stress response genes that are known to exist in MG1655 strains. We tested two
stress response genes in MG1655 that might impact this amplification eect: MazF and
RelA. These two genes are both stringent response genes located in the same locus and
are activated in response to amino aicd starvation. MazF is an Endoribonuclease toxin,
it cleaves single stranded mRNA on the 5
0
end of ACA sequences to inhibit transla-
tion when activated[132]. RelA is a (p)ppGpp synthetase that down regulates translation
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through interaction with ribosomes[125]. These stringent responses are not accounted in
our previous models in figure 4.3, they could be triggered by high expression of synthetic
circuits. The resulting down-regulation in mRNA translation could negate the dynamic
range amplification caused by STARs at the transcriptional level. To test this theory, we
repeated the same experiment in figure 4.4A (maroon) and Figure 4.5C in three strains
in the Keio collection: the parents strain that’s derived from MG1655 (BW25113,[28]),
the strain with a singleMazF knockout (JW2753-1,[4]) and the strain with a single RelA
knockout (JW2755-3,[4]). As a result, we found that the experiment performed in the
parent strain displayed a very similar profile with MG1655: the hybrid operon has a
higher OFF level expression than the xyl operon and the dynamic range stayed static.
On the other hand, two strains with MazF and RelA knockouts demonstrated dynamic
range amplification induced by STAR hyrbid operon. This observation confirmed our
hypothesis on the unsatisfying amplification result in MG1655. Because we don’t have
the exact genomic profile of TG1, we can only speculate that its stringent response RelA
operon is either absent or disrupted.
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4.3 Conclusion
In conclusion, we uncovered the design principle of transfer function manipulation ac-
tuated by STARs with the combination of theory, simulation and experiments. Our
investigation was sprouted out of an experimental observation in our previous work on
sTARs[22]. Where we fused STAR as a intermediate between an AHL inducible Lux
operon and reporter GFP to construct a STAR hybrid operon, and we observed transfer
function shift across our variants. We first use eective models to identify and esti-
mated the contributing parameters to this shift based on our previous modeling method
[48, 46]. The resulting parameters simulated response curves that highly resembles our
previous experimental observations. Next, we presented that a major advantage of this
circuit configuration is a supplemented tunning knob at the transactional level that is
eective for reducing signal leakage at OFF stat. At the same time, We also discovered
the the dynamic range of the original operon was amplified when this tuning knob was
turned up, which was not predicted by our original model. We investigated into this ob-
servation again and found the underlying causes of this phenomenon. We found that this
amplification was caused by a RNA degradation slowdown caused my overproduction
of STARs at on state. Furthermore, we added in another layer of STAR sequester and
showed that it also impacts transfer function and potentially amplifies dynamic range.
In addition, we applied the same configuration to several other inducible systems and
showed the dynamic amplification is generic and extendable. Finally, we discussed the
important role of cellular environment in the amplification eect and demonstrated var-
ious experimental results of the same circuit in dierent E.coli strains. We showed that
the stress response network in some E.coli strains would interfere with the synthetic
circuit and negate its dynamic range amplification eect.
This work is an investigation into dynamic range of inducible systems with the com-
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bination of theory, simulation and experiments. Several aspects of this work are signif-
icant. First of all, this work is a new application of the eective model and parameter-
ization method[48] on understanding the eect of regulatory RNA on protein mediated
systems. We successfully parameterized STAR for the first time, the insights provided
by these parameters helps us understand an transfer function shift we previously ob-
served but didn’t comprehend. Second, we presented that this configuration adds an
tuning knob to inducible systems otherwise have static transfer functions. This could
widen the application of numerous inducible systems in complex multilayer synthetic
gene circuits. Third, we discovered the dynamic range amplification properties of this
configuration, and we identified the underlying causes of this eect.At the same time, it
is the first time sequesters are used to manipulate transfer functions vertically. Finally,
by presenting its extendability and limitations, we uncovered the design principle of this
transfer function manipulation, which will guide future designs of dynamic range am-
plifiers with STARs. One of the major aspects of this design principle interfaces with
the cellular environment that hosts synthetic circuits. Synthetic circuits operate in the
inner environment of living cells. As part of the biological network, it’s subjected to
environmental changes and constrains as well. This configuration is an example of opti-
mizing the performance of synthetic circuits with the cellular context. Overall, this work
not only oers a versatile tool that manipulates transfer function and amplifies dynamic
range, it also is an example of how theory and simulations combined with experiments
leads to a better understanding of synthetic biology.
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4.4 Material and Methods
Plasmid construction and purification
The STAR variants 4971, 5809, 5816 were from Chappell et al[22]. The xylose operon
was obtained from BBa733002 in the iGEM registry. The Riboswitch RS10 sequence
was from Wachsmuth at al [120]. All constructs were created using Golden Gate
assembly[32] and Gibson assembly. Plasmids were purified using a Qiagen QIAfilter
Plasmid Midi Kit (Catalog number: 12243) followed by isopropanol precipitation and
eluted with double distilled water.
4.4.1 Model simulation
All models were simulated by solving corresponding ODEs using Matlab function
ode15s over a set of discrete time steps using guessed or estimated parameters. All
initial conditions for species concentrations were zero.
4.4.2 TX-TL experiments
TX-TL buer and extract was prepared according to Garamella et al [36]. TX-TL buer
and extract tubes were thawed on ice for approximately 20 min prior to performing
experiments. Separate reaction tubes were prepared with combinations of DNA rep-
resenting a given network condition. Appropriate volumes of DNA, buer, and ex-
tract were calculated using a custom spreadsheet developed by Sun et al [106]. Buer
and extract were mixed together and incubated for 20 min at 37C. DNA for the spe-
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cific experiment was then added into each tube according to the previously published
protocol[109, 48]. Ten L of each TX-TL reaction mixture was transferred to a 384-
well plate (Nunc 142761), covered with a plate seal (Nunc 232701), and placed on a
Biotek SynergyH1m plate reader. Temperature was controlled at 29C. Superfolder GFP
(SFGFP) (485 nm excitation, 520 nm emission, 100 gain) or malachite green (MG) (610
nm excitation, 650 nm emission, 150 gain) fluorescence was measured every 5 min for
120 min. MG constructs were observed to immediately generate observable signal in
between mixing and loading the plate reader, making quantification of early time points
dicult. Therefore, the first measurements of all constructs with MG were assumed to
be 0 and data collection was timed to start 5 minutes after reactions were mixed. Each
reaction was run with a minimum of triplicate technical repeats, and repeated three times
independently (minimum of nine total replicates). A ten L sample of TX-TL buer, ex-
tract, and water was run together with each independent experiment as blank. All data
points were then processed with blank values subtracted at each time point.
4.4.3 Parameter estimation
Parameters were estimated from each designed experiment by fitting the identifiable
parameters of that experiment to measured fluorescence trajectories. The parameter
estimation problem is given by:
min(Gexperimental;meantk  Gsimulatedtk )2 (4.38)
WhereGexperimental;meantk denotes the average value of the experimentally observed SFGFP
expression at a certain time tk. The vector P contains all of the identifiable parameters
in the experiment being analyzed. Gsimulatedtk (P) denotes the model simulated SFGFP ex-
pression at time tk. To optimize the initial guesses, we first started with a set of initial
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guess based on pervious work [48]. We then constructed uniform distributions (100
points) around each parameters value (15%), generating 100 sets of parameters, which
led to 100 simulated dynamic trajectories for each of the 6 estimation experiments de-
signed by sensitivity analysis procedure. We picked the set of parameters that generated
the best fit to the 6 sets of experimental data collectively, and used it as a starting point
for the next round. We repeated this procedure 10 times to achieve the best guess. We
then started the estimation process with the best-guessed parameter set and constructed
uniform distributions (1000 points) around each parameter value (15%). Each set of
parameters served as a dierent starting point for finding optimal parameter estimates.
Each optimal set was found by sequentially applying the fitting procedure to each of
the designed parameters using the Matlab function fmincon, only fitting the identifiable
parameters for that experiment. Fit parameters from one experiment were then used to
update and replace the initial guesses before moving on to the next experiment until
each of the 16 unknown parameters were fit from the 6 experiments. The result of this
procedure produces 10000 sets of estimated parameters, which were then subject to the
analysis described in the main text.
4.4.4 Strains, growth media and in vivo gene expression experi-
ments
All experiments in the first four figures were performed in E. coli strain TG1. Some ex-
periments were performed in other strains as noted in figure 5. Plasmids with dierent
network constructs were transformed into TG1 competent cells, plated on LB + Agar
plates containing 100 g/ml carbenicillin, and incubated overnight at 37C. At least three
colonies of each experimental condition were inoculated into 300 L of LB containing
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carbenicillin in a 2mL 96-well block (Costar 3960), and grown for 12 hours overnight
at 37C at 1000 rpm in a Labnet Vortemp 56 bench top shaker. Four microliters of the
overnight culture were added to 196 l of M9 supplemented M9 media (1X M9 mini-
mal salts, 1 mM thiamine hydrochloride, 0.4% glycerol, 0.2% casamino acids, 2 mM
MgSO4, 0.1 mM CaCl2) containing carbenicillin and grown for 5 hours at 37C at 1000
rpm. Fluorescence (485 nm excitation, 520 nm emission) and optical density (OD, 600
nm) were then measured on a Biotek SynergyH1m plate reader. For flow cytometry
measurement, the sub-culture was then diluted to 0.015 OD with M9 + carbenicillin
and 100nM N-Acyl homoserine lactones (AHLs) to a total volume of 3ml and grown
in culture tubes for 5 hours at 37C at 220rpm. A total of 50,000 events were collected
on a BD AccuriTM C6 plus Flow Cytometer during measurement. All experiments
contained three replicates from at least three dierent transformed colonies, and were





In this work, not only have we established the foundation of mathematical and theoreti-
cal models for RNA circuitry, we have also made significant advances in RNA synthetic
biology with the guidance provided by these models. First, we presented the first val-
idated computational model of synthetic RNA transcriptional genetic circuitry. This
work helps lay the foundation for CAD tools that can incorporate RNA regulators into
synthetic circuitry designs, and opens up the possibility for more advanced RNA circuits
to be engineered. Then we demonstrated the utility of using eective models in combi-
nation with TX-TL experiments to systematically and rapidly prototype RNA network
designs. Using this design and prototyping method, we were able to create the first func-
tional sRNA mediated transcriptional NAR network that functions both in TX-TL and
in vivo. During this process, we established a streamlined and quantitative model guided
design and TX-TL based prototyping methodology for in-cell RNA network engineer-
ing. We anticipate that this design-build-prototype-test network building process will
minimize cloning eort and speed up network development cycles as the field moves
towards more sophisticated synthetic network engineering. Finally, we were able to
use the eective model and the sensitivity analysis based parameterization method to
uncover the design principle of transfer function manipulation using STARs. The in-
terdisciplinary method that theory, simulation and experiments unveiled the impact of
context of cellular environment on synthetic circuits.
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5.2 Future perspectives
The power of regulatory RNA has been slowly revealed by synthetic biologists in the
past decade. Aside from Lucks lab’s progress in engineering transcriptional antisense
RNAs, numerous other RNA regulators have been developed and improved. Green
et al.[40] developed a large library of translational regulatory RNA called toehold
switches. It has protein-like dynamic range and have the potential to sense any mRNA.
The Pierce lab [43] also developed small conditional RNA (scRNA) that can be used to
perform signal transduction between diverse programmable inputs and outputs. It is the
beginning of an exciting era for RNA synthetic biology. There is a tool box of powerful,
programale and versatile regulatory RNAs available for RNA circuit engineering. The
biggest roadblock we face today is a reliable computer aided design (CAD) tool that’s
capable of predicting the fast dynamics of RNA circuitry.
This work took a first step towards creating a reliable CAD tool. However, we have
long way left towards this goal. First of all, we need to build models that accurately
predicts the behavior of RNA circuitry in vivo. The current model is based on circuit
dynamics in TX-TL. although TX-TL has a promising application in diagnostics, it is
still an over-simplified mock cellular environment. Many elements including extrinsic
noise, cell fate, stress, genomic network interference are not included in the current
model. In order to predict RNA dynamic accurately in vivo, a stochastic model is re-
quired to incorporate the stochastic noise of gene expression in living cells. At the same
time, experiments that track circuit dynamic of single cells are also essential for us to
understand and eventually model some unpredictable cellular behaviors. Secondly, we
need to learn how to model these circuits with resource constraints. Our current model
in TX-TL environment was built under the assumptions of constant rates and unlimited
resources. It is a valid assumption when TX-TL reactions run for a short period of time
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with a small enough of DNA load. To expand this window, we need to incorporate en-
ergy depletion and the limitation of gene expression machineries. Finally, new models
that consider the interface between synthetic circuits and cellular networks are essential
for accurate in vivo dynamic predictions. We have explored some of these properties in




APPENDIX OF CHAPTER 2: GENERATING EFFECTIVE MODELS AND
PARAMETERS FOR RNA GENETIC CIRCUITS
To model the 3 level sRNA transcriptional cascade, we started with the simplest equa-
tions possible and added complexity when required to capture features of the sRNA
transcriptional repressor system. To start, we used four ordinary dierential equations
to describe the time varying concentrations of four species (sRNAs R2 and R1, messen-
ger RNA of protein, M, and protein, G) as a function of time (Equations A.1-A.4):
dR2
dt
= 2   d2  R2 (A.1)
dR1
dt
= 1   1   R2K2 + R2    d1  R1 (A.2)
dM
dt
= m  (1   R1K1 + R1 )   dm  M (A.3)
dG
dt
= kt  M   dg  G (A.4)
where  are transcription rates, d are degradation rates, and kt is the translation rate
of the relevant species. In these equations, the transcriptional repression mechanism
was described by a first order Hill function, with parameters K describing the sRNA
concentration range required for repression (Figure A.1A).
Next we incorporated crosstalk into the model. Despite our best eorts to develop
completely orthogonal sRNA repressor/attenuator pairs, a small amount of crosstalk
always exists[110].To incorporate this feature, we modeled crosstalk using a constrained
fussy logic formulation, treating the bottom level of the cascade as an OR gate module
with two signaling species accounting for the contributions of cognate and cross-talk
interactions[71] (Figure A.1B). We only considered cross talk between R2 and A1 since
R2 was on the level-3 (L3) DNA that was 28 times as concentrated as A1 on the level-1
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(L1) DNA in TX-TL reactions. Accordingly we assumed the crosstalk between R1 and
A2 to be negligible because they are expressed from the same DNA. The resulting ODE
set is shown in equations A.5-A-5.8
dR2
dt
= 2   d2  R2 (A.5)
dR1
dt

















i   dm  M (A.7)
dG
dt
= kt  M   dg  G (A.8)
where pc is the percentage crosstalk M would experience from R2, which ranges from 0
to 1.
An intriguing feature of the sRNA transcriptional repression mechanism is that atten-
uators can be arranged in tandem to achieve stronger repression of the target gene[108].
In addition, it was found that the repression due to tandem attenuators can be accurately
described by multiplying the repression transfer curves of individual attenuators[64].
To incorporate tandem attenuators in our model, we therefore raised the repressive Hill
functions for the single attenuators on each level to the power of tandem attenuator
number on that level, N (Figure A.1C), resulting in equations A.9-A.12.
dR2
dt
= 2   d2  R2 (A.9)
dR1
dt

















iN1   dm  M (A.11)
dG
dt
= kt  M   dg G (A.12)
Here N1 is the number of tandem attenuators in L1 and N2 is the number of tandem
attenuators in L2.
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Next we incorporated the eect of auto-termination. Previously it was found that
some aspect of the attenuation mechanism causes repression of the downstream gene
even in the absence of any antisense sRNA[64]. While the mechanistic details of this
eect are not known, this can be eectively modeled by introducing the parameter Pt,
which is the probability that an attenuator auto-terminates itself. This introduces a factor




























i   1   PtN1
  dm  M (A.15)
dG
dt
= kt  M   dg  G (A.16)
Next, we adjusted these equations to more accurately reflect the translation and protein
degradation systems within TX-TL reactions. In particular, the TX-TL system we used
has very low levels of proteases, eectively removing protein degradation5. In addi-
tion, we modeled translation as a two-step event, with a ribosome binding and initiation
rate kI , and a translation elongation rate kE, based on a previous model of prokaryotic
translation6. At the same time, we factored in the maturation rate of the green fluo-
rescence protein, , to account for delays in observing SFGFP fluorescence after it has
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been synthesized. This resulted in equations A17-A22:
dR2
dt
























i   1   PtN1
  dm  M   kI  M + kE  Mi (A.19)
dMi
dt
= kI  M   kE  Mi (A.20)
dG
dt
= kE  Mi     G (A.21)
dGm
dt
=   G (A.22)
Finally, we added equations describing the apparent maturation process of sRNA repres-
sors from their initially synthesized states (R
0
) to their functional states (R), with rates
rm2 and rm1. This resulted in the final set of equations A.23-A.30 (Figure 2.2C)
dR02
dt
= 2   rm2  R02   d2  R02 (A.23)
dR2
dt







   1   PtN2   rm1  R01   d1  R01 (A.25)
dR1
dt

















i   1   PtN1
  dm  M   kI  M + kE  Mi (A.27)
dMi
dt
= kI  M   kE  Mi (A.28)
dG
dt
= kE  Mi     G (A.29)
dGm
dt













































































Figure A.1: Model components of the 3-level cascade. (A) Transcriptional repression governed
by sRNA repressors. Presence of R2 causes attenuator A1 upstream of R1 to fold
into a terminator structure thus halting transcription of R1. This complex event can
be described by a first order Hill function[64], characterized by a repression coef-
ficient, K2,which has units of concentration. K2 defines the concentration of active
R2 needed to achieve significant repression of R1[1]. (B) Crosstalk between repres-
sor R2 and attenuator A1 can be described as an OR gate module with two signaling
species[71]. Here pc is the percentage crosstalk due to R2 compared to the repres-
sion caused from the cognate sRNA repressor R1. (C) Tandem attenuators can be
modeled by multiplying Hill functions together[64].(D) The eect of autotermina-
tion from a single attenuator is modeled by multiplying the transcription rate by a




























































































































Figure A.2: Qualitative validation of model governing equations. (A) Cross-talk qualitative
validation, generated by equations A.5-A.8. As cross-talk becomes stronger, the
SFGFP signal is more repressed. (B) Tandem attenuator and maturation delay vali-
dation, generated by equations A.23-A.30. Both trajectories resulted from L1+L2,
one with a single attenuator on L1, and one with two tandem attenuators on L1.
When two attenuators are in tandem, the repression eect caused by the same re-
pressor RNA concentration is stronger. These curves also show the characteristic
bending of the trajectories at later times due to the maturation delay we factor into
the model, which matches experimental characterization (Figure A.4). (C) Auto-
termination validation, generated by equations A.13-A.16. Compared with no auto-
termination (left two bars), 20% auto termination (right two bars) causes end point




















































































































Figure A.3: Model inspired findings on pre-incubation of TX-TL reactions. (A) Best fit of the
model generated L1 trajectory with equations A17-A22 (red line) and experimen-
tally collected SFGFP trajectories (blue dash) from TX-TL reactions containing
0.5nM L1 with no pre-incubation. (B) GFP production rates derived from part
A. Red line corresponds to the red model trajectory and blue dashes correspond
to blue experimental trajectories. Parts A and B together show that there is a 20
minute delay in SFGPF fluorescence signal after the start of the reaction, which our
model is not capable of capturing. (C) Best fit of the model generated L1 trajec-
tory with equations A17-A22 (red line) and experimentally collected SFGFP tra-
jectories (blue dash) from TX-TL reactions containing 0.5nM L1 with a 20 minute
pre-incubation of the extract and buer at 37C before adding DNA at time 0. (D)
GFP production rates derived from part C. Red line corresponds to the red model
trajectory and blue dashes correspond to blue experimental trajectories. Parts C
and D together show that a 20 minute pre-incubating of the TX-TL extract/buer
at 37C eliminates the delay at the beginning of the reaction. Using experimen-





























































Figure A.4: Model inspired findings on sRNA maturation delay (A) Best fit of the model gener-
ated L1+L2 trajectory with equations A17-A22 (red line) and experimentally col-
lected L1+L2 trajectories (blue dashes) with a 20 minute pre-incubation of the ex-
tract and buer at 37C before adding DNA at time 0. (B) GFP production rates
derived from part A. Red line corresponds to the red model trajectory and blue
dashes correspond to blue experimental trajectories. Parts A and part B together
show that there is a drop in SFGFP production rate after the first 20 minutes in the







































Figure A.5: Estimation of K1s for cascade swap prediction. (A) The two-level parameterization
experiment (black dash lines) was performed to estimate a single parameter K1s to
predict trajectories for a swapped cascade circuit (Figure 2.5E,F). The mean sim-
ulated trajectory (red line) is shown within 95% confidence intervals (blue region)
using the newly estimated K1s values (B) Comparison of the estimated repression
coecients between single antisense copies of R1 (Red) and R2 (Blue) (K1s and
K2s, respectively). K2s is lower than K1s indicating that R2 shows slightly stronger


















































































































































Figure A.6: Parameter estimation validation on TX-TL batch B. Comparison of experimental
trajectories of SFGFP fluorescence in TX-TL experiments using batch B of extract
(black dash lines) with simulated model predictions. Model simulated trajectories
were generated by performing 1,000 simulations with parameters drawn from the
set of 10,000 determined from the estimation procedure (see Methods). Experimen-
tal and model trajectories were normalized by the maximum observed experimen-
tal fluorescence (see Methods). The mean simulated trajectory (red line) is shown
within 95% confidence intervals (blue region). The schematic of each experiment








































































Figure A.7: Batch-to-batch dierence Parameterization experimental trajectories comparison
between batch A (blue) and batch B (red). Shaded regions represent the aver-
age plus/minus the standard deviation of experimental trajectories from Figure 2.4
(Batch A) and Figure A.5 (Batch B).







































































































Table A.2: Plasmids used in this study. Sequences in the plasmid architecture can
be found in Table A.1
Plasmid # Plasmid architecture Name Figure
JBL006 J23119 pT181 attenuator SFGFP Tr-
rnB CmR p15A origin




JBL002 J23119 TrrnB ColE1 origin AmpR No repressor control 2.4,2.5,A.2,A.3,
A.4.A.5,A.7
JBL007 J23119 pT181 mutant attenuator












JBL069 J23119 pT181 mutant attenuator
(sTRSV ribozyme pT181 repressor )x2





JBL1845 J23119 (pT181 attenuator)x2 SFGFP





JBL3255 J23119 pT181 attenuator (sTRSV ri-
bozyme pT181 mutant repressor)x2
TrrnB ColE1 origin AmpR
Prediction Cascade PL2 2.5
JBL004 J23119 pT181 repressor TrrnB ColE1
origin AmpR









K2 0.33 K1 6 K2 6 3:33K1
K1 0:33K2 6 K1 6 3:33K2
kE kE 6 kI
d2 0:5d1 6 d2 6 d1
d1 2=3d2 6 d1 6 2d2
dm 0:001 6 dm 6 d2

kI kE 6 kI 6 10kE
rm2 0:33rm1 6 rm2 6 3:33rm1
rm1 0:33rm2 6 rm2 6 3:33rm2
pc 0:001 6 pc 6 0:2
Pt 0:001 6 Pt 6 0:70
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Table A.4: Estimated parameter mean values
Parameter Batch A Batch B
m 2.0614 AU Conc. s 1 3.1295 AU Conc. s 1
K2 132.02 AU Conc. 141.51 AU Conc.
K1 240.89 AU Conc. 327.01 AU Conc.
kE 0.0014572 s 1 0.0013327 s 1
d2 0.0020798 s 1 0.0039834 s 1
d1 0.00083283 s 1 0.0015947 s 1
dm 0.0015946 s 1 0.0032317 s 1
 0.01683 s 1 0.049578 s 1
kI 0.002138 s 1 0.002484 s 1
rm2 0.00015546 s 1 0.00016851 s 1





APPENDIX OF CHAPTER 3:ENGINEERING A FUNCTIONAL SMALL RNA
NEGATIVE AUTOREGULATION NETWORKWITH MODEL-GUIDED
DESIGN















































B.2 Methods for sensitivity analysis and parameter identifiability
Belowwe outline our methods for identifying parameters that can be fit from specifically
designed experiments following2. Our model for RNA circuitry consists of a set of
ordinary dierential equations that describe the time-dependent rates of concentration
changes of the molecular species that participate in the circuitry, xi(t). These equations
are parameterized by a set of parameters, p j, that we want to estimate by fitting model
predictions to a small set of experiments. These experiments were designed through an
iterative process of sensitivity analysis on the set of model equations (Figure B.4).
An individual experiment was considered to be a TX-TL reaction containing a subset
of the DNA constructs encoding the full sRNA transcriptional NAR at defined concen-
trations. Each such experiment produces a measurable trajectory of SFGFP fluorescence
as a function of time, and can be modeled by the subset of equations that describe the
gene expression processes from the included DNA. After a specific experiment (a subset
of DNA) was proposed, the next step was to assess which parameters were identifiable
from this experiment, which is closely linked with parametric sensitivity analysis. Here
we used the procedure proposed by McAuley and coworkers[127] to first calculate and
analyze the sensitivity coecient matrix for the proposed experiment as follows.
For each experiment, the sensitivity coecient matrix zi j(t), is a time-varying matrix
that encapsulates how sensitive the concentration of the molecular species xi is to a






i = 1; 2; :::N j = 1; 2; :::; P
Here P denotes the number of parameters and N denotes the number of molecular


















which are subject to the initial condition zi j = 0. Since our only observable in the
TX-TL experiment is SFGFP, we focused specifically on zS FGFP; j(t) to determine which
parameters were identifiable in the experiment.
Identifiability was then performed according to McAuley[127].This was done by
finding the column of this matrix that had the biggest magnitude (indicating the most
sensitive parameter), calculating a residual matrix which removed this column and con-
trolled for correlations between parameters, and iterating this procedure on the resulting
residual matrix until a threshold was reached on the largest remaining column magni-
tude. In this way a set of parameters was determined that maximally influenced the
modeled trajectory of the proposed experiment (Figure 3.4).
After performing this procedure on the simplest experiment (experiment 1), we pro-
posed a further experiment and performed the same analysis, except that parameters
already identified by previous experiments were marked as determined by setting their
columns in the sensitivity matrix to 0. Rounds of experimental design and sensitivity
analysis were performed until all 16 parameters were able to be identified by five TX-TL





























































Figure B.1: (A) Natural repressor-RNA transcriptional repression in the pT181 attenuator. Tran-
scription of a downstream gene is undisrupted when the repressor RNA is absent.
When the repressor RNA is present, it interacts with the attenuator RNA to form a
transcriptional terminator hairpin. Therefore, the transcription of the downstream
gene is turned o. (B) Schematics of basic sRNA repression constructs testing both
cognate and non-cognate (orthogonal) regulation. (C) In vivo test of 5 new termi-
nators compared against TrrnB in the context of the sRNA repressor. Error bars
represent standard deviations over nine biological replicates. L3S3P21 was chosen
for the rest of this work. (D) Invivo orthogonality test of double (tandem) repres-
sors. Adding a ribozyme (triangle) between the terminator and repressor construct
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Figure B.2: Re-plots of previous findings on pT181 sRNA repression strength and degradation
rates. (A) Re-plot of in vivo attenuator repression characterization from Lucks et
al[64]. The repression eciency of pT181 repressor antisense (R) is reduced when
an attenuator sequence is placed upstream (att-R). Using two copies of repressors in
tandem (att-2R) increases the repression strength slightly. (B) Re-plot of degrada-
tion parameter distributions for dierent repressor constructs determined from cell-
free TX-TL experiments in Hu et al[48]. The degradation rate of the bare pT181
repressor sRNA (R, red) is faster than the degradation rate of the att-2R version
(blue).
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Table B.5: Plasmids used in this study. (Sequences in the plasmid
architecture can be found in Table B.4)























































Truncated pT181 mutated re-
pressor
3.2B










JBL002 J23119-TrrnB ColE1 origin AmpR No repressor control 3.4, B.6C
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Table B.5 continued from previous page
JBL007 J23119-pT181attmut-SFGFP-
TrrnB-CmR p15A origin


















































JBL5032 J23119-MG-L3S3P21T MG B.3A
JBL3326 pT181-pT181R(H2)-L3S3P21 term Truncated pT181 repressor 3.2A
JBL3355 J23119-sTRSV-pT181R(H2)-
sTRSV-pT181R(H2)-L3S3P21T
2X truncated pT181 repres-






by 1 truncated pT181 repres-




Figure B.3: Characterization of malachite green and SFGFP expression constructs. (A) End
point fluorescent measurement at the end of a 2-hour TX-TL reaction with a consti-
tutive promoter driving malachite-green aptamer expression (MG) compared with
a version containing a repressor-ribozyme sequence in between the promoter and
the MG aptamer (R-MG). This result indicates some reduction in MG transcrip-
tion caused by the presence of the repressor-ribozyme sequence. The ribozyme is
indicated by a triangle in the schematic. Error bars represent standard deviations
of 3 technical replicates. (B) Two-hour TX-TL time course trajectories of con-
structs containing the wild type pT181 attenuator followed by an SFGFP coding
sequence (WT-att), compared with a mutated version of the pT181 attenuator (Mut-
att) followed by an SFGFP coding sequence. The eective model simulates these
two constructs with identical ODEs. Therefore, the two trajectories are expected to
overlay each other if the DNA qualities of these two constructs are comparable. The
result confirmed that this modeling approach is valid. Error bars represent standard













































































































Figure B.4: Validation of model simulations of parameter estimation experiments. Comparison
of experimental trajectories of SFGFP (or MG) fluorescence in TX-TL experiments
(black dashed lines) with simulated model predictions. Model simulated trajectories
were generated by performing 1000 simulations with parameters drawn from the set
of 10,000 determined from the estimation procedure (see Methods). Experimental
and model trajectories were normalized by the maximum observed experimental
fluorescence of the first experiment in (A). The mean simulated trajectory (red line)
is shown within 95% confidence intervals derived from the range of simulated tra-
jectories (blue region). The schematic of each experiment is shown in the upper left
corner of each plot corresponding to the experiments in Figure 3.4 and equations in
Supplementary Note B.1.
Table B.1: Parameters guesses from previous work[48]
Parameter Single-R Tandem-R Definition Unit
1.  1.5 1.5 Rate of transcription AU Conc./sec
2. K 600 300 Repression co-ecient of RNA
repressor
AU Conc.
3. d 0.008 0.004 Repressor degradation rate 1/sec
4. dm 0.006 0.006 Reporter (G) degradation rate 1/sec
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Figure B.5: To estimate the response time of dynamic trajectories generated by constructs in
TX-TL reactions, we used a least squares method to approximate when each trajec-
tory reaches steady state (see Methods). Since the raw data contains experimental
noise within individual trajectories, steady state approximation is a dicult task. To
overcome this, we fitted the data with our model and used the best fit trajectory to
estimate the response time. (A) We searched for the best trajectory for each individ-
ual experimental replicate based on best R2 values. Sample fitting trajectories and
experimental data from each experiment are shown. (B) All fitted trajectories and
experimental data from the single repressor NAR vs. control constructs. (C) All
fitted trajectories and experimental data from the double repressor NAR vs. control
constructs. Response time of each experimental replicate (shown in Figure 3.5) was
calculated independently following the least squared method (See Methods).
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Figure B.6: Parts tested for the sRNA transcriptional NAR networks designed for in vivo ex-
periments. (A) Testing yem-GFP in the context of the sRNA repressor. Expression
was characterized from constructs containing a constitutive promoter followed by
a pT181 attenuator and either GFP or yem-GFP with a control plasmid (-), or a
plasmid encoding a cognate sRNA repressor (R,+). Results showed an improve-
ment in repression strength when yem-GFP was used. Error bars represent standard
deviations over nine biological replicates. (B) Using AHL to titrate expression of
an attenuator construct. The attenuator-yem-GFP construct was placed behind the
AHL inducible promoter pLux. Construct expression was measured after induction
with a range of AHL concentrations after 5 hours, and compared to a constitutively
expressed construct (J23119). The results confirmed a range of AHL induction lev-
els of this repressor expression construct. Later in vivo experiments were performed
with 100nM of AHL based on this result. Error bars represent standard deviations
over nine biological replicates. (C) Repression eciency of the single repressor
construct used in the single repressor NAR networks. The repression strength of
a single repressor flanked by ribozymes (triangle) versus the same construct with
a mutant attenuator placed upstream. The present of the mutant attenuator signif-
icantly reduces the repression strength. Testing the repressor construct against a
mutant attenuator target region (red bars) showed that the repression ineciency
was not due to crosstalk, but is rather due to the attenuator causing reduced sRNA
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Figure B.7: Characterization of double repressor sRNA transcriptional NAR networks in vivo
with normalized data. (A) Schematics of the double repressor NAR and control
constructs designed for in vivo testing using yem-GFP as a network reporter. (B)
Normalized trajectories collected from E. coli TG1 cells containing the double re-
pressor NAR (blue) or control (red) construct over a five-hour period. Each exper-
imental replicate from Figure 6B was normalized to its steady state value to show



































Figure B.8: Characterization of single repressor sRNA transcriptional NAR in vivo . (A)
Schematics of the single repressor NAR and control constructs designed for in
vivo testing using yem-GFP as a network reporter. (B) Four replicate fluorescence
(FL/OD) trajectories collected from E. coli TG1 cells containing the single repres-
sor NAR (blue) or control (red) construct over a five-hour period. In this case, no
clear speed up in response was observed.
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Table B.2: All parameters involved in parameterization procedure
# Param. Description Estimated Value Unit
P(1) m Transcription rate of mRNA 4.9  0.41 Conc./sec.
P(2) K1 Repression coecient of single repres-
sor
289.5  24.9 Conc.
P(3) K2 Repression coecient of double (tan-
dem) repressor
193.6  16.7 Conc.
P(4) KC1 Repression coecient of mismatched
repressor due to crosstalk
10113.5  886.0 Conc.
P(5) d1 Degradation rate of single repressor 2.1e-03  2.8e-04 1/sec.
P(6) rm1 Maturation rate of single repressor 6.9e-05  5.9e-06 1/sec.
P(7) rm2 Maturation rate of double repressor 7.5e-05  6.4e-06 1/sec.
P(8) rb Maturation and binding rate of MG 1.3e-04  1.1-e05 1/sec.
P(9) R Transcription rate of repressor 39.4  3.3 Conc./sec.
P(10) kt Translational rate of SFGFP 2.6e-04  2.3e-05 1/sec.
P(11)  Maturation rate of SFGFP 1.7e-02  1.4e-03 1/sec.
P(12) dM Degradation Rate of SFGFP mRNA 5.9e-04  5.1e-05 1/sec.
P(13)  Transcription rate of pre-cleaved MG
RNA
16.0  1.4 Conc./sec.
P(14) dMG Degradation rate of MG RNA 5.3e-04  4.6e-05 1/sec.
P(15) d2 Degradation rate of double repressor 1.7e-03  1.4e-04 1/sec.
P(16) Pt Auto-termination probability* 0.18  0.016 N/A
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Table B.3: Model Species
Model Species Definition
R1 Immature single sRNA repressor
R1 Mature single sRNA repressor
R2 Immature double (tandem) sRNA repressor
R2 Mature double (tandem) repressor
M mRNA of SFGFP
G Immature SFGFP
GM Mature SFGFP




APPENDIX OF CHAPTER 4: UNCOVER THE DESIGN PRINCIPLE OF
GENERIC TRANSFER FUNCTION MANIPULATION THROUGH SMALL
TRANSCRIPTION ACTIVATION RNAS (STARS)
C.1 Parametrization on Three Pairs of STARs
From previous work, we found that for the same circuit design, we would observe three
distinct transfer functions and dynamic ranges for three dierent STAR/target pairs [23].
Intrigued by this observation, we aimed to gain better understanding of the mechanistic
features governing STAR/target transfer functions through coarse grained ODE mod-
els. To estimate all unknown parameters, we proposed 6 TX-TL experiments to be
performed sequentially [49]. Each experiment contained DNA that encoded parts of the
attenuator circuitry that was described by a set of ODEs. The tables shown in below
describe the species and parameter involved in STAR/target circuit.
C.1.1 Model Species and Parameters
Table C.1: Species involved in STAR/target Circuit
Species Description
S  Immature STAR
S Matured STAR




Table C.2: Parameters involved in STAR/target Circuit
# Parameter Description
FIXED 1 m Transcriptional rate of mRNA
2 dm Degradation rate of mRNA
3 kt Translational rate of GFP
4  Maturation rate of GFP
4970+4971 5 s1 Transcriptional rate of STAR
6 ds1 Degradation rate of STAR
7 s1 Maturation rate of STAR
8 P1 Autotermination 0   1:0
9 Ks1 Activation coecient of STAR
10 ls1 Leak coecient of STAR 0   1:0
5808+5809 11 s2 Transcriptional rate of STAR
12 ds2 Degradation rate of STAR
13 s2 Maturation rate of STAR
14 P2 Autotermination 0   1:0
15 Ks2 Activation coecient of STAR
16 ls2 Leak coecient of STAR 0   1:0
5816+5817 17 s3 Transcriptional rate of STAR
18 ds3 Degradation rate of STAR
19 s3 Maturation rate of STAR
20 P3 Autotermination 0   1:0
21 Ks3 Activation coecient of STAR





= s;i   ds;iS    s;iS  (C.1)
dS
dt
= s;iS    ds;iS (C.2)
dM
dt












where i = 1; 2; 3 denotes 4970/4971 pair, 5808/5809 pair, and 5816/5817 pair, respec-
tively. In the parametrization process, construct levels 1 and 2 correspond to experiments
performed with 4970/4971 STAR/target pair. The first construct level contains only a
set concentration of the 4970 target DNA, representing the o level of the 4970/4971
STAR/target pair. The second construct level contains both the 4971 STAR DNA and
the 4970 target DNA at set concentrations, representing the on level of the 4970/4971
STAR/target pair. Likewise, construct levels 3 and 4 contain the 5808 target DNA only
and the 5808/5809 STAR/target DNAs, respectively. Construct levels 5 and 6 contain
the 5816 target DNA only and the 5816/5817 STAR/target DNAs, respectively. For each
o level (construct levels 1,3, or 5), parameter s;i corresponding to each construct level
is set to zero to represent the absence of STAR in each system.
C.1.3 Parametrization Methods
Our model describing the STAR RNA circuitry consists of a set of ordinary dierential
equations that describes the time varying rate of change in the concentrations of each
molecular species, xi(t). These equations are parametrized by a set of parameters, p j,
that are estimated by fitting model predictions to a small set of experiments [49]. The
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experiments are designed through an iterative processes of sensitivity analysis on the set
of model equations until all parameters are found.
A TX-TL reaction containing a subset of the DNA constructs encoding the full STAR
and Target DNA construct at defined concentrations is considered to be an individual
experiment. Each such experiment produces a measurable trajectory of SFGFP fluores-
cence as a function of time. The trajectory obtained can in turn be modeled by a subset
of equations that describes the gene expression processes from the included DNA. After
a specific experiment was proposed, we assessed which parameters can be ”identified”
from such experiment. This identifiability assessment is closely linked with parametric
sensitivity analysis. The sensitivity analysis used here are proposed by McAuley and
coworkers [128] to calculate and analysis the sensitivity coecient matrix for each ex-
periment.
Each proposed experiment has a time varying sensitivity coecient matrix zi j(t) that
captures how sensitive the concentration of each molecular species xi is to a change in







with i = 1; 2; :::;N and j = 1; 2; :::P, where N denotes the number of parameters and N
denotes the number of molecular species.
The model equations can be generically expressed as:
dxi
dp j
= fi(~x; ~p; t) (C.7)
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(~x; ~p; t)zk; j +
@ fi
@p j
(~x; ~p; t) (C.8)
subjected to the initial condition zi j = 0. Since the only measurable specie in our pro-
posed experiment is SFGFP, we focused on zS FGFP; j(t) to determine which parameter is
identifiable in the experiment.
Identifiability assessment was then performed according to procedures proposed by
McAuley [128] - first find the column of the sensitivity matrix that has the largest mag-
nitude (most sensitive parameter), and then compute a residual matrix which removed
this column and controlled for correlations between parameters. This procedure is re-
peated on resulting residual matrix until a threshold was reached on the largest remain-
ing column magnitude. The result is a determined set of parameters that will maximally
influence the modeled trajectory of the proposed experiment.
After performing this method on the first experiment, we proposed subsequent experi-
ments and conducted the same analysis. The parameters already identified by previous
experiments were marked as ”determined” by setting their columns in the sensitivity
matrix to zero. Experimental design and sensitivity analysis were repeated until all pa-


















































































































Figure C.1: Six parametrization experiments were designed on the basis of sensitivity analysis
to estimate all 22 unknown parameter values in our proposed model. Red and blue
indicated high and low sensitivity, respectively. The first construct level (A) con-
tains only a set concentration of the 4970 target DNA, representing the o level
of the 4970/4971 STAR/target pair. The second construct level (B) contains both
the 4971 STAR DNA and the 4970 target DNA at set concentrations, representing
the on level. Likewise, construct levels 3 (C) and 4 (D) contain the 5808 target
DNA and the 5808/5809 STAR/target DNAs, respectively. Construct levels 5 (E)























































































































































Figure C.2: Comparison of experimental trajectories of SFGFP fluorescence in TX-TL exper-
iments (black dashed lines) with simulated model predictions. Model simulated
trajectories were generated by performing 100 simulations with parameters drawn
from the set of 10,000 determined from the parameter estimation procedure. Ex-
perimental and model trajectories were normalized by the maximum experimental
fluorescence of the first experiment (A). The mean simulated trajectory (red line) is
shown within 95% confidence intervals (shaded blue region). Plots (A) and (B) 2
correspond to 4970 and 4971 pair. Plots (C) and (D) correspond to 5808 and 5809
pair. Plots (E) and (F) correspond to 5816 and 5817 pair.
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C.1.6 STAR Pairs and Parametrized Values
Table C.3: Estimated Parameter Values
# Parameter Mean Values Std.dev
FIXED 1 m 1.4587 0.12801
2 dm 0.001284 0.00010484
3 ktl 0.0048837 0.00041862
4  0.15091 0.013875
4970+4971 5 s 4.3079 0.38497
Best OFF 6 ds 0.0015914 0.00014331
7 s 5.98E-05 5.45E-06
8 P 0.068187 0.0062317
9 Ks 199.29 17.09
10 ls 0.00058557 5.52E-05
5808+5809 11 s 3.5585 0.29702
Best Dynamic 12 ds 0.00093809 7.64E-05
Range 13 s 2.14E-05 1.84E-06
14 P 0.12277 0.010304
15 Ks 89.335 7.7044
16 ls 0.00094246 8.68E-05
5816+5817 17 s 4.0062 0.3572
Best ON 18 ds 0.0022392 0.00018976
19 s 0.00014178 1.24E-05
20 P 0.14601 0.012404
21 Ks 86.875 7.8063
22 ls 0.014516 0.0012806
Table C.3 shows the mean values of estimated parameters as well as standard deviations.
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These estimated parameter values agreed with previous experiments [23]. For instance,
we previously observed the 4970/4791 STAR/target pair have the lowest leak in o state
and the lowest signal at on state among the three pairs of STAR/target tested in vivo. The
estimated values of parameters corresponding to these features, ls and Ks are the lowest
and the highest among the three pairs of STAR/target. Likewise, 5816/5817 STAR/target
pair has the highest leak in o state but also the highest signal at on state. The estimated
values of parameters corresponding to these features, ls and Ks are the highest and the
lowest among the three pairs of STAR/target.
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C.2 In vivo Simulation with Three Pairs of STARs
To test the robustness of the parameter values estimated from parameterization experi-
ments, we aimed to simulate the in vivo transfer functions of hybrid inducible systems
with three pairs of STARs. In previous work, we have shown that parameter values
extracted from TX-TL experiments can serve as prototyping tools for characterizing cir-
cuit behaviors in vivo [47]. The tables below describe the species and parameters used
in in vivo model.
C.2.1 Model Species and Parameters
Table C.4: Species involved in hybrid inducible system
Species Description
S STAR
M mRNA of GFP
G GFP
C.2.2 In vivo Equations
The ODE describing the maturation step of a newly transcribed STAR (S ) into a func-
tional STAR (S ) is:
dS
dt
= s;iS    ds;iS (C.9)
For in vivo experiment, we only care about the concentration profiles of three species:
STAR (S), mRNA of GFP (M), and GFP (P). To recapitulate the maturation step of S ,
we can set the above expression to steady state and obtain the scaling relation between






Table C.5: Parameters involved in hybrid inducible system
Parameter Description
X Inducer Concentration
Kx Activation coecient of Inducer
lx Leak coecient of Inducer
x Transcriptional rate of STAR driven by inducible promoter
ds Degradation rate of STAR
s Maturation rate of STAR
m Transcriptional rate of mRNA driven by constitutive promoter
Ks Activation coecient of STAR
dm Degradation rate of mRNA
kt Translational rate of GFP
dp Degradation rate of GFP
ls Leak coecient of STAR (0   1:0)
P Autotermination
This scaling relation (s=ds) is used in the hill function for mRNA to account for the




















= ktM   dpG (C.13)
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Table C.6: Parameters values used in hybrid inducible system
Parameter Values Units




ds drawn from parameter pool 1/sec
s drawn from parameter pool 1/sec
m 4 1/sec
Ks drawn from parameter pool molecules
dm drawn from parameter pool 1/sec
kt 0.034 [41] 1/sec
dp 0.0001 [2] 1/sec
ls Drawn from parameter pool N/A
P Drawn from parameter pool N/A
C.2.3 Parameter Values used for in vivo Simulation
In the in vivo model simulation, we have drawn several STAR parameters values from
the estimation pool (ds; s;Ks; dm) in combination with literature values of protein trans-
lation kt and degradation dp speeds. For parameter such as X;Kx; lx; x; m where litera-
ture values are not available, we provided reasonable estimates based on previous works.
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C.3 Understanding Leak coecient lx of transcription factor medi-
ated activator
The following ordinary dierential equations describe the gene expression event of a




=   ( x
Kx + x
+ lx)   dm  M (C.14)
dP
dt
= kt  M   dp  P (C.15)
Equations C.14 and C.15 represent the transcriptional and translational events in gene
expression. Here M denotes the concentration of mRNA and P denotes for the concen-
tration of protein.  and kt denote the rate of transcription and translation, respectively.
dm and dp denote the degradation rate of mRNA and protein, respectively. Kx is the
activation strength and lx represents the leak coecient, which ranges from 0 to 1. It
defines the amount of mRNA being expressed when the system is not being induced.
The causes of leak dier from systems to systems. Here we explore the cause of leak on
several common inducible systems.
C.3.1 Positive Activation
First of all, a transcriptional factor (TF) mediated activator could be categorized into two
groups based on its activating mechanism – positive activation and repressor sequestra-
tion. A positive activation mediated by TF can be broken down int o two steps: step








= k1 f  x  TF  C  k1r




 x  TF
If xtot = x +C, and k1D = k1rk1 f Then
C = xtot  TFk1D + TF (C.16)








= k2 f C  p   Ta  k2r





If ptot = Ta + p, and k2D = k2rk2 f Then
Ta = ptot  Ck2D +C (C.17)
Sometimes o-target interactions would cause leak: For instance, transcriptional factor





If k1lD = k1lrk1l f
Ta = ptot  TFk1lD + TF (C.18)
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If we combine equations C.16 to C.19 and substitute them into equation C.14
dM
dt











Therefore, in order to minimize the leak lx, the ideal solution would be to engineer the
transcriptional factor TF to avoid non-specific binding with the promoter, therefore in-
crease k1lD; also, to engineer the promoter sequence to avoid self-promoting, therefore
increase k2lD. However, these are non-trivial engineering tasks. Dierent system re-
quires specific mechanistic tuning on the molecular level to solve this problem.
C.3.2 Repressor sequestrating activation
In repressor sequestration activation, inducer x binds to the transcription factor TF and








= k1 f  x  TF  C1  k1r
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 x  TF
If TFtot = TF +C1, and k1D = k1rk1 f , we have
TF = TFtot  k1Dx + k1D (C.21)








= k2 f  Ta  TF  C2  k2r




 Ta  TF
If Ta;tot = Ta +C2, and k2D = k2rk2 f , we have
Ta = Ta;tot  k2DTF + k2D (C.22)
where total number of active transcript Ta;tot is given by the total number of promoter







+ x + k1D
(C.23)
With no inducer in the system, the leak lx is given by the amount of active transcript Ta








In order to minimize leak lx, we can increase the amount of repressors (TFtot) in the
system. Another approach is to engineer the repressor to have tight binding with the
promoter, thereby decreasing k2D. Tuning the right amount of repressors in the system
is non-trival: having too much repressors or a low k2D where TFtot k1Dk2D  x + k1D in
eqn.C.24 makes the system non-inducible.
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C.4 Degradation Model for sRNA
Experiments showed that hybrid-inducible system with STAR intermediate improves
dynamic range compared to inducible system alone. However, our original model
showed that, while hybrid system can reduce o level leak, it should not improve dy-
namic range. To account for the discrepancy in experimental observations and model,
we incorporated degradation steps into the original model. The new degradation model
accounts for the dynamic recruitment of RNase at on and o levels in the hybrid sys-
tem. We hypothesize that the observable degradation rate is faster at o level, as there
are more RNase than sRNAs for ecient degradation. At on level, more sRNAs are tran-
scribed and saturated RNase activity, the observable degradation rate would be slower.
Tables below detail the model species and parameters used:
C.4.1 Model Species and Parameters
Table C.7: Species involved in STAR-hybrid system
Species Description
S STAR






Table C.8: Parameters involved in STAR-hybrid system
Parameter number Description Value
X 1 Inducer Concentration 0.001 - 1e6
Kx 2 Activation coecient of Inducer 20
lx 3 Leak coecient of Inducer 0.25
m 4 Transcriptional rate driven by constitutive promoter 4
ds 5 Degradation rate of STAR 0.002
x 6 Max transcriptional rate driven by inducible promoter 2
Ks 7 Activation coecient of STAR 2000
dm 8 Degradation rate of mRNA 0.01
kt 9 Translational rate of GFP 0.035
dp 10 Degradation rate of GFP 0.0001
ls 11 Leak coecient of STAR (0   1:0) 0.001
k f1 12 Forward binding constant of sRNA to RNase 1
kr1 13 Reverse binding constant of sRNA to RNase 1000
k f2 14 Forward binding constant of mRNA to RNase 1
kr2 15 Reverse binding constant of mRNA to RNase 1000
C.4.2 Equation
Here we constructed three models: inducible system alone, original hybrid system
model with constant degradation, and new hybrid system model accounting RNase sat-


































= ktM   dpG (C.29)
Changing Degradation




























  k f2MA + kr2Cd2 (C.31)
dCd1
dt
= k f1S A   kr1Cd1   dsCd1 (C.32)
dCd2
dt
= k f2MA   kr2Cd2   dmCd2 (C.33)
dA
dt
=  k f1S A + kr1Cd1 + dsCd1   k f2MA + kr2Cd2 + dmCd2 (C.34)
dG
dt
= ktM   dpG (C.35)
With a set amount of RNase in the pool, the overall degradation rate is faster at low
induction level and slows down at high induction level. At low inducer concentration,
fewer RNAs are transcribed. The free RNases can act on RNAs to form RNA-RNase
complex which are then degraded. This allows for tight regulation of background sig-
nal leakage. As inducer concentration increases, more RNAs are produced and saturate
the degradation machinery. As a result, there are more STAR molecules to activate the
transcription of reporter and more mRNA being translated into GFP. This degradation
mechanism elucidates how STAR mediated circuit is capable of reducing leak and im-
prove dynamic range.
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C.5 STAR Sequester impacts transfer function and dynamic range
In our eorts to further improve dynamic range in hybrid systems, we have found STAR
sequesters as a prominent candidate at reducing o level signal leak. However, we have
observed in experiments that hybrid system with sequester at on level have a greater
signal deduction compared to o level. We thought this could also be explained by
the degradation model: at o level, there are more free RNAses to degrade sequesters.
At on level, the degradation machinery is saturated and more sequesters are produced
than degraded. We have simulated the hybrid system with sequester to see whether
the degradation model can reproduce experimental results. The tables below detail the
model species and parameters for hybrid system with sequesters.
C.5.1 Model Species and Parameters













Table C.10: Parameters involved in STAR-hybrid system
Parameter number Description Value
X 1 Inducer Concentration 0.001 - 1e6
Kx 2 Activation coecient of Inducer 20
lx 3 Leak coecient of Inducer 0.25
m 4 Transcriptional rate driven by constitutive promoter 4
ds 5 Degradation rate of STAR 0.002
x 6 Max transcriptional rate driven by inducible promoter 2
Ks 7 Activation coecient of STAR 2000
dm 8 Degradation rate of mRNA 0.01
kt 9 Translational rate of GFP 0.035
dp 10 Degradation rate of GFP 0.0001
ls 11 Leak coecient of STAR (0   1:0) 0.001
k f1 12 Forward binding constant of sRNA to RNase 1
kr1 13 Reverse binding constant of sRNA to RNase 1000
k f2 14 Forward binding constant of mRNA to RNase 1
kr2 15 Reverse binding constant of mRNA to RNase 1000
Q 16 Transcriptional rate driven by constitutive promoter 1
kb 17 Binding constant of STAR to Sequester 10
C.5.2 Equations
Similar to the degradation model proposed above, the dynamics of RNase activities on





















dm ! A + ;
We assume that the forward (k f1) and reverse (kr1) binding constant of RNase to STAR,
sequester, and STAR-sequester to be the same. Once the RNase-sRNA complexes (Cdi)








  k f1S A + kr1Cd1   kbSQ (C.36)
dQ
dt
= Q   k f1QA + kr1Cd2   kbSQ (C.37)
d[SQ]
dt








  k f2MA + kr2Cd2 (C.39)
dCd1
dt
= k f1S A   kr1Cd1   dsCd1 (C.40)
dCd2
dt
= k f1QA   kr1Cd2   dsCd2 (C.41)
dCd3
dt
= k f1[SQ]A   kr1Cd3   dsCd3 (C.42)
dCd4
dt
= k f2MA   kr2Cd4   dmCd4 (C.43)
dA
dt
=  k f1S A + kr1Cd1 + dsCd1   k f1QA + kr1Cd2 + dsCd2
 k f1[SQ]A + kr1Cd3 + dsCd3   k f2MA + kr2Cd4 + dmCd4 (C.44)
dG
dt
= ktM   dpG (C.45)
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